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iNTRO1)11110N.

The study of the public-school system of Wilmington, Del., of
which this bulletin is a part, was made by the United States Com-
missioner of Education upon invitation of a committee of 30 citizens
-of Wilmington appointed by the board of education, by the city
council, and by the mayor of the city, and empowered to arrange
for such a study.

In the introduction to Part'I of this feport, printed under separate
cover, will be found a full statement of the conditions under which
this survey was undertaken, its scope. and the personnel of the coin-

,: mission appointed to make the study..
5



SURVEY OF THE SCHOOLS OF WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.

PART II.

Chapter I.

COMMENT AND SUGGESTIONS ON THE SEPARATE, ELE-
MENTARY COURSES.

New courses and revisions of old .courses l&ve been prOnered' bythe superintendent on the various subjects taught and issikd only in
September of tin! ,current year, less than two. months before thij
survey was made. Some of the courses, like those on nature study
and physical training,-are entirely new. these subjects having never-,
before found a place in the curriculum: others einbody important de,.
sirable changes in the courses in the various studies which have long
been used in the schools. Under these conditions, the courses an

/limper represent to a considerable extent what it is proposed to do,
and not what actually has been and is done in the schools. in short,
some of these courses are, in iug)ortant respects, much better than
the actual teaching observed. To carry them out, teachers will` need
more WI) than they now receive front the superintendent, the as-
sistant superintendent, the supervisors of special branches, like draw-
ing, music, and from the principals, as more fully explained
elscwhei in th s survey. It will require more frequent teachers'
meetings is re now held:, In short, more effective supervision
of the instruc i is the prime requisite. . ,

, The following comments, and acc6unts of lessOns observed, show-
ing both points of excellence and defects, are offered in the hope that
they may aid the teachers and the superviizing staff 'to carry into.
practical effect, the good features of iliesc courses. and the additions
to and modifications of them suggested below.

INTRODUCTORY REMARIP.--

Judgment of any act implies a standard. Any teaching- act .pis r
judged to be,good or bad, right or wrong, profitable to those taught;.
or unprofitable, ,accorcling as it is measured by some standard of °
pedagogical practice believed to be authoriative. Such a standar4
must not only claim to lie scientifically ground `c but it must *we-

7



8 SURVEY OF THE SCHOOLS OF NVILMINGTON, DEL.

proved also its effetkeness in accmlishing the ends that schools
are conducted for in this day and age.

It is believed that the standards used in judging certain elementary
school practices observed in. the schools of Wilmington are not only
thus grounded. but that they have been demonstrated in the best

.1lools of the rimiltry as practically effective in accomplishing- the
great social ends conceived to he the aims for the .141neation of the
young in our democracy.

1. Education is something more than teaching. When Wilming-
ton ~hall have for all of its little children properly equipped kinder -
gartens moler trained directms: when it shall have playgrounds for
all, under trained supervision; when it shall have facilities for car -
rying out varied and full courses in industrial arts. household arts,
manual training. and other prevoiational activities: and shall have
provided special classes for the feeble-mine41, the exceptionally
dull, the exceptionally bright, and the incorrigible, then will Wil-
mington be eonsidered as providing more adequote educational fa--
vilifies for its young citizens, so far as mere instruction is concerned.

'2 . Teaching is something more than instructing. Teaching has at
least two other ends. of even greater importance than knowledge, to
the accomplishment of which instruction for the sake of knowledge
is only a means: these ends it re mental development and training,
resulting in power and skill. Until supervisors. principals. and
others placed in -judgment of thesuccesS of teacher.s cease to meas-
ure the product of teaching effort chiefly by what pupils know and
can express in a formal test or examination, the knowledge aim will
dominate; teachers willprepare pupils for such test or.examination.
The standard set by supervision determines generally the methods
and aims.of the teacher.

3: Knowledge is something more than information. something
more than facts fixed in the memory by repetition. Knowledge is
the product or result of real experience occasioned bv the necessity
of solving some problem of more or less vital concern to the indi-
vidual being educated. The more teachers grow in their appreciation
of this truth. and by study and experiment adjust their teaching in
accordance with it. the more vital will such teaching become. and
the more sueeesSfIll will the schools he (turning out young people
able to think.

.4. Training young,people of a democracy to think involves some-
thing more than the general aim of self- realization, great as this is.
Psychologists.have-pointed out to us the principal form or modes of
Thinkingthat charaeterize.successful men an4 women, and pedugog-
ists are belping,us to shape,onr school practiee-so that these habits
of thinking will be developed. (See Melfurry's " Elementary
School Standards. ") r
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In the light of these four' general considerations the following

ciinments and suggestions are offered : Work observt.s1 has ben_ ro-
nounced good that seemed to have real 'educational value, and such
work was found in .many selloolroms: work was See 11 also that 'didnot meet the modern standard: it showed the dominating influence
of traditional practice, of outgrown aims and methods. This would
1)1.4)1,011y be finnal true to-soine extent of any school system. Judg-
ment on a sy.-tem as a whole is determined not by exceptional condi-
tions but by the predonrinating conditions fount!. The ideal condi-
tion would be to'fintl every teaching act so iilanned and executed as
to contribute effectively to the accomplishment of the great end forwhich all this educational work is being carried oh. While this ideal
would be difficult of realization, still that school systein, that partof the curriculum, that teacher's work, that class exercise must bejudged the best which can show the most of such teaching acts.

1. LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR -1N ELEMENTARY GRADES.

In educational practice there have come to be recognized three sortsof langtOge work which, in adapted form, should be afforded chil-dren in all grades.: .
1. (Aistructive language work, by the use of laninolge to expressthought. Thi14 is commonly called composition, oral and written.
2. Technical language work, which aims at grammatical correct-ness by bringing language expression 'up to approved standards.
3. Interpretive lainguage work, whirl,. aims at growth of vocabu-lary, at appreciation of the power of words to express thought, and

an interest in word selection.
Of these, it must be conceded that composition is the most

portant, the other two .being auxiliary to it. It must be understogd
that by composition are'meant all attempts at thought' expressionfrom the first effort of the little child to the finished oral or written
production of the trained student; thought expression out a, as wellas in, the special class called the language class; every exireiw,being
an exercise in English.

Briefly summarized. then, successful language teaching requires ofthe teacher:
First, that interesting and profitable thought material be broughtto the attention of the pupil, and thinking iegarding this mateiiol

stimulated.
Second, that the teacher find or devise occasion for the natural,

free expression by pupils of their thought upon thetubject thus.
caused to.engage their attention, the best motive, for such expressionon the part of any pupil being the natural one of desire to eommuni.
eate to somebody something he is interested in.
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Third, tha he teacher note during this free, spontanecius.language
performance the language needs, both of a granunaticar and an in-
terpretive sort, of those performing and proceed at the 'roper time to
minister to those'needs, either by drills or instruction. Freedom .and
fluency are the essentials which primary teachers should cultivate,
and later there may be added to these coherence, accuracy, logical
order, and felicity in expression.

Fourth, that the natural way to learn to speak a language, either
native or foreign. is to acquire fluency first and complete gram-
matical correctness afterwards by pruning criticism and imitation of
correct models. To try to secure grammatical correctness first in-
volves a degree of criticism that checks spontaneity and makes
fluency difficult or impossible.

It is believed that the four 'points named above epitomize in the
rough the pedagogy of successful oral language teaching everywhere.
In due time written language should follow oral language, practice
being guided by\the same general principles.

The three sorts of language' work, as observed in the Wilmington
schools, are here commented upon in the light of the foregoing gen-
eral statements.

OBSERVATIONS OF ORAL COMPOSITION.

In the observation of over 30, language classes in all grades from
1.A. to 6A, very little free, spontaneous oral thought expression was
heard; and in other subjects, such as history, arithmetic, and geog-
raphy,. the reciting of memorized words by pupils was far more
commonly heard than the expression of what had become their own
fought upon the _subject. In certain schools these conditions
seemed more marked thin in others.. When, as was done on sev-
eral occasions, questions, were put by the observer designed to bring
out the children's own expression of their thooughts, they. seemed
so afraid of not saying things correctly that they said nothing at
all, or spoke haltingly and very:formally. In th,air efforts for cot.:
rect expression many teachers and principals hare inhibited., through
constant interruption and criticism, freedom of speech. It seems
reasonable to urge that children be allowed to talk like children
when there is evidence of earnestness .of 'purpose, and that guidance
to better standards be sympathetic and patient, and not repressiVe,
so, as to check fluency and freedom. as it now does. In several of
the schools where repression was most marked, to give a wrong verb
or pronoun, or a "then," or a why," or an " and', in a free, really
extemporaneous talk seemed a far more serious-offense than, to have
nothing to say. The remedy consists in providing far more. oral
exercises, properly motivated, and .correcting only a few of . the
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glaring errors in each. Children outgrow many mistakes without
having them corrected, if given abundant practice and required to dotheir best.

Although the quiet interpolation by the' teacher of the correctform in pronunciatio or grammar may not disturb some children,,there are others whose ow of thought is seriously interrupted by it.
RE:PRES. VE CRITICISM ILLUSTRATED.

The following incident is illustrative of a typical sort of thing alltoo frequently observed:
A picture in. the Aldine language book was assigned the class forobservation, and the children were given a few moments to think of

a story suggested by this picture. A boy was selected to tell his'story. He came to the front with a bright face and an animatedmanner, 1 king and acting as if he had something to say, andreally wante to say it. He made a good start, and was talkingfreely and natu lly. when the teacher interrupted him with, "OhI have heard some ing I don't like at all. Vou have put in twoands where they were not needed. Begin aglin.- The boy, withdampened ardor, did as directed, but with lessened spontaneity; hecontrolled his ands but slipped on a verb, was corrected again, lost
all his courage, as his countenance showed, was unable to rescutehim-self, and was sent to his seat with the undeserved reprimand, " Youdidn't study the picture very well." 'Such repressive methods ofdealing with children who were attempting to express their thoughtsin oral language were frequently observed ; sometimes the interrup-tion came from the principal, who was witnessing the recitation withthe observer.

Believing that the formation of the habit of success and not thehabit of failure should be the object of endeavor in all our dealingswith young children; that the'child who is making an honest effort
to do the thing assigned him should not be allowed to fail utterly,
the observer frequently found it difficult to resist effort to amelioratein some way the inevitable consequence to character formation of thistreatment.

The failure of teachers to avail themselves of the timely, livethought material afforded for oral composition by the current ex-
periences of children, was especially observed.

LIVE THOUGHT MATERIAL SHOULD RE USED.

During the day of visitation two events of interest to children
occurred. The first of these Was,lieloween, one of the most enjoy-,able days of the year for children; this spirit of fun is abroad, and the
images-of sprites and fairies and other fabled folk stir the fancy and
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stimulate expression. For a week beforehand; the schoolrooms were
-filled with Halloween trimmings, the blackboards showed'appropriate

pictures, and the handwork was,expressive of the Halloween thought.
Throughout these days the observer watched for the use by teachers
of. these richly suggestive motives for good.language work, but in
vain. It was hoped that on the very eve-of the day there might be
heard a conversation between teacher and.children on the right kind
of fun to have on Halloween, and the difference between. innocent
and harmful mischief. Nothing was seen or heard but the oft-
repeated dramatization, or the-langsnaite4gkinie, or the quotations, all
good in their place, but thingslat.Could have.given way for a while
to the timely motive for spontaneous, enthusiastic oral expression.

Again,. on the Monday following Hallpven, it was hoped that
teachers, especially in lower grades, would be found using the events
of this frolicsome. season for ,a sort of. happy-eiperience meeting
with their children, and that free, natural conversation would be
heard. A number of teachers were finally quel.ioned as to whether
or not they had at sonic point in the day's program had such an
exercise, but they had evidently not thought ofit. One made the
reply : " We were about completing work on the use of quotation
marks in some fables we had been studying, and I wanted to clinch
that, so had nolime to let. them tell about Halloween. experiencei."
Thus the psychological moment for utilizing airOpportunity for real
thought expression was lost fo'r the sake of impressing a matter of
form that could just as appropriately have been given a day or a
week later.

The second event referred to was election day, a -holiday in the
WilMington schools. On the day following, it, was again hoped that,
in the upper elementary grades at least, the formal grind would be
set aside for a discussion of the significance of the great national
event. A teacher of a fifth grade was asked if she intended to find
out what her children knew about the importance of the day just
past, of the celebration that had taken place, and anything else per-
taining to it which the pupils might think of importance. "No,"
Said she, " we didn't take time in school for such thingS, but at re-
cess, I tell you, the boys had a lively time over it."

What better use of the school time can be found for the training
of boys and girls than to carry. on in a proper way the discusSion of
such questions. as concern the civic life?

...EXCP141010 TO FORMAL TEACHING NOTED.

. Notable exceptions were observed to the formality described above,
and there were admirable examples of good language 'teaching.

1: In a 2B language class there was heard free 'conversation; evi-
dently not reheated, upon the subject of Pete owned by the different
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children. The children-were, as usual, eager to tell what they knew,
and were. allowed to pour out their thought and feeling in free,'
childish, untrammeled fashion, the pity of it all being that there
were so many,children that all could not possibly deliver themselves
of their stories..

2. -In a GB geography class, in a'school largely Italian; the teacher
had wisely motivated free expression by calling for reports of first-hand k wledge of Italy (and several were there who had such
knowledg . or reports of what their parents had told them about
their t -e land. Whatever its value geographically, this surely
met the o Aitiims named in point two of the introductory remarks
concerning effective language teaching. It was motivated by the
desire to communicate. More than that. whether she was fully
aware of it or not, the teacher was inculcating hibits of thinking
of value : (a) Independence ; they were not reciting memorized words,
and each told, his own story; (b) effective organhation of thought,
for 'these pupils were teaching, and felt. something of the need of
making unknown things clear to their listeners; (c) purpose, for outof this free discussion questions arose witiel only a careful reading of
the book, or further discussion with' father or mother, would settle,
and of this the assignment for the next day wisely availed itself.

The two exercises described above illustrate types for oral composi
tion Which draw their thought material from experience. Much the
larger portion, however, of the oral, as, well as written, composition
draws its thought material from story or other form of the organized
expression of the experience of others, that is, it is reproduction.
Under this heading may be classed the usual recitation of subject
mutter assigned in history, geography, hygiene, etc. As is usually
the case, these school subjects were not utilized as well as they might
be to develop poiver in oral composition. Some good recitations were
heard, and others that had less value from the language standpoint:
The former were the pupils' own expression of assimilated thought?'
and the latter the repetition of memorized words and not Necessarily
the reproduction of tliought., This latter type of work is worthless
and. has long since been eliminated from good schools.

Some excellent recitals of memorized poetry and of short " gems
of thought" were heard in the Wilmington schools. Such memoriz-
ing of what is literary art is a different thing from the memorizing
of the language of textbooks and has high educational value in cul-
tivating literary taste. Children have an intuitive love of rhythm,
they enjoy poetry, and their appreciation of the beautiful in litera-
ture is developed by such memorization; but it must be remembered
that this memorization of poetry and good prose is not oral compo-
sition, but, besides its chief aim of developing a love for literature,
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it :is also a means to that end, i---furnishing,ideals and in helping to
form right speech habits.

Dramatization was frequently observed as a part of. the oral lan-
guage program. The real value of a dramatization, like that of
other memorized production, can not be determined from the finished
results. Its value depends upon the way it is worked out. If this is
done by the children, if the situations and properties express their
conception, and the language is wrought out by them and, though
guided, is not imposed and memorized, then the dramatization has an
educational experience of value. But when especially selected chil-
dren are alone accorded the privilege of taking part, as is known
to have been the fact in some cases, such performances. are not-only
a worthless show, but a violation of the democratic spirit which
our schools should in all wayS exemplify. This is a distinction'
which many of the teachers do not seem to appreciate and which.
should be discussed in teachers' meetings and clearly fixed in their
minds.

OBSERVATIONS ON WRIVFEN COMPOSITION.

What has been said about lack of freedom in oral composition was
found to be true also of written composition. As has been said, it is
expected that oral composition will have the right of way in the
lower grades, and that oral recitation in the pupil's own language of
assimilated thought from reading will always be an important ex-
ercise in all grades. But as soon as pupils have acquired considerable
ability to write, then written expression should follow oral, and
should be increasingly emphasized from the fifth grade up, the de-
mands in this form of expression being graduated and Adapted to
the growing powers of pupils.

Inquiry into the practices prescribed and followed in Wilmington
showed that there is little attempt at written composition before-the
fourth,grade. This is in the main right, with the exception of letter
'Writing in the third grade, provided great emphasis is laid in the
first three years on oral language, and freedom, spOntateity, and
fluency are secured. But such fluency and freedom. are not secured
in Wilmington 'except by a few teachers. In the fourth grade,
children are sent to the blackboard to write one or more sentences
upon some assigned subject, or to 'answer. a question upon some
subject taken from the work of the day, the other members of the
class observing.' ,Criticism and correction follow the writing. In
the 'fifth grade Similar exercises are given: This sort of think un-
doubtedly Cultivites.the habit of self-criticism and to that extent, is
good, but there is not nearly enough .writing done to secure ease
and skill in this form of thought expression.
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Letter writing is not undertaken until the fifth grade. The post-
ponement of this most important form of written composition seems
a- serious defect in the course. This sort of composition is motivated
rightly, as it deals with matters of intimate, personal concern and
furnishes the best sort of an exercise in written thought expression.
More than this, it is of immediate practical use to the boys and girls.
Not only is letter. writing the one form of composition which every
intelligent member of society is sure to he called upon to do, but some
skill in it is needed by _many at a comparatively early age. It is
quite necessary to the illiterate or the foreign-speaking home that
letter writing, with some attention to approved form, be taught as
soon as the.child has gained considerable facility in sentence making
mild has sufficient control of the hand to write legibly. ThIrmay be
begun in the third grade, where children can be taught to write sim-
ple letters, the .technique at this stage being.a matter of observation
and 'imitation. Children from the homes of the eduoated are not
affected by the same need. but it is very probable that the parents
of such children induct them into letter writing before they reach
the fifth grade. in spite of the restrictions of the school course. This
the illiterate or foreign parent can not 'do. When such meager ex-
ercises' in written composition as are here cited are considered, one
wonders why from the first grade so much of childken's energies
throughout the Wilqiington schools is-put upon practice in penman-
ship, the very first exercise of the day being frequently that. Granted
that. in grades 1 and 2 undirected effort may undo .what the teacher
has done for correct habit formation in writing, still children in the
'second.grade can copy sentences which they have composed and which
the teacher has written in good form; and third-grade pupils can
advance it step further and write original sentences, provided that
preliminary help ifas been given with spelling and other difficulties
of a formal sort. The empha'is, however, in grades 1 and '2; and also
in grade 1, outside of letter writing in the latter grade, should be'
wholly upon oral language training.

LACK. or AN APPEALING. FIETBJEOT MATTER.

The curriculuth, in both oral and written composition, seems to be
operated with reference to the distant future, which accounts for
the lack of subject matter that appeals now to children, and, there-
fore, affects present conduct; and it accounts also for the postpone-
meat of certain expression arts, which must necessarily in their first
attempts. be imperfectly done, but which children can learn to do
well only by doing.

One fine piece of, properly motivated letter writing is worthy of.
mention as exemplifying the sort of thing that should prevail in. alle
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the schools. A letter was seen,which was reported to be the result
of the composite effort of the class. It was addressed in proper form
to the manager of a manufacturing firm in Wilmington, and said:

Our class is studying about the manufatures of Wilmington. We would like
to know where the and you use come from. Do you manufacture
anything besides - ? Thanking you for any information you may give,
we are

Sincerely yours.
Pupils of -.

- polite acknowledgment was received, asking that a day be
named for the visit, when the writer would arrange to be present
in person or "send a well-informed official of his company."

This necessitated another letter' from the school. They had the
pleasure of the visit on the day named.

comrsmos IN THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES.

In grades 7 and 8 there is more freedom and spontaneity both
in oral and. in written compositionian in the grades below. This
is partly due to more skillful teaMing and partly to the filet that
pupils have acquired a degree of grammatical correctness which
makes constant corrections less necessary. Yet.. even in these grades,
pupils do not attain fluency and freedom, either in oral or in written
language. The ideal in the-minds of the teachers also in these grades
is to secure grammatical correctness first,- which leads to .eXcessive
corrections of errors that check fluency and spontaneity:

The so-called socialized recitation, in which the pupils do nearly
all the talking, is made use of to some extent in grades 5 and 6, and
to a considerable extent in grades 7 and 8. This not only developsitcommune f language, and constitutes the best training in oral'
language and in the schools, but it also requires more thought on
the part of the pupils and a greater mastery of the material of the
lesson. This is a feature of the Wilmington schools to be highly
commended and which ought to be much extended.

Excessive correction of errors either in oral or in written language
checks spontaneity, fluency, and freedom, both of thought and 'of
language. This, as already pointed out, is a conspicuous fault of the
language teaching in the Wilmington schools. Grammatical correct-

, ness on the one hand, and fluency and freedom on the other; can not
be secured by the same kind of exercise. The solution of the difficulty
lies in having two kinds of language exercises, the one having for its
chief aim gr ammatical correctness and the other having for its chief,
but not excl4sive aim, clearness, fl,tency, and freedom of thought and

t
expression. In oral languageWork,,the former would consist of drill
in correct pronunciation; drill in correct forms habitually. used
incorrectly by the pupil; drill on correct use of words in his Nocabu.
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LOT which he frequently uses incorrectly ; correction of slang expres-
sions in his vocabulary, etc. In written language work the exercises
would consist of dictation of carefullyelected sentences to teach
capitalization, punctuation, certain conventional forms (as in letter
writing), the use of quotation marks, contractions, abbreviations in
common use, certain grammatical forms like the formation of certain
plurals and the possessive forms of nouns. These matters of technical
language work should be taken up. point by point, and first explained
and then drilled upon by dictating carefully selected sentences until
the pupil not only comprehends them but also forms the habit of
writitir.,,, them correctly. Such dictation exercises also provide valu-
able drill in spelling, more valuable titan the writing of separate
Ivords, as the meaning becomes associated with the words in the
process.

This may be called technical language work, the purpose of which,
as stated, is to secure grammatical correctness.

The second kind is composition, whose chief aim is freedom.
envy, and clearness in expression. The two exercises should be kept
separate. either in the same recitation, or be given in separate recita-
tions. The latter is generally preferable.

If the technical work is done well there is not much need for cor-
rection of errors of granunar in composition. Children will then
outgrow most of their mistakes in composition without having them
corrected; iirovided they are held up to their best and are given a
great deal of exercise in composition.

So far as the Wilmingtbn schools are concerned, there is not nearly
enough composition writing above the fifth grade, and there should
be somewhat more in the fifth. ')In these upper grades one composi-
tion a week, outside of letter-written work connected with the recita-
tions in other studies, is the rule. This was the invariable answer of
teachers, when questioned. in these grades. This is not nearly enough
training to secure either grammatical correctness or fluency, and the
results attained illustrate this fact.

SUGGESTION4 FOR TinCIIERs.

The following suggestions may be serviceable to teachers:
Written composition in these grammar grades should be a daily

exercise. Time should be found for it. .

The exercise should usually be reasonably short. The subjects
should, with occasional exceptions, be taken from the regular studies,
such as geography, history, literature, hygiene, and certain parts of
arithmetic, like tales, stocks, and bonds. These subjects should be
assigned after and not before the topics Wave been taught in class.
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The teaching, if good, has interested the pupils in the subject and
made the content clear. In this way the daily writing of composi-
tions reenforces the instruction of the regular studies, and takes
partly the place of drill and reviews.

To secure fluency, older children must be limited in time, and not
be allowed to dawdle. Such compositions should be corrected mainly
in class, .usually within the period within which they are written,
by hearing them read. They should be criticized in the light of their
chief aimsclearness, fluency, fullness, interest, etc., and only mildly
for errors of grammar, except such as have become a fixed habit of
the pupil.

It is not an uncommon thing to insist excessively on neatness, cor-
rect margin, etc. The manuscripts of newspaper editors and authors
of books who write what other people want to read are not noted-for
the degree of neatness we insist upon in school. There is a reasonable
degree of neatness that can be secured in school without its interfer-
ing with fluency of thought

_

and writing. Fussiness in this respect
should be avoided.

The language work is one of the weak features of the Wilmington
schools that needs radical change. It is too stiff and formal in all
the grades, especially in the first five. The teachers are misled by
their very conscientiousness. They- are so anxious to secure gram-
matical correctness that they correct every mistake the child makeS,
and thus makes spontaneity, fluency, and freedom diflichlt, and gen-
erally impossible.

Good written composition in the upper grades is possible only when
there is thorough training in oral language during the early years.
The course.of study recognizes this fact, and the emphasis is laid on
oral language in the first four grades; Nit, as stated, it is so formal
that it largely defeats its own end. This is evident at once to the
observer, and it is illustrated by the fact that simple matters of
punctuation, which ought to be mastered early, are emphasized in
the course for the seventh grade.

GRA M MAR.

Practical grammar is taught in all the grades; that is, children are
drilled in the correct granimatical forms which they need; but tech-
nical'granunar, the teaching of the parts of speech, is begun in the
sixth grade. In the best schools of the country technical grammar,
even of the elementary sort, is not begun until the seventh. It is
recommended that it be confined in. Wilmington to the seventh and
eighth, and that composition take its place in the Sixth: It is further
recommended that in the seventh and eighth only such phases of
grammar be taught as will actually aid the .citildren in learning to

.4
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speak and write correct/S., anti that the rest be relegated to: the high
school.

The new course of study, which is a good one, eliminates most of
the technical parts which arc of use only as a basis for the study of
foreign languages in the high school, and should consequently be
taught in the high school. Such topics as the subjunctive mood with
its tenses, and compleN and compound sentences, with their coordi-
nate and subordinate clauses are beyond the grasp of most children
of the elementary schools, and are of practical use only in the teach-
ing of the subjunctive mood and sequence of tenses in foreign lan-
guages. The course of study eliminates the subjunctive mood, but
retains complex and compound sentences. the discussion of which
occupies a large place in grades 7 and 8. This, as stated, haul better
be relegated to the high scl,00l. The simple sentence, its subject and
predicate and iheif modifiers, has practical value and is easy to
comprehend. There should be thorough drill on these. Th9 full
conjugation of the yei.b is properly left for the high school.. Drill
on the principal parts of verbs in common use is -emphasied,.is
skillfully done and practically applied.

als oF TEACII !NG GRAMMAR 0009.

The teaching of technical grammar throughout the grades is good,
smne of it exceptionally so.

The lessons observed, both in the sixth grade and in the seventh
anti eighth, showed skill and ability in 'making technical grammar
function in children,:s language. In the grades below the seventh,'
effective use is made of language games to fix the correct forms of
speech. This device is worked out it) a valuable little book which
teachers have on their desks. Much of this work observed was ad-
miralk done with the real game spirit.

INTERPRETIVE LA NWITAGE

Little recognition of this form of lanuage need was observed,
The studies especially contributing to vocabulary growth are litera-
ture and spelling. It is only when teachers clearly recognize this
kind Of language work that it is given due attention. Much of the
work done in spelling is only justified by the contribution it may
make to a child's power of expressing and interpreting, and this
Affect does 'not come from the mere spelling of word lists, but by
discussion of meaning and by full and varied and continued applica,
tion of the words studied.. One spelling exercise observed seems
especially deserving of meption, as it not only was effective in its
method for mastery of farm, but also was an exercise in vocabulary
growth.
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The . word "perilous" was written on the board by the teacher.
Pupils were required to formulate sentences containing this word,
the acceptable sentence being one that clearly showed that the pupil
understood the word.. " It was a perilous trip was rejected.
"Going across the Sahara Desert. is a perilous trip" was accepted.
" Ridicule" was another word. " Do not ridicule people" WAS re-
jected-. " When Columbus walked the streets the boys would ridicule
him " 'vas accepted.

After each word had been used in a variety of sentences it was
erased. then pronounced mid spelled° by the pupil with careful atten-
tion to syllabication, and written with others in a column for further
reference and roriew.

CoNel

JUdgeli bY !MAI standards, the language teaching in the elemen-
tary gra(jes fails in the following respects:

1: The thought material for expression is pot sufficiently drawn
front the field of experience. thus really exercising thought powers
in shaping expression: and in the case of written composition it is
not sufficiently taken from the regidar studies. The opportunities
to make school a part of life are not sufficiently used.

.2. The methods employed for gaining correctness of form are not
conducive to that freedom of expression which should be the first
aim in language teaching. There must he spontaneity and fluency
first and correctness afterwards. This is the natural way of learn-
ing a language.

3. Formal technical grammar should not lie 1egitn until the
seventh year of school. Composition should be substituted for it in
grade 6.-where it is now begun.

4. The course is too uniform to meet the needs of a varied social
situation. In spite of the fact that a large proportion of the children
of some schools hear only a foreign language in the homes; while few
in others hear anything but English. all are expected.to spend ap-
proximately the .same time in the study of English. There should
be adjustment to different conditions.

5. There is not nearly enough composition writing front the fifth
grade to the eighth. inclusive. Only onto eompositionk per week is
the custom.

6. Daily short 'compositions. on subjects taken mainly from the
regular studies. after they have been taught, rather than long formal
compositions once a week, largely on subjects not taken from them
regular studies, is a desirable change. Occasionally, for special
purposes, long compositions are desirable.

7. Two lines of language work, kept quite separate 'and distinct,
the one, consisting of dictation of sentences to teach capitalization,
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punctuation, etc., and the other of coniposition, whose chief aim
should he to develop clearness, fluency, and f4do in writing, are
recommended.

S. In grammar it is recommended that the teaching of complex
and compound sentences be relegated to the high school.

2. NATURE STUDY.

This subject was introdueed into the schools of Wilmington only
at the beginning of the current school year hOeptember. The
teachers had had only a little over a month before this survey was
made to organize the work, and the teaching was therefore, not un-
naturally. crude in method and rather indefinite in aim. The chief
defect in the teaching observed, was the fact that many teachers (lid
not realize that information concerning plant and animal life, con-
veyed to children by means of oral instruction or reading; is not
nature study, but that the children should actually obserye nature
its phenomena and processes. In short, nature study is nature
studied, not secondhand infmanation about it.

Many of the lessons observed indicated that the children tried to
recall laat they had been told rather than what they had observed.
But there..were also, many exceptions, where the teachers had speci-
mens and the children got their knowledge of facts by direct obser-
vation. All the teachers are hampered by the fact that the study
is so new in the schools that there has been too little time to pro-
vide the necessary nature material for study by direct observation.

However, the collectiim of nature material has begun, and in some
schools very commendable exhibits- were seen, comment upon which
never failed to elicit evidences of the keenest interest on the part of
the pupils. While the collection of this material is one of the best
means to the stimulation of interest in natural phenomena, still
there is another side to this matter to which attention of adminis-
trators needs to be called. It has long been the custom in high
schools to supply needed material for science work: the elementary
schools are deserving of the saline help. While the excursion plan
should be encouraged, the supplying' of proper material for the car-
rying out of the course should not be leftto the uncertain efforts
of children or be entirely expected of the teachers,.as is now the case.

plisERVATIONS (oN TEACIIINO.

The following observations on the actual teaching may be helpful
to the teachers and supervisor in organizing effectively this new
line of work, and in eliminating defects of method as well as in clari-
fying the aim in their own thinking. The teachers had been given
an outline to follow but had had either one meeting or none at
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with -the- supervisor. In consequence, they were unfamiliar with
both subject, matter and the mithods to be employed. The subjects
taken up were leaves, milkweed pods, and the parts of the dower;
he cricket, caterpillar, and the frog and toad. Little was on in

the first. grole, the names and colors of two or three flowers only
being expected, according- to one teacher. Two of the exercises
Observed were on leaves; III -each ease the teacher had specimens
of the leaves.different kinds of maple-in the one case, and a maple,
oak, and poplar in the other: but the chihiren had none, and the
study of these was therefore superficial. The children were urged
to observe the leaves on the trees on their way home. however, and
to bring leaveS of different kinds to school. In order to connect it
with their language work they were taught a poem about leaves,
Susan Coolidge's " How the Leaves Came Down.'1 .

In the lesson on the milkweed pod also the teacher had a specimen
but the Children- bad none. In consequence. the facts that should
have been worked out from the children's obiervationthe shape of
the -pod, the arrangement. of the seeds in it, the flying apparatus
which the seeds have and its purposewere not developed. and the
teacher resorted to telling the children what they should have learned
through her direction of their observation-. The fact that teaching
.by _this method was new to nearly all the teachers was quite appar-
ent, When in the course of an, exercise a point was touched -upon
that the children did not already know, the teacher did not work it
out from observation then and ,there, as she should have done, but
either told them about it or dropped the matter,. saying. " Let us
recall some of the other things we have learned:"

The lesson on the parts of a flower was poor because neither. chil-
dren nor teacher had any kind of a flower to examine. The teacher
had drawn a flower on the board showing the facts, and the exercise
WIIS little more.than a memory drill without any observation of the
facts in question.

In.the lessons on the grasshopper and cricket, the caterpillar and
butterfly, and the frog and toad, the teachers were clearly on um.
familiar ground, both as to knowledge of the subject and of method,
and the exercises were quite poor. The nature-study outline sug-
gested the making of cricket "cages." These had been made in many
rooms, and the children had brought crickets and caterpillars and
put them in the eitge4;forobservation. According to the outline, the
'children were to watch the crickets eat, hear the male sing, and note
how the sound is made. These are facts of interest, but they have no
value as nature study unless the children really-observe them; and
to have even a-small proportion of the 40 or more children in a rods'
observe all of these things from. one cricket cage would be clearly
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impossible. Such a topic could not be carried out successfully under
ordinary schoolroom conditions, especially with young children, and -
the knowledge gained is not of a kind that young children feel any
need of. The selection of subject matter, therefore, was made irre-
spective of school conditions, or of young children's needs and inter-
ests, on the part of the supervisor. In view of the lack of preparation
on the Pal, of the teachers for any AN( of this kind, it was an
error to select topics which presented such difficulties. Having 'had
tie such work before, many teachers needed suggestions as to, how
to carry on an observation exercise when all the children had the
material before them. Work that requires continued observation over
a considerable period of time requfres a I iitTerent hamiling. and teach-
er, should net have such work thrust upon them without conference
and suggestion. tinder the circumstances they could only resort to
telling the children the facts that they should have gained fromicare-
fully directed observation.

The same criticism aptilis to the work with the,caterpillar and
butterfly and that on the frog and toad. Each of these affords
opportunity- for study in itself, but if the children are to get a real
knowledge of them the observation of each must be continued until
the i1ansformation from mie form to the other has taken place. To
do this requires a degree of knowledge and judgment that the aver-
age teachercan.not be expected to possess without help and direction.

The. simpler forms of observation the teachers have carried out
quite well. An exercise on the caterpillar in a LB grade showed that
the classroom work had stimulated the children to observe them out
of school. The children reported different kinds that they had seen,
and what they had seen them doing. The interest. this awakened
would form an excellent basis for the study of their transformation.

Another exercise, scheduled as an opening talk instead of a nature
study lesson, might also have served as a good basis for later con-
tinued observation had the teacher known how to handle it. She
had brought a package of something that the children examined and
pronounced to be onions. Instead, they were bulbs to be planted,
so that the room might have plants in its windows. The children
were ready to_ tell many things about them, but the teacher missed
her opportunity by telling herself all that would happen when they
were planted. The continued obiervation of the growing bulb until
it blossomed would have given the children a knowledge of the
development of plant life. Such work would. have been of value
and interest to the children in the first and second grades par.
ticularly.

The frog and toad, too, could furnish an excellent opportunity
for observation work in themselves., Something of that kilkd had '
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apparently been attempted in some classes, but the lesson observed
in a 5B class gave little hint of what had really been done. It began
with a rambling review of certain points about the frog and toad,
one being that their color was not always the same. The question
as to what determines this was answered by the children that it was

." where they lived." The question whether "there was any good
in this" was then asked, and the children had at least a vague idea
that it was a means of protection. As in several other cases, the
topic was brought to an abrupt close, and the children were asked to
recite a poem that they had learned about the stages in the life of the
caterpillar, for which they could hardly have had the observational
basis.

A lesson in a 4B node showed similar weaknesses. The children
had evidently made some study of caterpillars, and were asked what
they. are. 7e answer was that they are insects. The teacher then
asked how they compared with-other things that had been studied.
The answer to this was that a caterpillar is to a butterfly what, a
tadpole is to a frog. For this broad generalization which was told
them the children could not have had an adequatt basis of observa
tion. In order to bring out the idea of development the teacher
then asked a child what he was called when he was very small. The
answer to this was "a baby." She then said that a caterpillar was a
baby butterfly. To bring out the idea that the caterpillars need a
means of protection, she asked sh-by the children would not want to
at them. This brought out the idea that a hairy covering, such as

some caterpillars have, is a protection against, birds. This was evi-
dently an effort to form a generalization from the knowledge which

. the children had gained, but it is doubtful whetker the generaliza-
tion was based upon observed facts. If not, it had little, if any,
value.

These glimpses of the work being attempted under the heading of
nature study show that much remains to be done before the subject
will serve the purposes for which it is given a place in the school
system. These purposes may be variously conceived, but giving
children an insight into the fundamental facts of nature by means
of their own observation must be recognized as one of the important
Ones. That it must be adapted to the stage of development and
degree of comprehension of the children in the different grades
would seem to be self evident. That it must include excursions to
near-by gardens, markets,, and parks, so that children may gain an
idea. of the 'significance of the changing' seasons would seem equally
evident. If these purposes are to be realized in Wilmington, how-

ever, the work will need to be materially strengthened. Nature
r study fa needed in most schools to show children'that kno*ledge can
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be gained at first hand and that the knowledge contained in. books
is second hand only. The schools of Wilmington. need it particu-
larly, to offset the overemphasis upon the three R's and formal
instruction.

'rim coves,: IN NATURE STI DY.

The outline, or course of study, is, speaking generally, a good one,
a11(1 when actually worked out in the schools ought to produce fairly
satisfactory results.

As to topics, only such should be selected as children have actually
an opportunity to observe, and these are not always the same for
schools located in different cities, or even in different sections of the
saute city. Ilence a course that is suited to one city can not safely
be slavishly reproduced in another. Some freedom in the selection
of objects to be studied must be allowed teachers.

A little more emphasis on the study of pets in the lowest grades;
and, in the upper grades, on insects injurious to plants, the relation
of birds to insects, and of cats to birds, would improve the course.
The food plants may profitably be given a larger place in the course,
and their study coordinated with the teaching of " products" am!.

commerce" in geography. e,
The work of the seventh and eighth grades should include general

science. Before children leave the eighth grade they should be
familiar with the explanation of the common phenomena of nature
whose explanation rests largely on physics, mechanics, or chemistry.
The course is confined almost exclusively to plants and animals.
The elements of meteorology can easily be taught and can profitably

coordinated with geography,
As to method, observation must be made the basis. This point

can not be emphasized too much. Secondhand information by oral
instruction or reading can be properly given on a topic after the
pupils have studied it by observation, and such secondhand infor-
mation must never bo given when the facts cawbe observed.

In brief, what is needed to work out this course in the schools is
effective supervision by the special supervisor in charge. This must
be done by Bolding frequent grade meetingsat least one or two
a weekand teaching the teachers, giving them matter and .espe-
cially method. This must be followed by diligent visiting of schools,
often teaching the lesson for teachers, and observing their teaching.
What. is required is intelligent, sympathetic, stimulating. and sug-
gestive, not prescriptive, supervision. The teachers are interested,
loyal, and ready to cooperate.

The board must liberally equip the schools with the material and
apparatus needed. Such equipment need not cost a large sum, but
teachers should not be expected to supply it at their own expense.
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3. ARITHMETIC.

The course ip arithmetic, while it has some features that are
highly commendable, is rigidly logical in its arrangement, and pre-
scriptive in its method of execution. Some of the results reached
are those for which elementary arithmetic is studied, accuracy and
facility in the fundamental operations with integers, fractions, and
decimals; but the teaching quite generally falls short of possibilities
for thought development. A very commendable feature of the course
is that it is not encumbered with useless and obsolete topics, but
is reduced to the essentials according to modern standards.

The course may be briefly summarized as follows: .3B, addition
and subtraction; 3A, multiplication (with multiplier of one or two
figures) and short division; 413, addition and subtraction of larger
numbers; 4A, multiplication with larger multipliers. arid long di-
vision ; 5B, addition and subtraction of common fractions; 5A,
multiplication and division of fractions; 6B, decimals, all operations;
6A, common fractions reviewed, bills and receipts, and denominate
numbers: grade 713. denominate numbers and practical measure-
ments; 7A, percentage and its application; 8B, interest, taxes, in-
surance. stocks and bonds and bank discount ; 8A, mensuration, roots.

Although inquiry brought the response that "arithmetic did not
seriously begin until the 3B grade," exercises in numbers were ob-

I *served in .1B, 1A, 2B, and 2A grades, which were remarkably like
regular arithmetic.

t"A later examination of the written course showed that consid-
erable advancement in the acquisition of arithmetical facts was ex-
pected by the end of the second year, such as addition of columns
of one-place, two-place, and three-place numbers, the sums of
columns being limited to 50, and of the addends t.) 1,000; subtraction
of three-place numbers not involving reduction; "multiplication
within the multiplication combinations learned and no carrying re-

) quired; " division within the tables learned, and without reduction
of carrying.

What was meant by the response cited was undoubtedly that the
drili. work was not so regularly and vigorously carried on in the
first two grades as later, and that written arithmetic was not done;
but with such'a definite limit as that given, there is great danger that,
even with the game idea in successful operation, the energies of chit-
dren will be drawn from activities far more profitable for them at
this stage of their development.

Children feel an interest in numbers about the same time that
they feel an interest in reading; they can master the number facts
at 6 years or even younger, and at this age have some reasoning
powers. This, however,, is not conclusive evidence that it is the
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time for r,!gular number work. It is believed that, aside froth count-
ing and counting games to fix number sequence, and other number
games through which some of the facts of number may be inci-
dentally acquired, the time of children in the first grade may far more
wisely be spent on language and reading, handwork, and on read-
ing to them the best children's literature and telling them classic
stories.

A.1.11 class, but a few weeks in school, was found. being drilled not
in number with things to count, but with cards upon which sums in
figures, as "2 plus 3," were indicated. This may have been a mis-
taken notion of an inexperienced teacher; more generally the num-.
ber game was found in operation. But there is a difference in the
value and adaptation of the number of games which teachers do not
seem to realize. This statement is illustrated by the following de-
scriptions of two games seem in two 1A, grades.

N RER GA Nt ES IN FIEsT GRADE.

In the first, the teacher distributed among the children cards, each
child having a handful. In turn each rose and told his story thus:
" One postman left me 4 postal cards, and another postman left me
5 postal cards. I have 9 postal cards."

In the second, the teacher placed upon the chalk rack a number of
carefully prepared and colored pasteboard forms of fish, each bear-
ing on it a label in figures, like plus 2" or "4 plus 3." Children
in succession went fishing. If able to give correctly the number fact
carried by his fish, he was allowed to keep it. After the game was
done the children counted their catch.

It must be evident that the former was far the better game from
the standpoint of thinking: it provided- for some exercise of initi-
ative, and it furnished a real experience with number, while the
latter simpliy sugar coated the pill of memorizing the abstract
number facts, not represented by objects but expressed in figures.

Strict adherence to prescribed forms of expression, observed
throughout the elementary grades, began in the first grade. For ex-
ample: In a lA grade, a child with counters in hand said, " I have 6
sticks in one hand, and 4 -sticks in another; altogether I have 10
sticks." He was obliged to repeat, leaving out " altogether." Al-
thiiugh the use of this word was the best possible evidence that he
had the idea of aggregation., and had found the best word for ex-
pressing this idea, he was obliged to follow the prescribed form.

SECOND GRADES.

In the second grades the work proceeded on the basis. of what had
been acquired in the first .grade; and althongh the play motiviswas
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still used, automatic memory results were the dominant aim, and
little provision was made for use of number judgment or initiative.

The work in these grades was not chiefly devoted to addition and
subtraction, as is customary in second-grade courses, but included
multiplication and division.

No use of objects to develop these number concepts was observed.
There is some of it, according to the course of study, but not nearly
enough of it.- Multiplication was correctly shown to be a short
way of finding the sum' of like numbers. Drills in division through
some game or blackboard device were seen, but " 9-÷-3," or
" 10÷2," whether they appear on an interesting ladder to be
(limbed, or on apples to be picked, are abstract technical expressions,
whose meaning can be taught only by experience with things.

The interesting association with the device may have helped
memory, but it did not help the understanding of the number rela-
tion expressed by the form.

The nagging of children was frequently observed. A card was
" flashedt" or expression written on board, and the child called upon.
When the reply was not immediate, instead of -teaching him, telling
him, or passing it to another, he was told to " think quick," to
" hurry up," or told that he was " slow," that he must do better
than that." Such indiscriminate treatment-puts a strain upon chil-
dren; creates mental confusion, and inhibits the very mental opera-
tion it aims to help. .

soLvIso OF PROBLEMS.

Above the second grade, where real arithmetic is said to begin,
the plan for conducting recitations was observed to be quite uniform.
The teacher Writes upon the board certain problems involving the
operations being emphasized; nisi? examples in abstract arithmetic
for practice.

In problem solution a very commendable custom was observed;
namely;that of always having the pupil, before attempting a solu-
tion, state clearly what the problem tells him and what it asks him.
This undoubtedly trains to careful reading and interpretation and
is conducive to the formation of habits of ()lionized thinking in the
solution of problems. It also lessens liability to guessing and figure
juggling. The logical solution follows, and after that the written
statement and solution for the finding of the numerical result. The
solution, hoFever, was characterized by extreme and needless formal-
ity, in contrast. with the orderly procedure just mentioned.

The following is a verbatith report of a 413 exercise observed.
While it is, on account. of the nature of the problem, a somewhat
extreme case, it is typical of a' general requirement, frequently
observed.

I,
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Problem: "A farmer raised 4,369 bushels of oats, 7,475 bushels of
rye, 7,968 bushels of corn, and 8,430 bushels of wheat. How many
bushels of grain does he raise? "

" The problem tells that a farmer raises (four items repeated).
The problem asks us bow many bushels of grain he raised."

solution: "Since a farmer raised" (four items repeated) "then
he raises in all the sum of" (four items repeated), "which is so
much."

In this particular school the idea of the socialized recitation had
lodged, and the child reciting turned, after her recitation to the class,
and said, "Has any one any criticism ? " A boy arose and replied,
"Mabel, I think you made a mistake ; you put u c then' in, which
was not needed." The teacher approved of this criticism and di-
rected Mabel to give the solution again, which she did, repeating
twice fully between "since" and "so much" the four items, bid
properly leaving out the offensive "then."

This weighing down, this obstruction of real thought expression
by attention to de* tils of pronunciation and to uniformity of
sentence construction, is the common school experience of these.chil-
dren, who naturally come to think that this, is arithmetic. The
only evidence of really accurate and logical thinking is truthful-
ness of 'expression, not memorized form, but in the child's own
language; and it is to be expected that the shaping of this expression
into precision is a slow process. but it pays in the end accomplished,
namely. independence in thinking.

NO TEXTS IN GRADES.

Another serious defect, this-time not a matter of method and not
chargeable to teachers or administration, but to the school board,
is the fact that there are no arithmetics in the hands of the children
in the foitrth, fifth, and sixth grades. All the problems and all the
exercises for abstract work must be written on the blackboard by the
teachers. This not only requires a great amount of unnecessary work
for the teachers but deprives the pupils of the variety and the amount
of new and stimulating problems and practice material needed for
the development of arithmetical thinking and skill in computation.
This is a condition that is absolutely inexcusable and should be cor-
rected at once.

The lack of this important teaching tool is due to inadequate
funds. "The school board can't afford it" was the reason given by
teachers. This places the responsibility also on the city council and
the taxpayers. This denying the workman the necessary tools is a
kind of "economy " which in business would soon make a rich man
poor.
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A commendable amelioration of this impoverished condition was
observed. Teachers of the third and fourth grades are supplied with
desk copies of a bright, new, rood mental arithmetic, from which
they read to children, greatly to the delight of the latter, problems
relating to home and school and shopping. -This, however, is no
substitute for a textbook in the hands of each pupil.

The lack of problem material in upper elementary grades might
be made up by more original problem work. This is a common prac-
tice, even in good schools, where children are supplied with text-
books, and under the circumstances found in Wilmington is even
more necessary, if children are to be taught to apply in practical
ways what they are taught, if information is to be transformed into
real knowledge, and the purpose of all thiS work become an actu,
ating motivethat is, if children are to be given a_ vision of the re-
lation of arithmetic to life.

OBJECTIVE WORK IN FRACTIONS.

In the work with fractions the practice 'varies, of course, with the
conception of the teacher as to what teaching really is and her will-
ingness to devise objective. means of presentation and her skill in
handling this material. The use of some objective means of teach-
ing the idea of the fraction, although inadequate, was very generally
Observed. One exercise of especial merit was seen. The teacher had
preparied apparatus consisting of pasteboard circles, variously colored
and cut ; and with children grouped intimately and naturally about
the table at which she sat they were led to discover truth for the
selves; they were handling real fractions, and the eagerness with
which they availed themselves of their turn was evidence of the sense
hunger felt. Written expression on Oie board followed each dis-
covery. The improper fraction and the mixed number were skill-
fully developed, expressed, and finally defined in the children's own
words. "40

From grade 3 to grade 6, inclusive, the course follows too closely
the two textbooks prescribed as a guide. These books are not quite
up to date as to method. They encourage too early and toc5uch
abstract work, the use of too large numbers in the early years; and
demand too little' reasoning. In consequence Much of the work of
the first five years is too abstract and mechanical.

DEVELOP Nt'MDER cortcre.rs FROM THE CONCRETE.

Not enough is done to develop the arable notation so far as place
value of figures is concerned. In a class of 39, in grade 3A, the fol-
lowing simple test was made: The visitor wrote the numbers 19
and 27 on the blackboard and asked the children what they were;
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all answered " nineteen" and "twenty- seven.'' Then he asked them
if the 19 were apples, which they would rather have, as many as

figure means (pointing to the units) or as many as this (pointing
to the tens) means? Then, in like wanner, he asked them if the
27 Were peaches, which would they rather have, pointing to the units
and then to the tens. lie asked them to write their choices on a
slip of paper and hand it to him. X11 of the 39 but 1 preferred the
9 and the 7. This was in grade- 3A, wherein some children had
been adOling and subtracting numbers of three digits the year before.
The same test was given in the same way also to a class of grade 5A,
and every pupil chose the 9 and the 7.- The value of place must be
developed by more effective devices than talking about units and
tells or by "numeration."

Every new number relation' or new thought process to be intel-
ligible to children must be developed; from the concrete. Much more
concrete work than is found in the Wilmington schOols is desirable.
This applies to the teaching of fractions and whole. numbers. In
fractions the use of objective illustration in teaching the conception
of a fraction is univeNal in the schools of Wilmington; in teaching
the processes of addition and subtraction it is limited; in teaching
the processes of multiplication and division no use at all is made of
objective work, as shown by tests made by the observer. Pupil§ in
51 that were tested were all unable to illustrate -concretely the addi-
tion of one-third and one-fourth; many could not illustrate the addi-
tion of one-third and one-third.

In grade 6B a number of pupils tested could not illustrate six
divided by two; none could illustrate four divided by one-half; 25
per cent were unable to illustrate seven times five. Grade 6A did
very little better. In grade 4B 10 per cent could not illustrate seven
times six. In grade 4A 40 per cent could not illustrate five times
seven and three times five concretely. In decimals no concrete illuss
trations of thought processes were observed in any of the schools.

Such absence of concrete development of thought processes, and
the consequent formal drill on the abstract, leads to -a lack of ability
to reason in arithmetic which shows itself from the early grades to
the eighth. With some processes children in the seventh grade had
as much difficulty as children of the fifth may reasonably be expected
to have.

UPPER GRADE TEACHING LESS MECHAN ICAL.

The teaching in grades 7 amj; 8 is distinctly less mechanical tjian
that in the lower grades, and much good teaching was witnessed.
The applications of arithmetic to business, to investments, taxes,
etc., were well developed. The emphasis was properly laid on the
nature of the business transaction' and not wholly on calculation.
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Such a subject as taxes is more properly treated as a topic in civics
than as as topic in arithmetic. The Wilmington schools so treat it
and place the emphasis accordingly. Stocks and bonds is the only
topic in the elementary school curriculum that furnishes an oppor-
tunit to teach children hOw to tell the difference between safe in-
vestments and swindles. Such information is a better protection
than blue-sky laws.- It has been successfully given to children of
grades 8 in other cities, and the topic is -quite well taught in the
Wilmington schools. Teaching thrift in the schools, as we do, is of
little value unless we also teach young people how do invest their
savings.

The course of study. too, for grades 7 and 8 is distinctly better
than' the course for the lower grades. It makes very helpful sug-
gestions; and it contains a list of obsolete topics to be omitted. -which
is an important feature. As they are still found in textbooks, teach-
ers will waste time upon them if they are not specifically requested
to omitjhem.

I? I:Ct mENDATIoxs.

1. The elimination of all formal number work from grade 1A
and 1B; the introduction of more games requiring copiting. the as-
sociation through objects of number, nme, and symbol; and -the
writing of numbers in sequence; more measuring and making with
paper, cardboard. and stick-laying. alll consciously and thoughtfully
directed by the teacher toward the development of the mode of judg-
ment we call numbering, leaving the memorizing of facts to the
incidental picking up of such as may .be discovered through these
experiences. Number work in this grade should be wholly incidental
and should not be made a basis for promotion.

2. The emphasis in the second grade of addition and subtraction.
leaving the acquisition of facts in the ratio operations to such RS de-
velop in work with objects: that is. the child who knows that 3 and 3
are 6, can be taught the other expression for it. '2 times 3, anti see
that there are "two 3's in G," which is the division point of view of
fhe same objective fact. Abstraget drills in multiplication and di-
vision. however, should be postponed until later. Number work in
this grade also should not form a basis. for promotion.

3. The permitting of freer and more individual expression, the
"cycle of thought" still being (a) the object of thought (a prob-
lem real or imagined); (b) the direction of the thought to fit the
object; (c) the direction of expression'to fit the thought; that is,
expression that is true, but not necessarily of prescribed form.

4. The earlier introduction of measurements, with the actual meas-
ures-in general use, will afford a greater variety of practical appli-

?
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ctions: now largely confin/(1 to dealing with money There is no
.reason why small children should not be given experience with
inches. feet, and yards. with pints and quarts. with telling time, and
with pounds and ounces by their actual use in measuring and in
solving problems. Such use will put motive into computation, help
the acquisition or the number facts.. and broaden the conception of
number *slat ions.

More varied and more abundant application in upper ele-
mentary grades. for which textbooks in the hands of children are
nee(led.

(. The perpetual encouragement of and insistence upon the use
of oral arithmetic where accurate computation does not require the
use of. the written record of the steps.

A more vital connection of arithmetic with life through the
use of original problems brought in by pupils, and through illus;,
trations and demonstrations (if the uses of arithmetic in their homes,
in the store, in the factory, and elsewhere in life.

S. There is need of the recognition of the difference's .between
children in,their ability to reach the same speed limit in computation,
and in . their ability to see relations. There is, therefore, constant
need that principals especially, because they know individual children,
shall carefully protect them. from the common mistakes made by
teachers desirous of.bringing all pupils up to a certainstandard, and
that teadiers be guided toward respect for the individual child.

9. Too large numbers are used in grades 2A, 3B, and 3A, and not
. enough small ones in grade 4B and grade 4A. With large numbers
in these lower grades, -the pupils inevitably do the work_ Mechani-
cally, and this is the observed fact in the Wilmington schools. Num-
ber relations can be represented concretely when the numbers are
small ; knelt relations are also 11111(.11 more readily comprehended later
abstractly with small numbers. Much better thinking can be se-
cured. The absence of anything like adequate concrete work, and the
too early use of large numbers in teaching the " four fundamental"
processes, accounts for the low average capacity in arithmetical
thinking of children in the Wilmington schools. The children are
bright. the teachers, as a class, are capable; it is the method that is
at fault. This is a matter for supervision to correct. The teachers
are following the :method which the course of study prescribes for
them.

10. To make it possible to teach effectively the standard units of
peasum referred to in (4) above, the actual measures must be fur-
nished the schoOls, at least one complete set for each building. This
is not done in 'Wilmington.. It need hardly be added that in solVing
problems of measurement; the children themselves must do .actual

.52710?-21-.-3
; :
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measuring; they must not merely be shown the measures and told
their names.

11. Interest is not taught until the eighth year. This is a mis-
take. It should be taught in its simple aspects not later than grade
6, so that children who leave school at the end of the compulsory
attendance period will get it.. It should include compound interest
in its application to savings bank deposits. and should be used to
interest children in thrift and to induce them to deposit their savings
in these banks.

4. GEOGRAPHY.

Geography, as a regular subject of the course, begins in the 113
grade. A general outline of the course. so far as subject matter is
concerned, is as follows:

4I. General view of the world as a whole, through the reading
of the book. "Around the World with the Children," this being in
the hands of the children. .44

4A. A study of Wilmington and the State of Delaware.
5B. United States as a whole.
.5A. The sections of the United States.
6B. Europe and South America.
6A. Asia and something of Africa and Australia.
In 7B, 7A, 813, and 8A, a second survey of the various continents

is made, with the emphasis more on the deeper relations of cause and
effect; many phases of physital geography are treated which have
a causal relation to or controlling influence upon political geography.

'commerce, and human life generally.
No subject possesses greater possibilities of interest than geog-

raphy. It is a study that can be made practical, concrete, and com-
prehensible to the children, through the use of a great variety of
illustrative material, such as pictures, specimens, and stories, as well
as through the right use of maps, globes, and the textbook. It is a
study that has, therefore, great possibilities for the development of
ability to think, and ifrighly handled, will have a cultural effect of
lasting value.

Of the subjects in the elementary schools of Wilmington, geog-
raphy is one of the best taught, speaking generally.

Supplies of maps and globes found in some schools are fairly
adequate, in others wholly inadequate. Very hopeful beginnings of
suitable collections of supplementary geographical readers for fifth
and sixth grades were observed. -

The project or problem method has very recently been introduced
by the best teacheri of Wilmington, and is promoting the right'use
of the textlxiok and the purposeful reading of other books. This is
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to be highly commended. Its use should, however, be much ex-
tended.

As experience with this method progresses, there will probably be'
an improvement in its use by teachers, the first one suggested being
the raising of problems that are not so comprehensive or so general
as those which are now directing effort. As teachers grow in skill
in handling projects they will also, undoubtedly, use more that have
definiteyelation to the experiences of the children and grow out of
those experiences. If the interests of different groups of children are .

consulted, it must follow that. exact uniformity throughout will ,not
be toilfl, since the interest dominant at a particular time with dif-
ferent4froups is very apt to vary. This is quite sure also to be af-

.fected by the different dominant interests of different teachers.
Right adjustment would. therefore, mean considerable latitude within
the general requirements of the course.

orTI.INE Too nEsTRICTIVE.

As a matter of method it is feared that the outline prescribed in the
course for the study of geographical units, such as " location." "size,"
"shape." climate," surface," " products,"- etc.. hampers freedom
and the natural development of interests. Although there exists a
logical sequence between location and climate, between climate and
production, and between production and industries. this is not always
the best sequence of development for *Wren. They should be al-
lowed to start in at any point that their interest leads them to, and
then by a natural following up of questions of cause and effect reach
the desired knowledge requirement. It may be, said in reply to this
comment that the proposed plan of study is intended to be merely
suggestive, and that teachers are entirely free to vary it. Teachers,
however, do not so interpret it. It would be better to have it
definitely understood and explicitly stated that the outline expresses
the ultimate aim to be attained, according to which, after the study
of a subject. the pupils can organize the knowledge gained by dis-
cussion, reading, and thinking. This logical arrangement should not
be imposed upon children: it is the psychological one, the one that is
definitely related to the learner that will bring the best results. 'The
outline should come at the end, and should grow out of the diseits-
sion of the material taught, and be made by the pupils under the sug-
gestive guidance of the teacher. It should be a summary of what has
been taught. and not a. skeleton of what is to be taught. Its purpose
is to organize knowledge already gained."

To point this suggestion, there are cited here four different mt..;
cises in grade 4B, where the classes, in their journey " Round the
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World with the Children," had quite generally arrived in .Japan.
In the first place. this book is admirably.adapted to the interests of
children, and almost any handling of it must result in some educa-
tional good to them; it had stimulated the collection of interesting
objects, and these collections were quite generally seen. But in the
use of the book several distinct levels of pedagogical practice were
obsery el I.

An exercise in 4B geography was observed, in which the approach
to child life in Japan was made through a quiz on zones, climate.
etc.. evidently with the mistaken notion that this logical, adult ap-

" proach was the right thing, and that this delightful book must be
used.. for the developing of knowledge to fit the established outline.

A second exercise was observed. which was highly, entertaining to
the listener. The children rose in succession and each recited from
memory a paragraph telling something about child life in Japan.
When the children could not recall their parts they were allowed to

!kill/iv:1d them. This was better adapted to the interests of children than
the first described. The language was simple and the dlildren cu-
joyed reciting their little piees." It is. howoZ,r, deedless to add
that such memorizing of the text is out of date in all good schools.

Another class in the same grade in another school was called upon
to tell what they had learned about Japan. and liow it differed in
it customs from this country; also to tell what we get from Japan.
The children seemed bursting with desire to tell what they knew and
indulged in very free conversation, the.only restriction imposed by
the teacher being insistence upOn the elimination of and," which

-to a child seems .an :amok necessary string to put his -beads of
thought on.

This-exercise was, from a pedagogical point of view. on a distinctly
higher level than the first, and better than the second for its pro-
vision for self-activity. Instead of memorizing the text, the children
reproduced the content in their own langtta7e.

In another school a still different treatment was observed. There.
as in a number. of oth0 4B rooms. there was an appropriate setting
for this geography work. There were beautiful blackboard borders
showing Japanese motives, and there was a collection of .Japanese
articles, including several beautiful umbrellas.

Several children, apparently prowiscuously chosen, were called
upon to tell of an imaginary trip through Japan. A Tittle girl
.was, quickly transformed into a Japanese child by the use of a fan
and an umbrella, and a little.scene enacted, in which she was met
by an American girl; whom she greeted after Japanese fashion.
The American girl then proceeded to ask her little foreign visitor
various questions about her home, how they conduct their tea parties,
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tow preparations for sleeping are made. .what kind of dolls they.
have, etc.

This, on account of its providing for the exercise of imagination
and for the expression of the dramatic instinct, seemed to he on a
still higher leVels better than the third on account of the motive
introditeed;much better than the second, and very far removed from
the first. Of course. all geographical thought material does not
yield to dramatization

*0but there is every reason for trying to free
it from formality and irksomeness.

1.I.Nt+N i l'E on sEity

. in the handbag of the 4.1 topic. namely. the study of Wilmington
and Delaware. there was observed the same differences in treatment,
ranging from the recital of mednmically memorized information
:limit Wilmington to the diseuNsion Of how Wilmington could
come a greater city. There can be no question of the differences in
emhyationa '1 :due 'of the followin!, descriled exercises, which again,
are arranged in order of what seems to be their pedagogical ex-
cellence.

In the first sort the logical approach by means of the outline was
insisted upon. instead of the approach through time mlninant. inter-
est of the class.

In a second sort of t.xereise children recited information alma-
Wilmingtimn, this having been evidently assigned. propared for the
occasion, and memorized. Whatever may have happened in the way
of explanation when the assignments were made is not, known, but
the vocabulary was pretty stiff for little folks. and the general effect
could hardly be considered highly educational.

In- a third. a somewhat better use of gathered information was
made. when, as the discussion proceeded. children were called upon
to produce what they had found in newspapers or elsewhere concern-
ing Wilmington. and read it before the class.

In a fourth, a systematic study of industries was most in evidence.
Large placards bearing in 'colored letters the name of an industry,
as " Ship building." " Leather," " Powder," appeared upon the walls,
surrounded by objects and pictures in illustration. The children
seemed as well informed about them as could be expected of fourth
graders; and best c.f all they were allowed quite tininterrupted use
of the opportunity to tell to an interested auditor what they knew.
The teacher wisely kept in the background. This was somewhat bet
ter than the preceding, because of the degree of self-activity allowed
pupils. Both were orderly in procedure.

In a fifth class, more of rational geographywas being attempted.
It seeniel that the day before Ralph had said that 'Wilmington was
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sure to become a much larger city than it now is, and to-day, after
thinking it over, he was expected to explain and substantiate his
statement. What had caused Wilmington to become the city it now
is? What must be done to provide for further growth?

This may have been a pretty big undertaking for fourth graders,
but it had its possibilities for touching the civic consciousness of%

these young citizens, while teaching them the main facts about
manufactures, -products, etc., which other classes were getting. It
may be interesting to know that this excellent teaching was in a
school said to be in the "slum " district of the city.

Exercises in \fifth and sixth grades were observed which illustrate
quite as distinct differences in the teaching of the different topics
studied by these grades. In the best there were always the picture
material, the collection of appropriate objects, the use of supple-
mentaiy books. In many, there was outline following as a method
of approach instead of as a final recapitulation.

COMMENDABLE FEATI7 RES.

On account of the use of the project method, this most commendable
thing can be said of the teaching ; namely. that there was rarely
observed the old, unmotivated, mechanical assignment of " the next
paragraph" or "the next chapter," or "take climate;," or "take
products," to-morrow. Assignments heard were made as they should
be, with reference to their bearing upon the problem under coniid-
eration. But as already suggested, it will be better to raise prob-
lems that are less comprehensive in scope. A comprehensive problem
is best treated by a separate discussion of the more specific problems
involved in it.

Need of improvement was also noted in the discussion and ap-
plication of the reference reading found and presented by pupils.
This reading matter frequently needs to be fitted to the understand-
ing 'of children by questions and explanations, but this was some-
times omitted, making the exercise of doubtful value.

Especial commendation is deserved by one of the principals and
her assistants, who, by their self-sacrifice and persistent effort, suc-,
seeded in raising money for the purchase of a fine lantern for the
school. The writer observed with pleasure the preparationq made by
the boys of the room for an exhibition, such ap the darkening of win-
dows, the making of electrical connections, all done systematically
and with dispatch by these willing helpers. Then came the views
of France, and the free questions and .answers. This was in a sec-
tion of the city where there is little 'of culture, little of variety in the
lives of the children attending, and was therefore done under handi-
caps, and shows what could be done in all the schools by superior
teaching.
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The stereographic views found in several schools are also very
valuable geographical material.

A larger supply of geographical readers is needed. A variety is
desirable, and the scanty collections observed included the best ma-
terial of the sort available; but there is need, for really .gocid work,
of enough bookS of all kinds, so that each pupil will have a book of
some kind. This lack was frequently complained of by teachers,
who were seriously hampered in consequence of it. This is sometimes
called " economy " by school boards.

While some teachers still do most of the talking and thinking in
class themselves, there is an increasing number who are learning to .

throw the lesson into the hands of the pupils, a democratizing per-
formance of great value.

VITER-GRADE GIOGRAPHY WORK.

Speaking generally, the teaching of geography from the fifth
grade to the eighth, inclusive, is good. Here and there individual
teachers do poor teaching, as already pointed out, but the majority
teach the subject effectively, and a limited number are doing superior
work. This is especially true in grades 7 and S. Excellent teaching
was observed in many classes in these grades. Speaking compara-
tively, geography is taught better than arithmetic, and far better
than oral and written composition, elsewhere discussed in this survey.

The teaching in these upper grammar grades is done wholly on the
departmental plan in all subjects, and teachers have more or less
specialized in the subjects they teach. The excellence of the teaching
of geography is due largely to the fact that teachers have attended
lectures on the subject in summer schools and in extension courses
by college teachers. They are familiar with the best current thought
on the subject, as shown in their teaching.

One of the excellent features of the work in geography in the
upper grades is the emphasis placed on the causal relations between
physical features and forces and pOlitical, economic, awl social
gegra phy.

The course follows, in the main, a good textbook but not blimUy,
and requires much outside reading.

SVGGESTIONS OFFERED.

The following criticisms may fairly be made on the course and
the teaching, and may be helpful.

Not enough emphasis is laid on map drawing from memory for
the purpose of fixing in the mind the general shapes of continents,
of a few of the great nations (not of States), and the location of such
physical features and of cities, etc., as every intelligent personshould
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remember permanently and should have as a part of his ready
knowledge. This means only a comparatively few important data.
But these should be drawn from memory repeatedly in class until
they are firmly fixed. The copying of detailed maps from the text-
book is a waste of time._ The facts to be drawn should be specifically
stated by the teacher, and the pupil should make his own map to
be memorized with the help of the textbook map, from whose confus-
ing details he must select the data wanted.

A simple test was given a 7B class to determine their ability to
reproduce from memory such data as to their own country as should
be at everyone's ready command. They were asked to draw an out-
line map of North America and ignore all but the most important
features of the coast line, and to pay very little attention to the coast
line on the north. They were asked to draw the St. Lawrence River
and make a rough drawing of the Great Lakes; to draw the Missis-
sippi and the Ohio River; and to place a dot to indicate the location
of the following cities:. New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, New Orleans, Detroit, Cleveland,
Minneapolis, Kansas City. Of the 33 maps drawn, not one could
be called really good ; a limited number were fairly good. One of
the best located New York -.City in the region of Cleveland, and
Kansas City in the region of Alabama ; one of the poorest ones
located New York City north of the St. Lawrence River, and
Minneapolis on the Pacific coast in- the region of Vancouver. An-
other located Minneapolis in the region of Colorado, and Baltimore
on the coast north of the Great Lakes. Coast cities, like Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and New York; were located by some as inland
cities. comparatively few cioula draw the (ast line with any
reasonable degree of correctness to show the most important features.

This class was apparently a class-of average ability, and the teach-
ing in other respects, so far as observed, seemed to be good. Evi-
dently map drawing, as the most economical method of map study,
was not used. This is true of the Wilmington schools in general
and needs the attention of supervisors and principals.

More systematic, definitely planned, training in map interpreta-
tion. would strengthen the instruction. A map has a number of
functions. First, it shows the shape or outline of a continent or
country. This is a simple nse of it which can be made early in the
course. Second, it slims location. This is also simple. Third, it
*lows direction. This is simple in case of maps of relatively small
sections; but in case of maps of the continents; lines of longitude
and parallels of latitude must be observed to determine direction,
and this involves more difficulty. Fourth, a map shows contour,
elevation, and depression. This is the-Most:' difficult feature to in
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terpret, and most children can not do it unless very carefully
trained. This last use is emphasized in the upper grades of the
Wilmington schools. Fifth. a map shows distance, and to interpret
it the pupil roust observe the scale on which it is drawn.

flits beginning of map interpretation, it need hardly be suggested.
:-lontld be made y drawing a map of the schoolroom. the school
yard. etc.. and ,,tudying a p of the city in which they live.

ItEtlINI II ENI).111(

1. Although in grades 1.2, and 3 the subject of geography should
nu t..be Ire:tied gas a separate strand of the course. there are many,-
phases of the subject that call be introduced preparatory to the more
Tecilic work done in the fourilt grade. It is recommended that in
the first grade, the occupations closely related to the home be oh-
served and discussed, and expressed in simple' ways on sand table
or blackboard or booklet, such as the bakery and the grocery.

In the second, those a little more remote, as the shoemaker and-
the weaver. In the third, how we are sheltered. fed. and clothed
:WV interesting prolems and broaden still further the vision of
little children.

I Leaning of child life in other lamls is extremely interesting to all
the early grades.

Material such. as is found in books like "Seven -Little 4Sisters,"
Each and All," "The Dutch Twins." and many more recent bookS,

forms a most appropriate approach to geography for grades 3 and
4. It presents the human aspect' of geography, which appeals to
children and creates a desire to know where these people live, a .

desire in short for real geography. Abstract location has no interest
for children.

2. An appeal to the imagination and training to think, and not
knowledge of facts merely, should be made the dominant aim in all
the geographical work.

3. Mich more use should be made, especially In the grammar
grades, of map drawing, front memory, of the continents and of tht
most important countries. but not of .separate States, except the.
pupil's own. Such Maps should contain no' items except such as*.
everybody ought to remember permanently. In addition to this, itI
is recommended' that pupils be encouraged to sketch quickly maps in
connection with special topics for illustrative, purposes.

Printed outline maps of all sections and /countries studied; to be
filled out by pupil, should be A. part of the work, hut. should not take
the place of maps wholly drawn by the pupil from memory in class.

4. The outline which indicates the scope of work expected in the
treatment, of any topic slionld be developed in class As the final. and
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finished recapitulation, rather than be given the class tinl made the
approach. It -should be treated as an organized summary of what
has been taught, and not, as is now done, as a blocking out of what
is to be taught.

5. Teachers coining as they do from a number of different training
schools, and coming with different experiences and interests, should
be allowed more latitude in the choice of topics, problems, projects,
methods, and devices, through the use of which children ace led into
the geographical field.

G. The excellent beginning, already made, in the collection of ob-
jects and pictures should be continued: and the sets.of stereographs
found in several schools.should be provided for all: and the board
should provide -maps, globes, lanterns, and slides much more fiber-
ally than is now done. Many of the schools are seriously hampered
for want of these necessary and relatively inexpensive. equipments:

7. Some of the principals of the elementary schools ought to make
a greater effort to enlighten themselves in regard to geography teach-
ing according to modern standards, and thus give better support to
the supervisory head, put themselves in a more sympathetic ettitude
with their more progressive and Ambitious teachers, and fit them-
selves to aid and direct the weaker and less experienced. In short,
all principals should he, as fortunately many of them are, competent

, to supervise instruction effectively.

5. READING, PENMANSHIP, SPELLING.

This report aims to present a study of the subject of reading
throughout the first six grades, from its beginning in the 1B to
the 61, inclusive, to determine, if possible, how effectively the Prob-
lems in this subject have been met and solved as they arise from
grade to grade. These problems are many and varied and Are pecul-
iar to each year of the child's life. They should be considered in
their _relation to the child's development, to the requirements of the
course of study, and to,tU interrelationship which they bear the
One to the other.
k How have the little beginners just entering school met their
initial contact with symbols as a representation of the well-known
sounds in their oral vocabulary? Has this most difficult association,
the printed form with the oral, been made easily and naturally, With
profit and pleasure, or are there signs of stress and undue effort
.apParent in their .mastery of the early reading procesSt HoW effec-
tively has the phonic problem been solved, both as regards the
acquisitton of power and the ability to use their knowledge once
acquired in its application to proficiency in reading.? How have

1, the reading habits formed. in the. lower grades fUnctioned- ire 'the
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tpper? has the oral reading been overemphasized to the exclusion
of much practiee in silent reading? Wes ability in the first carry
over into the second and make for proficiency in the study of texts
in history, geography, arithmetic, and in reading for the apprecia-
tion of good literatu're?

tASURI N( PROFICIENCY SI N REA111

In order rightly to estimate praCiency in reading, units of
measurement must be found which gauge not only the tangible
results obtained by a given method, but quite as definitely evaluate
the process by which the goal has been reached.

Many methods lead ultimately to proficiency -in reading.. Some
of these are primrose patliS which eager feet are glad to follow.
Sonic are strewn with obstacles which retard and impede the pupil's
progress, and some there are that wander far afield with waste of
time and effort, binding the spirit of the child in weariness and
apathy.

The extent to which pupils fail of promotion is one such unit
of measurement. Figure 1 (p. 44) shows the, failures in reading
among the pupils of the first six grades in Wilmington (June,
19.20) in comparison' with failures in al) other elementary subjects,
end in comparison also with similar failures in the same grades in
the schools of Butte, Mont. (June, 1916), and of Cleveland, Ohio
(June, 1914.

A study of these curves indicates that nonpromotions in all sub-
jests in the first three schoolsButteCleveland, and Wilmington
coloredare unusually large; that reading is the stumbling block
in the first and second grades; and that other subjects besides reading
enter into the problem of failure in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades.

The curves in reading for Wilmington white schools demand es.-
pecial attention; they seem to indicate that a relatively low score
of failure in the first grade may he the cause of a relatively -high
failure in the sixth; and that promoting pupils en masse in the
lower grades without. due regard to proficiency may . bring, a (lily of
reckoning for the sixth-grade teacher in her attempt to bring her
pupils up to the necessary requirement for the more technical work
of the junior high school. Evidently the Butte and Cleveland pupils;
gain a power in their early years which carries them.safely over the
crucial period in the sixth, Butte scoring a failure of two-thirds of
1 per cent for this grade and Cleveland 2 per cent, while Wilmington
(white) rises to an 8 per cent failure:for sixth, thus meeting the
Wilmington (colored) schools at the same point for that grade. Too
many subnormal ptipils "are carried along .from year to year ,inthe
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Wihnington schools, which is dearly indicated in this diagram.
Overage pupils were notici,d in nearly every room visited, and many
teachers I.ep.oref I the lack of special provision which should be made"
for these pupils.
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ANALYSIS 111.' RE..

Even-a cursory study of these lines of nonproficiency is illuminat-
ing. All four schools show a major difficulty in passing the first-
grade requirement in reading. About 1 pupil in 7 drop back at this
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poi Cleveland, 1 pupil in 8 in Wilmirigton colored, and 1 pupa
in 1 Itilmington white, and every fifth .pupil repeats in Butte.
Judd, in his measurement of work in the Cleveland schools, main-
tains that this curve represents what would naturally be expected
in any subject which is carried throughout the grades and is success-
ful in its training of the children. We would naturally expect that
the initial difficulties in the study would hold back any one who is

to develop serious weakness later." From the subject- matter
point of view this is undoubtedly true. but from the 'pupil's-stand-
point does it not seem like an arbitrary solution of the problem?

Is there any natural trait in 15 per cent of the children in a class
in beginning mading which requires of them a repetition of the work
for two successive -years of their school life? May not the require-
ment he too high. when 1 pupil out of 11 in the white schools of Wil-
mington .and 1 out of 8 in the colored schools fails to acquire the
necessary proficiency ? Could not the subject matter and the method
lie modified to suit the ability of every child in the class?

The first grade. in public schools, generally, has been- since its
establishment a clearing house wherein a phild has found his level
by it standard-wholly outside of himself and unrelated to his par-
ticular-endowment. Recently the attention of educatorS has been
turned from methods of teaching reading to the child himself, -to
ascertain why fails and in what -way he differs from his class-
mates who have passed on to a higher grade and have left him
stranded. Already in many schools a simple measurement of his,
mental ability has been taken; usually by some modification of the
Billet scale, and then attempts have been made to adapt the courseof study and the inethods of teaching to his particular type ofo
ability.

Some attempt of this kind has been made in Wilmington. A
phonic method is in use in some schools for the early wprk in reading
where pupils of foreign parentage are found to predominate, and
where much help in clear enunciation or English sounds is necessary.
In other schools, where pupils come from American homes and are
already familiar with nursery rhymes, a method based upon the
repetition of certain words and phrases in this type of child litera-
ture is used.

This organization of subject matter is not based, however, upon a
scientific study of the children, but. upon'the observation and experi-
.ence of. the teacher. It is earnestly hoped that, out of this initial'
attempt in Wilmington to adjust the work of the school to the needs
of the children, a scientific clamificatiOn of the pupils in the first
grades at first, and later- in ally- may-develop and that an investiga-
tion, of this movement in other cities by the superintendent and his
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assistants may lead to the adoption of a similar course in 'Wil-
mington.

It is a principal of great importance-in this early work in reading
that the-tn.° factors mentioned below should ,be kept separate and
distinct. (I) " Much time should be devoted to the mechanics of
reading," and (2) " constant emphasis should be put upon the ac-
quisition and interpretation of the thought." are the two funda-
mental prowsses in learning to read. Robins, and in fact all au-
thorities who have probed* deeply into this subject, agree that the
two lines of work can not be profitably carried on at the same time,
in the same recitation; for the .first requires numberless drills in the
acquisition of forms through acts of memory, while the latter exer-
cises the imagination, the feeling, and many other attributes of the
mind which training in recognition of symbols does not. require. In
fact, it was constantly demonstrated in classes in early reading in Wil-
mington that pupils who were being drilled on words and phrases
were not thinking of the meaning of those words but were trying to
remember the form only. It was observed frequently in many
classes that the child remembered the word by its position on the
board, and failing to read correctly from the chart he could-" get
the word " when the teacher directed his attention to the permanent
list of words on the board., Thus does nature protect the child's
mind from overstrain and fatigue. for by using his mind's eye and
remembering words because they occur in a certain order on the
board he satisfies the teacher's requirements and saves himself an
undue amount of exertion. a

Why not give the child at once the necessary phonic tools, so that
he can help himself to unknown words, and in other periods of the
day's program give him interesting vital reading matter based upon
his everyday 'experiences. in short, simple sentences written upon the
blackboard, and leave the more difficult reading of classic literature.
to a later period of his year's work when he .can read the text easily
with the thought uppermost in his mind, and when lie will not need
to spend a week, or even two weeks, on one page of his reader be-
cause the technical difficulties of his readinghaye not been mastered?
Too often these principles are lost sight of in. the stress of the year'S
work.

RE.UMNO IN TtiE MIDDLE ORADEA.

The oral reading in the. middle grades was unusually good,
judged by all standards of-comparison. Fluency, good articulatiw,
expressive enunciation, all bore witness to the careful training of
pupils in the lower grades. Perhaps an overemphasis has been
placed upon these requirements in oral expression, for the ability to
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interpret a paragraph read silently failed to measure up to the pro-
ficiency found in oral reading. This, no doubt,-was due to a lack of
training in this essential element in reading. Silent reading and its
interpretation are among the very recent problems to receive the
attention of the supervi.iory staff in Wilmington. An attempt is
being made this year for the first time to provide for training in
this important phase of reading. Without this specific training in
silent reading children are usually quite impotent to acquire it, for
proficiency in silent reading comes with practice, just as it does in
oral reading. A movement throughout the schools of the United
States is under way to emphasize silent reading and to minithize the
importance of oral readingat least to lance less importance upon
the one at the expense of the other.

PEN NI.% NsIiIp.

Writing in the first three years is by crayon on the blackboard-
and lead pencil on paper. Writing with pen and ink is begun in the
fourth year.. The writing during the first two years is mainly on the
blackboard, and, of course, with the whole-arm .movement. The
forearm, or "muscular'' movement, is taught from the fourth
year up.

The question of teaching writing at all during the first. two years
is, to say the least, a debatable one, and in many good school systems'.
it is not taught in these grades. There is not sufficient space avail-
able in a survey of this kind to enter into the reasons for this omis-
sion. As elsewhere recommended. writing, along with arithmetic, iiY
Wilmington, should at least be reduced in these grades to make
room for reading good literature to the children.

The quality of the penmanship in regard to the two essentials of
legibility and speed is not so. good as it should be; much of it is
decidedly poor. .

While the muscular movement is taught in the writing period, it
does not carry over effectively into the pupils' other writing.
Classes were observed in which only from one to three pupils in
the room were..usin g. it: all the rest wrote, with the finger move-.
ment. Not all actually used it in the writing class. This indicates.
that the nature of the movement is not clearly explained lo the
children by the teachers, or that thy fail to give effective drill in it.
In some classes observed there were indications of both. The Muscu- .

lar movement is easier to acquire for the more mature children of.
the upper grades and should be especially emphasized' there.

Tbe matter of penmanShip needs the attention of the supervising
stag. consisting not only 'of the superintendent and the .assistant
superintendent,. but also of the principals of schools. Detailed su-
pervision of- instruction del'olves upon the latter.
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SPELLINO.

The same painstaking effort to teach the mechanics of spelling
was observed in these. classes which intake(' the methods used in
reading. Two lines of work were carried on, lessons based upon
phonetic families, and lists of words from the spelling book. A
first - grade spelling lesson based upon phpietic words follows:-

( Teacher) Who eau tell what fluffily we had yesterday? (Paint) The -en"'
family. (Troche() Spell the en family. (Papii) e-n, en. (Teacher) glen.
(Pupil) glen. (Teacher) hen. ( Pupil) h-i-t), hen. (Teucher) What
is a hen? (Pupil) A chicken. (Teacher) pens. (Papa) pe ( l'earhe%,
Don't you hear nit-. 01 that word. pens? (Pupil) 1)-(.!-114. pe

Other words in this family followed, ten, men, den. etc.. and then
the "ell family was taken-rip.

This material for early spelling lessons. is excellent. It' follows
logically the lessons in phonics which thepnpils have 11941 11111I, colll-
pletes the process of his word study, from the sounding of the letter!sl
in a word to the naming of them in the required order. Care should
be taken not to burden the child with unnecessary repetition of
words he already knows in his spelling lessons. 'Perhaps the
greatest need in the Nvork of spelling in our schools is the careful
preparation of the spelling lesson by the teacher and the elimina-
tion from the daily drills of those words with which the child is
already familiar. An appalling amount of time is wasted by a
failure to do this. Rightly trained- in phonics the child will know
how to spell 81 per cent of all the words in the English language,
and the teacher's task is to teach the remaining 13 per cent only.
How many teachers confine their efforts to the unknown words in
a spelling lesson ? I low many give the entire list as it stands. and
spend just as much time drilling upon the known element as- upon
the unknown.? These are pertinent questions whirl' will lead to
much needed reforms in methods of teaching spelling and to greater
power on the part of the pupil.

A lesson in third-grade spelling was conducted as a study recita-
tion, with open books in the hands of the pupils.

The following lesson is that given in a third grade and was
based on the textbook

(Teacher) 'Look at the first word, and stand and spelt it. ( Pupil) 11-0-w-I,
howl.

(Teacher) Give me a sentence using 'the word howl. (Pupil) i haul n howl
of

(Teacher) Next word. (Pupil) e-o-f-f-e-er. coffer.
.:.(Teacher) Now spell without looking at your book. (Pupil spells coffee.)
(Teacher) Giv'l me a sentence. (Pupi) I made some coffee. (Pupil) I.

grind. n cup of coffee,
(Teacher) ('lass may study words silently. Read them, aloud first. (C/orts.

reada).,:Spgar, bowl, dish, pitcher, tea, coffee.
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Evidently the author of the spelling book used has nuide at decided attempt to provide for the correlation of .the formal spellingof word listS with the use of the words in sentences, an exercise

which needs emphasizing in every school in the country. Fhildren's
ability in the first _does not necessarily transfer over into the other.A child may spell a list of words correctly and then misspell manyof them in his written composition. The teacher's work is onlyhalf done when she has given isolated words to her class for a spell-ing lesson. These words should be used in sentences, and should be
incorporated into the pupil's written language work. so that he notonly masters the technical difficulty which the word presents but
acquires proficiency in its written use as well..

The spelling in the upper grades was only fairly good in the bestclasses observed; many teachers showed skill in the teaching of theactual lessiin in spelling.sepa rate words, and in these lessons the chil-
dren generally spelled correctly; but the spelling did not carry overinto their composition writing as it should. This seemed to be dueto the limited amount of dictation work and the wholly inadequate
amount of Written composition, as more fully discussed elsewhere.

The teachers .are studying the problem. Tidyman's excellent book
on teaching g-spelling has recently been placed can the teachers' desks.
The study of this book by principles as well as teachers will be ofgreat help. It makes extensive discussioh of method in this surveyunnecessary.

6. PHYSICAL TRAINING AND HEALTH EDUCATION.

The need for activities in the lower grades is not yet fully recog-nized by teachers and superintendents generally in public schools,
and the function of these is far from dear to them. 7io give physical
education a place in the daily schedule is a good thing, but unless the
-director helps to create the conditions by which the work of the
school contributes to the children's health instead of impairing it,the work is form rather than substance. Likewise to introduce art is
a step in the right direction, but it will do little to further the chil-
dren's development unless it, is so taught that it is an expression of
the own experience, given in his own way. If the work in
each of these lines is under the supervision of a special teacher, andthe regular teacher has no voice in determining its relation to theother work of the grade, it can haiv little value. This seems to be the
situation in Wilmington. TItere are no kindergartens to suggest how
these activities should be carried on with little children. The work
of the entering children, as well as for all the others in the first and
second grades, is a rigid course in the three R's.

52710 -21-4
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Upon this the courses in physical education, art, music, and natnre
study, have been superimposed, each independent of the" other work
of the grades. Whether the work given under the name of physical
education is contributing anything toward the children's health is
decidedly open to question. Out of a 5 -hour daily session. 15
minutes are allowed for it in the schedule. A portion of the 15-
minute recess, morning and afternoon, is also devoted to it. In sct
lhnited- a period but little could be done even under more favorable
conditions. Rooms -crowded with seats afford opportunity for little
else than formal gymnastic exercises. The work observed in 10 or
more different buildings and 20 different rooms, consisted of little
else, although the ages of the children ranged froM those just enter-
ing to those in the fourth grade. In a few cases this .was done to
the music of a piano or victrola.

In three or four rooms a freer forth of exercise wps.given which
was decidedly better. The children were formed into a- circle
around the seats and ,played such games as Mulberry Bush, Lob),
Loo ' and Round and Round the Village. In another the 'teacher
asked some child in each row to name an animal. All the children,
in a row designated then ran around the room until tlWy cattle to
their seats again, representing,in some way the actions of the animal
named. Each row did this in succession. The games played at.
recess were similar to those, mentioned. Each teacher was 'held
responsible for her own group with the younger children. With the
.older ones the boys on the one side of the building and the girls on
the other played games.requiring more skill. One playground was
equipped with a slide which was greatly enjoyed. The boys in an-
other had organized into a volley ball team. and had furnished their
own equionnt.

That this 'work has value can not he questioned, but the benefit
in the direction' of "building up the children's health is more than
offset by other conditions. The children spend 1 minutes a day
in gymnastic exercises, 30 more in the recesses, and in most cases
15 more in writing at the blackboard. They are thus on their feet
and active one hour out of the five-hour day. The remaining four
hours are spekt in sitting, most of the time held in rigid. attention

!to the lessons in reading, spelling, phonics, arithmetic. etc. This is
a condition that should not be tolerated, since all authorities agree
that .children from 4 to 8 years require much physical activity, and
that their health is of'necessity impaired if this is withh Id. This
ii. a condition that needs remedying.

condition ican be considerably relieved, even under he many
unfortunate limitafionS as to suitable buildings and ove ,crowded:
rooms under which teachers labor through no fault of th it own,
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1.); introducing many games, especially devised to be played in a
schoolroom with fixed furniture. A number of good books giving
detailed descriptions of these games can be got. A short game of
three or four minutes should be played, as a rest and for recreation,
at the end of every lesson in the grades. It world more than -make
up for the time devoted to it by arousing increased attention in the
succeeding lesson.

The system of gymnastics introduced only this yeac.is that known
as the Swedish. It is so well known that it needs no description
here. It is one of the' systems widely in use. There are differences
of opinion among c.ompetelit experts as to its merits as compared
with other systems.and criticism would be out of place. here. Sufliee
it to say. however, that the general, and we might say the whole,
trend of the best thought on physical education is that free play,
supervised in a way not to interfere with spontaniety, is a better
form of exercise than any system of gymnastics; and the judgment
of experts is virtually tthanimously in favor of substituting free piny
for formal gymnastics wherever possible. There are those who even
question the need of formal gymnastics for corrective work.

In the Wilmington schools there was no provision for physical
education unt.ii this year. ',.The introduction of this system is thete-
fore a distinct gain. The course also recognizes in iv small degree
the function of games. The teachers conduct outdoor games. but
sometimes,only formal gymnastics, at recess time. But the unfortu-
nate thing in Wilmington is that few schools have playgrounds that
are at all adequate.

The responsibility for this condition rests primarily upon. the tax-
payers, and is a part of the larger problem of replacing the many
unfit school buildings with new ones.

THE PROGRAWOF HEALTH CARE AND EDUCATION.

A brief study was made, during the survey of the Wilmington
public schools, to ascertain to what extent a program.of health care
and education was functioning. AS no time was allowed in the
regular 'school day for health teaching, those courses in which itmight function were looked into very carefully.

In the primary grades (to the fourth) " incidental teaching,"
planned by 'the principal, in which " health talks " are given by the
classroom teacher the last period on Friday afternoons, was described
by the superin6ndent of schools. No demonstration was witnessed,
but a number of teachers were interviewed upon the subjeCt, and the
textbooked as reference examined. Hating no Specific program
outline and being reserved, for the last period in the school week,
when in the very nature of things children are restive and lacking in
concentration, it is hardly likely. that " health talks" ba:sed upon
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facts in a primer written in 1910 would arouse interest in either
teachers or pupils.

From the fourth to the sixth grades, inclusive, hygiene and physi-
ology are taught in the usual formal way. A satisfactory text has.
betn adopted, although at the time the classrooms were-visited in-
dividual teachers had not yet been supplied with copies.

In the high school a personal hygiene and home nursing course is
open to seniors, but is not obligatory. It is given after school hours
by a representative of the American Red Cross. A similar course,
taught by the home economics teacher, is also to be given in the
senior year as part of a course.in household arts. .

A N EFFECTIVE LESS

A commendable treatment of health considerations was observed
in a fifth-grade class in citizenship. The topic under diseussi-on was,
" Why is Wilmington a good place in which to live?" During the
period many aspects of the.topic were touched upon: important
matters concerned with the health of the individual and with the city
as a whole were given particiilar emphasis. As a-means of visualiz-
ing the environs of the city, and in particular the system of protec-
tion afforded the water supply, an excursion hac...en made by the
class to the watershed, the race; and the filtrMin plant, and a
spirited discussion of the trip brought forth many interesting points,
each child contributing somhthing. Following this, the milk supply,
sewerage system and disposal plant, garbage collection and disposal,
good roads, clean streets, and other means of maintaining the health
and comfort of Wilmington citizens claimed, for a brief period, the
attention of the class. The fact that spontaniety was encouraged,
that the teacher expected to be convinced by the class that Wilming-
ton was a good place in which to live, was stimulating to the pupils
and created -an atmosphere of real interest.

There are great possibilities in work. of this character for health
teaching, and when the*" health talks" given in the primary grades
and the kindergarten are supplemented by a vitalized daily practic-
ing of health habits, children in the grades tab the fourth up will
understand that the soundest basis for good citizenship is good
health. They will understand, too, that the surest way to attain and
maintain health io to practice early in life good health habits. .

SCHOOL LUNCHES.

A hot midday lunch is available for pupils in, the high school only.
It was good to know that neither tea nor coffee could be purchased -
by pupils, and candy only eheon has been .partaken of,

The lunch service will be °red elsewhere in this report, but
it may not, be amiss to urge the installation of a hot school lunch in
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all elementary and grammar schools. Certainly the condition of thechildren would seem to warrant this step, scrawny legs and armsbeing much in evidence among the children seen. The value of tbis
service as an educa onal factor is now undisputed, and as a meansof demon the food facts presented in class offers endless
opportunities.

MEDICAL SCHOOL I NSpEcTioN.

An official medical and nursing service was initiated by the cityboard of education of Wilmington the latter part of 1919. Priorto this volunteer organizations and individuals had for four yearsdone such preventive and corrective work in the schools as waspossible under the existing circumstances.
The present staff, onsistg of the medical inspector, on a part-time

basis and two nurses on full time. It is the desire of the departmentto keep medical inspection on the plane of teaching and examining
.alone. A morning was spent with t staff when it was stated the
usual procedure, with the exception or weighing and measuring, wasfollowed.

After a considerable wait a line of children began to filg in themom for inspection, no attempt being made to separate the child
being inspected front those who were waiting. The two nurses werein attendance, one doing the clerical work, the other directing thechildren to the physician from the room and assisting generally.

In general the inspection consisted of a good examination of themouth, throat, and neck (although no digital examination was made
to determine the presence of adenoids) noexamination made of the
nasal passage; an occasional one (without a speculcm) of The ears,
and n superficial examination of the extreme upper part of the chest(In the majority of cases carious teeth were noted and, the child told'to go to the dentist.

One pair of scales was all that were-available for the entire schoolsystem, and as it is a policy to weigh and. measure children once ayear at the time of inspection thisair is sent 'from place to place asneeded. Although ordered to be on 'hand for ..use the morning in
question they did not arrive, and therefore no weighing,and measur-,ing was done.

Weighing and measuring would seem a superfluous process anywayso long as the theory is field that a thin, wixy. person wi l 141e equally
healthy with the fat, heavier per*, true ,tha the " general
appearance and behavior of a child" often indicative of his stateof health. .However, the most eminent pediafrisN now lay 'morestress upon weight in relation to The height of a growing child, plUshis regular gain in weight, than upon any other one factor.
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The percentage of malnutrition now thought to prevail through-
out the -United States among school children is from 20 to 33i.per
cent. Of the 4,335 pupils examined in Wilmington last year, 17 only
were classed as malnourishoa, for Wilmington a percentage there-
fore of. three-tenths of 1 per cent. In the two months of the 1920
term no cases of malnutrition had been reported by the medical
inspector.

Besides assisting with the inspection of pupils (testing sight and
hearing), the nurses visit the homes to interpret the need for cor-
rection of defects and, where necessary, to assist families- in need of
the same to establish contact with agencies providing institutional,
dispensary, or economic care.

It is apparent the staff is devoted and interested, and with certain,
changes the service could easily become a potent influence.

It would be necessary first of all that the service be reeognized at
once as an important department.of the school system, to which regu-
lar time should be allotted. On -the morning the inspection was ob-'
served there was a delay of about an hour and a half because it was
thought advisable not to disturb the regular school or classioom
routine.

At no time caii an inspection be made without some interruption
of the day's usual procedure, and the most efficient system is one
which does not permit the time of any .school official to be wasted.
When a physician is on a part-time basis this point is of particular
importance.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIoNS.

1. A graded plan for teaching health should be outlined and made
a required part of the school curriculum from the lowest grade to
the last year of high school, inclusive. The establishment of health
habits should be the Purpose of such a course, and particular care
should be taken to vitalize the teaching method so that the child's in-
terest will be sustained throughout. For instance, with the youngest
children the element of play and action should be used as a. definite
means of interesting children in health; toothbrush drills and songs,
story telling, freehand cutting, and the making of attractive and
Varied colored posters are all valuable. As the children advance in
the grades, the further development of health plays and establish-
ment of health clubs should be featured. The spirited way in which
the. fifth-grade class before referred to entered into and contributed
to the discussion is typical of what happens when spontaneity and
some freedom is allowed. The formation 'of health clubs, and the
Selection by them of phases of health work for practice and investi-
gation is an admirable and practical means of making healthful
citizens.
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2. With the children in the seventh and eighth grades and in thehigh schools, the period in which hero worship is so usual, interestin an ideal of health may be kept keen and alive through a series ofstories and dramatizatio'ns of lives of men and women who havecontributed so much to the progress in matters of health conserva-tion and disease prevention. Such geniuses, for instance, as Pasteur,Trudeau, Lister, Koch, Grenfell, Florence Nightingale, Madame

Curie, Walter Reed, and others preeminent in their profession couldwell be brought to the attention of the children.
3. The working.out of any course in health teaching should 'in-volve the cooperation of a number of teachers and should extend

over a period of at least two or three years. The great possibilities
through the correlation of subjects has already attracted the atten-tion of educators elsewhere.

4. Above all, interest in an ideal of health should be maintained
through the regular weighing each month and the measuring twiceeach year of each child. The classroom is the place for the weighingto be done, and the larger the share taken by the children the better.The Class Room Weight Record, with places for the names of 40pupils, may be procured from the United States Government Print-ing Office. That each child may know what relationship his height-
weight bears to the normal average, a weight-height table has been
made a part of the classroom weight record, and each child. is sup-posed to keep his own record, .which, by comparison with a class-.mate's, creates friendly rivalry. A child is more ready to correct his
own bad food and health habits when he learns through observationthat it is the latter which is keeping him scrawny and pale, and
usually rendering him finable to compete with more normal children.Every school should he supplied with scales, And the report ofthe child's progress in weight be sent home each month with thereport of his progress in other matters. To initiate and direct theweighing of children each month may seem at first only an midi.-tional burden, but teachers have been the first to appreciate, thatknowledge of weight-height relationship and its bearing on general
fitness creates a new and stimulating. atmosphere among childrenformerly indifferent to appeals for the formation of good healthhabits.

5. A hot school lunch in all primary and elementary grades should
be installed, the educational aspect of which is of far greater im-
portance than the feeding of. hungryichildren.

6. Supervision of the course in health education is of prime ini-
portance, and .by an individual with creative and imaginary ability
as well as with special preparation and understanding of the purpose
of such a course.
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7. Until the medical inspector is put upon a full-time basis and
given a salary commensurate with the requirements of the work, more
time than is now given to the inspection of children can not be ex-
pected. Until a full-time basis is provided for it is suggested:

That the inspection of children be limited to the examination of
skin of face and hands, examination of the throat, teeth, ears, eyes.
glands of neck, and of posture and gait. That just prior to the day
on .which the inspection is to be made the nurse and teacher decide
which pupils seem to require a thorough examination and that- the
parent or parents be asked to be present when the examination is
arranged for. That during inspection or examination children be
dealt with individually, and where a separate room is snot provided
a screen should be used and the child assured privacy during the in-
terview. That the height-weight relationship be recognized as a
significant means of determining the general nutrition of children,
and the latter be informed in this department of the relationship.
That the nursing staff be increased, preferably by a supervising
nurse and one capable of contributing materially to the development
of a prograin of health education. That the present scale of salaries
be raised and that the nurses spend more time in classroom demon-
strations. In order to accomplish this, one nurse only should assist
with the inspection or emmination of the children.

8. That a dental clinic be provided for at once within the school
domain, and that dental hygiene be a definite part of the health
teaching.

,

SUMMARY.

The schools should be supplied with scales.
Each school day health teaching should be recognized as an ob-

ligatory part of the day's work.
A hot school lunch should be made available for every child in

Wilmington who needs it.
Correlation of subject and cooperation of teachers should be

sought in rounding out the program of health education.
The present medical and nursing service should"be enlarged and

its scope broadened.
Health should be made a positive. and desirable thing and not dealt

with from the negative angle.
The main purpose of a graded plan for a course of health educa-

tion should be constantly the promotion of health as 'something
desirable and possible of attainment.

7. DRAWING.

At the close of the school year in June the supervisor of drawing
resigned; and a successor was appointed who had begun work only
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a little over a month before this survey was made, and had conse-quently not had sufficient time to make such changes as she mayhave had in mind. The following comments and suggestions arebased on the tentative course of study which the new supervisorhas prepared and which has been issued to the teachers, in mimeo-graphed form and on the work in the schools as observed by thecommission. _

This tentative course, issued, as it states, as a "Suggestive Outline
for Teachers," is only for the months of October and November; .theoutline for the remaining months of the year had not been issued atthe time of the survey.

The course as a whole is based too much on the old formal con-
ception of art instruction, and fails to recognize the children's nativeinterest, as all good teaching must; in short, it is too severely logical,
as determined by the nature of the subject, instead of psychological,
as determined by -children's interests and capacities. This is par-
ticularly true of the lower grades. Some of the work is beyond
children, such as the characteristics and processes of fixing and
glazing of clay in grade 2.

There is an entire absence, both in the course of study and in the
actual teaching in the first three years of the schools, of the drawing
from imagination which children love to do to illustrate the storiestold them and to picture scenes which they have observed. Thesedrawings are spontaneous expressions of their native interest and
occupy a prominent place in good primary schools. There is little
trace in the course of a recognition of the results of the study, from a
psychological standpoint, of children's capacity and native interest
in drawing. A discussion of these studies can be found in a number
of books, readily accessible. such, as Sully's Studies of Childhood.
and Barnes's Studies in Education. But by far the most extensive
of these studies are Kerschensteiner's and Lobsien's, which, unfor-
tunately, are not translated.

,aThe course, so far as it has been issued, does not provide suociently
for the coordination of drawing with the other subjects of the or-
riculum except nature study. The course, fortunately, is not pre-,
scriptive in regard to method except. in so far as formal work calls
for formal methods in teaching it, and this is actually the result as
observed in the schools.

The consequence is that there is very little free expression in draw-ing anywhere in the schools. The same lack of spontaneity andfreedom of expression, as more fully stated elsewhere in this sur7
vey, was- found in the language teaching. throughout the schools.
This shows that a fundamental change in conception of teaching on
the part of teachers and supervising staff in regard to the character
and function of expression is necessary. In drawing, as in Inagua
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the improvement in technique must come from 'an effort to express
more adequately and clearly what is in the mind; it must, not come
merely from formal instruction in details of technique apart from
content.

As the course now in force-was prepared only for the two months
stated above,_it is impossible for the commission to make as helpful
suggestions on it as a whole as would be desihible.

TEACHI NG OBSERVED.

The ideals and spirit of the kindergarten ought to permeate the
primary grades in school, not only in art training, but in all other

.subjects; the method must be adapted to the children of these early
grades.

The equipment of the kindergarten includes sand, clay, blocks of
differemtilapes atO sizes, and paper of different kinds, so that chil-
dren may first experiment-with and then express theii ideas through
these materials as mediums. It is by objectifying such things as
the main parts of the home and its furniture, the store and its food
content, and the garden in which the fruits or vegetables grow that
children gain a conception of the purpose of human life and activity
and of their place in the scheme of things.

If the work of the school is to be thus vitalized, it needs more
than the one medium, drawing and crayon work, to accomplish that
purpose, and whether it does so will depend in large measure upon
the selection of subject matter to be represented and the method of
carrying it out.

The work in drawing observed in the Wilmington schools seemed
poor, but it was .difficult to see enough to make a correct estimate
because it occupied so small a place on the program. About 50 or 60
minutes are given to it per week, but this was usually concentrated
into two or perhaps three lessons, given on alternate days. The work
referred to below was observed in seven different buildings, and
covered the first, second, third, and fifth grades. The lessons related
to the season but had no relation to the other work being clone in
the grade. They were not therefore expressions of the children's
thought or experience. Colored crayons were used in all cases but
one; in which ach water color was used. The objects drawn were
pumpkin a fence with jack-o'- lanterns on the posts, a -cat-tail with
leaves, and green peppers, a dahlia, -and an autumn landscape.
Drawings on exhibition indicated that the children had also drawn
and cut apples, potatoes, and bananas.

METHODS IN DRAWING.

The preparation for the work on the part of the teachers was
systanatie and careful, but the methods. used were poor on the
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whole. The object was not present in alteases,and in but two was-
any study made of the object_ to help children to note its char-
acteristics before the drawing was begun. One of these was the
dfawing of two peppers, one red and the other green, in a 4B class.
Some attention was called to the shape of the peppers, and the chil-
dren then made their own representation of it. This was followed
by a discussion as to whose drawing was the best, and why. The
other lesson was the .painting of a red dahlia in .a 513 class. The
flower was fastened to the board. Attention was then called to the
slibpe of the flower and the proportion between it and the stem. The
children then painted the flower as they thought it looked, and
criticized their own and their neighbor's results. The work was
somewhat crude in both cases, but the method was good because the
children were led, to observe for themselves, to. express their own
thought, and to estimate-for themselves the worth of their own and
others' wdrk. This would stimulate them to like observation in the
next lesson, and an effort to improve upon their previous work.

In the other cases the children were either shown or told just
where, when, and how each line was to be drawn, or the teachey
herself male a drawing of the object which the children copied.
lo one case the object to be drawn in a 2B class was a cat-tail with
two leaves. The teacher,tacked both cat-tail and leaves to. the black-
board in a parallelogram that served as a frame. She began in
the right way by calling the. children's attention to the long stalk
of the cat-tail; and the proportionate length and d'fference in shape
of the leaves. Instead of then giving the children the chance to
see how well they could make a picture of it, she drew another
parallelogram, made a picture of the cat-tail and leaves in it, showed ,
the children exactly where and how to make a. picture exactly likl
the one she had made, and' made no further reference to the real
object that had been presented to them to draw.

A lesson in 'a 1B class in which the children made a fence with
posts and jack-o-lanterns on the ksts was carried Jut in the same
way. In a 3B class a pumpkin was drawn from a form that the
teacher had cut out, without any effort to have the children recall.
how the pumpkin really looked. She pointed the ribs 'running
from the stem to the blossom end and called them lines of growth.

In a 5A class the children were given a lesson on how to draw alandscape. The teacher drew a horizontal parallelogram on the
board and. told the:Children that she was going to draw a Scene.for
them, something that she saw. She said that the first thing she
saw was the sky, and.the first .thing that she was going to -draw was
the line where the earth and sky meetthe horizon, ,She added that
artists made this line uneven to make it prettier, and she was going
to do the same. She continued by staying that she saw some bushes,.
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the moon just rising, corn shocks and pumpkins, a fence in the fore-
ground, etc., showing them just how to make each as she proceeded.
When the .picture was completed she erased it and told the children
they might. make one like it, or another such as they themselves
might see. The children's pictures made a fairly good showing, but
their method of-work raised the question as to whether the idea.
Of the sky line as a fundamental factor in a landscape, or that of
distance,,as affecting the size of objects, had been worked out front
actual observation. If not, the lesson had no real value, since it did
not lead children to see and express ideas for themselves.

.11TRAISAI. OF.THE ART W43141:.

As far as the work observed was an index of the art work in gen-
eral it must be rated as barely fair, and that in the first two or three

..grades distinctly poor, in at least three respocts.
The first is that the work done is unchildlike and has no founda-

tion. in children's life interest and experiences. and no relation to
the other work of the grade. The drawing exercises were set lessons
injected into the other Work without organic relation to it. In
consequence the conditions for real art .work were lacking.

The second respect in which it is poor is that it is far too limited
in scope. Young children need experience with several different
media. They need day modeling, painting, and cutting as .well as
drawing, and also paper folding and construction work. The last-
named.work agpears in the course under the heading of " Industrial
art," but no trace of it could be found in the daily schedule of the
school's, and none was discovered in progress.

c The respect in which it is the weakest of all. however, is the method.
Real art is the expression of thought by means of a meditunin this
case, clay, paint, or pencil. The first effort must therefore be directed
toward helping children to see an object clearly; the second to ex-
pressing what they see in their own way. If the expression is'poor,
it is either because the children have not observed the object care-
ftillf enough, or because they have not yet learned to use the
mediumclay, paint, or pencilcorrectly. A more careful examina-
tion of the object is therefore the first step toward the improvement
of children's wcrk; instruction in the use of the clay, paint and brush,
pencil and paper, or scissors is the second. The Wilmington teachers
devote almost no attention to having the children observe the
objects .to be drawn, told would btke the children to task if they in;,
clulged in any-freedom of expression. There were many. good draw,
ings pasted in the different ropna, but the basis upon which they
were judged was the success with which the children had followed
the teacher's directions, or the nearness of their approach to the
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teacher's- copy. IndivIduality is evidently an unappreciated and
therefore an undeveloped characteristic.

Children's spontaneous draVings already referred to have received
much attention at the hands of educatOrs during the last few years,
and art courses have been revised in.accordanee with the suggestioils
obtained from them. Not one such drawing -was observed in the
Wilmington schools. Many blrkboards had friezes of childlike
Pictures at the top made by the teachers, but there was nothing truly
expressive of child life by the children. The only instance of chil-
dren's initiative observed was the decoration of a blackboard by ears
cif corn .suspended from the top at intervals and alternating witil
autumn leaves and jack-o'-lanterns which they had cut out. The at
work, like, the reading. will need to la' recognized as a means to an
end instead of an end in itself before it will truly function in the
school system or in the children's lives.

Drawing, although coordinated.: with nature study, is not used
effectively as a means of observation. as a means of concentrating the
pupil's attention on the salient features to be observed. The obser-.
vation is too much taken for granted and the drawing taught as if it
had for its only function to express what had been observed out of
school. This was the assumption of drawing teachers more than
a generation ago, but is not now. To draw an object once fixes its
appearance in the mind better than mere. looking can, provided the
drawing is based on actual observation and not on. directions as to
technique given by the teacher, or a model drawn by the teacher. It
is for this reason. that copying of pictures is so valueless an exercise
in schooL

In the upper grades the drawing is not used for illustrative pur-
poses in the other studies to the extent desirable.

The artistic quality throughout the schools is, distinctly below that
of good .schools. The._ whole subject requires the attention of the
supervising staff. Much help could be got from courses of study
and samples of children's work from progressive schools in which
drawing is well taught, such as the Washington- Irving high School
and the Ethical Culture School in New York, and the public schools
Of such places as Brookline, Newton, and Springfield in Massachu-
setts, and Indianapolis, Ind.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION.

1. THE HIGH-SCHOOL PUPILS.

In every community the high schools and private academies are,
and since their earliest beginnings always have been, the most itqL
portant means of selecting and training the youth who have the be sr
capacity for leadership.

Persistence through high school requires certain minimum amounts
of ambition, intellectual capacity. industry, earnestness, physical
vigor, and general competence, which, taken all together, consti-
tute a character that is considerably above the average. Xlso the
ability of parents to support .their children through 12,.years of
education, and their willingness to do so. implies an economic status
and an amount of foreSight that are greater than the average. Thus
we usually find in almost every community that the leaders, with
few exceptions, are graduates of secondary schools.

Since a democracy can maintain and perpetuate itself only through
.the development of wise and sane leaders, and correlatively through
the development among a majority of the people of the ability and
disposition to choose their leaders wisely and to support these chosen
leaders in their public acts and policies, it follows that the com-
munity is more fundamentally and vitally concerned in the business
of education than in any other business in which any or all of the
citizens are engaged. If the knowledge and the training for leader-
ship that are being handetIon to.the rising generation by our schools
and colleges should decline or fail, our entire economic system would
soon become disorganized and would fall into decay. It should be
clear,itherefore, to the citizens of Wilmington that a well-balanced
and intelligent support and control of both elementary and sec-
ondary public schools is absolutely essential to the economic life of
the community as well us to its growth in those social and spiritual
elements.that make a community a fit place in which to live.

'In every complex community such as Wilmington, made up of
racial and other groups, with various kinds of endowments and di-

-verse,personal and group interests, each group finds within itself a
few leaderS.whom the others follow. The things which the groups
strive for, their ideals and objectives, are determined largely by the
character of their leaders. If the leaders in the various masses of
Men and woolen who together constitute the citizenry are moderate,

82
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wise, mutually conciliatory, and actuated by a common desire for the
common good, the city itself is bound to be peaceful and prosperous.
If, on the other hand, the group leaders are selfish. unscrupulous, or
.unintelligent, then bitterness, strife, and turmoil. or at least stagna-,tion, will result.

. .

In all our cities the high schools, however imperfect they may be,
hove proved themselves an effective agency for automatically select-

nin!, and bringing together for mutual contact and a common purpose
the youth of all classes and of both sexes who have capacity 'for
leadership. So also they have proved themselves not only potent in
giving these boys and girls, through literature, history, science, and .
art, and through the opportunity for democratic contact which the
schools afford, a knowledge of the world's best thought and achieve-
ment, but they have also proved themselves effective in inculcating
the highest ideals and conceptions of democracy. Hence the urgentneed for the adequate support of these institutions. in respect tothis field of enterprise and endeavor Wilmington must not fallbehind.

THE s-rt-rus OF SECONDARY EMT %TloN IN XVII.11INDTON.

For Secondary education the city supports the Wilmington HighSchool for white- children and the high-school department- of
Howard School for colored children. In October, 1920. these schools
enrolled, respectively, 1.307 white-children and 104 colored children,
or a. total of 1,411. The total population of Wilmington is reported
as 98,000 whites and 12,000 colored, or a total of 110,000. If these
repiarts are substantially eorrect, there are in the public high schools
12.R pupils for every 1,000 persons of the total population.. In ,the
Wilmington High School there are 13.3 pupils per 1,000 of the total
white population' and in the Howard high-school department 8.7
pupils per 1,000 of the total colored population.

These ratios afford us a means of comparing this community with
others, with reference to the attracting and holding power of its
high schools, and the public interest in them. In 1918 for the whole
United States, including high schools of all grades, city, village, and
rural, there were 15.6 in every 1,0q) of the total population enrolled
in the high schools, while for the State of California this ratio was
27, and for Kansas 26.5. South Carolina, had the lowest ratio, 5.3
per 1,000;, while the States of Virginia, Rhode Island, Oklahoma,
Nevada, and.Texas, ranging-from _11.P. to 13.4,were about equal to
the city of Wilmington.' Wilmington slightly exceeds the Stat.!
of Delaware, which.'stands between Virginia and West Virginia,
with its ratio of 11.8.

a These percentages from U. & Su. of 1Cdtte. IOW.; 1920, No. 1 i
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Thus \i'ilm-ington sends to it, pub!ic high .hools leSs than half
as large a percentage as the States f California and Kansas do,
and but a slightly larger percentage than her own State of Dela-
.waie, which 'stands fourteenth from the bottom in the list of 48
States with reference to high - school attendance. These facts, so
far as they go, tend to raise the presumption that if a stronger and
more united sentiment for public high-school education existed in the
eommuniiy, and if .better highlschool accommodations- and more
vitalized high-school work were offered. a larger percentage of the
city's youth would be found in these schools. ,

It is true that-41 considerable number of Wilmington's children aro
attending private !mil pifrochial high schools. The inclusion of theso
in the calculation. together witfi the exclusion from it of the figures .

for the colored population. would slightly raise The pereentage: but
this, while it. would make a better showing for general interest in
secondary education. would- not at all affect tlu, question of the sup-
port and patronage of public high schools. In fact where unusually
large numbers of the eople,seml their children to private schools.
on the one hand they may be sending them there because they be-
lieve the public schools to be poor or misatisfi:ctory. On the other
hand the public schools may actually fail to become all that they
should be because the prosperous and influential people. sending their
children to the private schools, center their interest and support on
these, and are indifferent. ur even opposed. to adequate financial sup.
port. of the public high schools. The survey commission is noklack-
ing in appreciation of the good work that is done by many private
schools. These can do much for certain individuals which the pub-
lic schools under present conditions can not do. More of them might

. well take the lead in educational experimentation, and thins point The
way to better methods and better forms of school organization; but
the public should be on the alert to guard jealously the principle of
adequately financing the public schools, which are. and must always
be the fomulation and the safeguard of democracy.

PERCENTAGE F SCII001, PUL1Tlf IN If um `cult n)1..

Another index of the interest taken lby a city in its public high
schools is the fraction which the high-school enrollment isi of the
enrollment in all its public schools. The total 'enrollment of the
public schools of Wilmington in October, 1920, was 12,797, and the
high-school enrollment was 1,411. Hence, 11 per cent of all pupils
enrolled in the public school's are in the high-school grades. The
corresponding ratios for several cities 2 are: Cleveland, Ohio, 9.7:

*Adapted train a table on p. 41 of " Melhode and Standards for Local Sehool filurrep,"
by ban C. RUM. D. C. 'Path Co&., Boston, New Yorit fefe.l. 1918.
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Springfield, pl., 11.7; Solway, N. 12;- Montclair, N. J., 18.4;
La Crosse, Wis., 22.9; Brookline, Mass., 23.5; and 'Newton, Mass.,
23.1. On comparing the .Wilmington figures with these.. it appears
that. Wilmington stands between Cleveland and Springfield with re-
Td. to the percentage of its enrolled public-school pupils who are
attending high schools. She stands far behind all but one of the
idler cities in this list. This ratio is not an al solute measure of/the
attractive power of the high schools, but it does furnish an appoxi-
mate index for comparison. As the compulsory attendance/ ma-
chinery is less efficient here than'in ninny other cities, it is fciir to
suppose that the calculated index for Wilmington would be isome--
what reduced if attendance were better enforced. The reason for
this inference is that efficient census and attendance service would
bring into the enrollment of the lower. school grades many more
children than are now there, but it 'would not increase the high-
school enrollment in anything like the same proportion.

Table 1 (in the Appendix) shows the full enrollment of each of
the two high schools from 1916 to 1920. distributed by grades and
sexes. 'A glance at the grand totals for the years shows that the
white high-school enrollment has increased from 932 in 191 to
1.301'in 1920, but that the numbers of girls and boys decreased 9.1
per cent and 3.1 per cent during 1917, probably because. of War
activities. This loss was nearly regained in 1918, and the total in
1919 had reached 1,140.' The total increase in the four years is 369,
or an average of 133 per year. This rate may be expected to increase
slightl; from year to year, and would probably increase considerably
faster if the efficiency of the high school along practical lines were
materially improved. In the colored high school similar chancesoc-
curred, but lagged a year'i\r more behind. In the white high school
the number of girls slightly exceeds that of boys, as it does in Other
communities; but in the colored school the excess of girls over boys
jF much greater. The number of girls in the latter is now about two
and a half times as great as that of the boys. This indicates that
the kindsof instruction given appeal more to the girls than to the
boys; and in both schools it calls for the development of more prac-
tical and concrete types of work. Suggestions for such improve-
ments will be found in the section -treating of the curriculums.

BETTER IIIGU-SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS NEEDED.

Maintenance of the present 10 per cent average rate of increase
in the Wilmington High School will in two years overcrowd that
school to the breaking point, and will also carry the enrollment be-
yond 1,600. This is it excess of the number favorable to the greatest
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efficiency, even if the present building would properly accommodate
them all,.Which is certainly not possible.

The Howard School, moreover, is already overcrowded and is an
unfit building for a school. of any sort, not to mention a modern high
school.

These facts contribute a. danger signal which the city of Wilming-
ton should heed. Immediate action is necessary. In another chapter,
dealing with the building program, the survey commission has out-
lined clearly what must be done to meet the crisis which exists, not
only in the high schools but in the elementary schools as well.

DO TILE HIGH SCHOOLS HOLD THE PUPILS THAT THEY RECEIVE?

The success of a high school in holding its pupils through the four
years' course -is 'another measure of its efficiency; for the pupils will
not stay unless they and their parents feel that they are getting value
received for the -time, effort, and sacrifice involved. Also, they will
not stay unless they are reasonably successful in the work that they
are required to do. Success implies reasonably good ability and
preparation, in the lower grades; .,;() some must be expected to drop
out because they lack the requisite ability and ambition or becl-tuse of
economic necessity, or because of inadequate training in the grades
below; but the great majority, who are not thus handicapped, should
be expected to persist until they 'graduate, if the school is offering
them what they need and giving it to them under methods of instruc-
tion and administriition that .enable them..to carry on their work
successfully.

In Table 1, in the Appendix, it is shown what per cent the enroll=
ment of each grade is of the-total high-school enrollment in 1920, for
'each school; and these are Aced alongside with percentages sim-
ilarly obtained for the total high-school enrollment in the United
States.' _We are thus enalned to compare the decrease in enrollment
frc6 the lower grades to the higher in the two Wilmington schools
waltothat in the high schools of the country collectively. It is seen
th4t by this measure of the relative number dropping out of school
the Wilmington High School makes a much poorer showing than the
country, as a whole, while the rate of the Howard High School is
about the same as that of the country as a whore, excepting in the
senior class, whose percentage is raised. probably by the accession of
repeaters. Such' percentages are unreliable anyway when applied
to such small numbers of students as are enrolled in Howard High
School. :

. ,

In Table 2, in the Appendix, the enrollments. are .given 'for-the B
and A sections in the four gradeS from October, 1916, to' September,
1920, by half years for Wihnington and by full years for Howard.

"Adapted from I S Do. of }4.1ue, Dui; 1919, No. 19. r
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In the Wilmington High School the enrollments for the ninth grade
show an increase for the four years of 50.3 per cent, while those of
the twelfth ga:le, or senior class, show an increase of only 15.6 per
cent. Even this gain was due wholly to the girls, for the number of
senior boys in 1920 is actually 6 per cent less than it was in 1916.
This is indicative of a large amount of dropping out, even though
allowance be made for the fact that gains in the upper class enroll-
ments usually lag behind the gains in the lower classes.

The rapid rate at which pupils drop out of school as classes
progress through the gi-ades is indicated by the rapidly dwindling
enrollments of the three upper classes as we.glance down the columns
for the successive half years. Looked at in this way, however, the
figures appear slightly more unfavorable than they itre in fact, be-
cause the successive increases In the size of the entering classes make
the losses in upper classes appear relatively somewhat larger than
they really are.

111011-SCHOOL CASUALTIES.

To get a more accurate measure of the casualties from year to yearand grade to grade we must follow a given entering class through
four years and see what happens to it. This can be done with the
class, for example, that entered in September, 1916, by inspecting the
figures which lie just above the black step-shaped line which runs
diagOnally down through Table 2. It will thus be seen that this
class which started in grade 9B with-251 pupils had dwindled to 44,
pr 17.6 per cent of its original number, when it had reached the 12A.
grade, in June, 1920. Other classes may be traced in a similar.
manner.

In Table 3 the same figures are rearranged so that the enrollments
of each class in the successive half years of its progress through thegrades are placed in the same horizontal line across the page, and
under each enrollment is placed the per cent that it is of the. number
who were in the 9B grade when the class entered the school

This table does not take separate accounts of, the pupils who fail
and drop back into each class froth the. class that is just a half year .ahead ()fit. There.are many a thei;e " repeaters." in each term, from
start to finish, and they tend at times to fill'up the ranks in place of
those who drop out, and thus temporarily to check. the descent of OW
curve of enrollment; but as many of the early repeaters themselves
drop, out before they` reach the upper classes, and as the 9B grade
itself always contains many repeateis, the inclusion of the repeaters--
doeS not seriously 'affect the inferences to be drawn from the percents of persistence as react across the page. In spite of the irregu-..laxities pr*bly due, to- the influx' of -pupils who dropped out dur
ing the varlind returned in 1919 and 1920, the decrease in enrollment
as the dasseS progress...through the grade...S, is startling. t.-The percent
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ages remaining have been averaged for each grade and placed at the
bottom of the table with corresponding percentages for all the high
schools of the United States' just below them.

Comparing these figures we find that, on the average, out of I-00
pupils who enter Wilmington High School in the ninth B grade only
63 reach tenth B, 38 reach eleventh B, 31 reach twelfth B, and 20
graduate. More than half are gone before they reach the second half
of the second year, and four-fifths drop out before their class gradu-
ates. The per cent-persisting to tenth B is one-eighth less than for
all high schools in the United States, to eleventh B one-fifth less, to
twelfth Bone - fourth less, and to graduation one-half less.

The losses for the classes entering in February do not appear quite
as bad as they really are, because for these, the per cents persisting
are based on the enrollment taken in June, instead of February when
these classes entered school; and there are always sonic who drop out
between February and June. Hence each of the per cents persisting
is larger than it would be if calculated on the February enrollment
of the 9B grade as a base, instead of on its June enrollment. The
figures for the Howard School are nearer those for the country at
large, but are not reliable on account of the small numbers of pupils
involved.

It is thus shown that compared with the average of the high-
school pupils, city and rural, the country over, Wilmingtonhoys and
girls are far behind as to persistence in high school. They do not
do nearly as well as the " average American high-school pupil" in

..sticking to their courses and graduating with their class.
A careful study should be made by the teachers and administrators

of the conditions out of which these abnormally large percentages of
. school mortality conic. Such a.. study should include tables like

Tables 2 and 3, made for each of the curriculum groups separately,
and for boys and girls separately, in order to determine the par-
ticular groups that furnish the greatest number of casualties and on
the other hand which courses hold their pupils best. In a similar
manner the investigation should get down to part icular studies and
to individual teachers. Careful records should be kept of all pupils
who drop out of school, and the reasons why they drop out should
be definitely ascertained and recorded. On the basis of such records,
causes for the large casualty lists may be ascertained and remedial
measures applied..

A STUDY (IF MOII-SCHOOL FAILURES.

In seeking to discover the causes for the phenomenally high elimi-
nation rate in the Wilmington High School the survey commission
naturally turned its attention to failures, because it is well known by

From U, S. Bo. of Ethic. Rot, 1920, No 19.
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educators that lack of success in school work is the most potent cause.
for leaving school. Failure causes retardation, and it is the retarded
pupils who drop out in largest numbers.

In making our study we were fortunate in finding among the
records of the school a complete summary of failures for 1919-20
in each subject, distributed by grades and sexes. From this record,
compiled by the head of the science department, we have calculated
the percentages of failures in each subject by the girls and the boys
in every grade and also the percentages of the total failures in each
subject, and have arranged them for convenient .inspection in Table 4
of the appendix. By thus reducing all to the common denominator
100, it has been made easy to compare each group with every other
group. For the sake of brevity, details are omitted in some subjects
where they lack significance because of the small numbers of pupils
in some of the groups involved. In these cases only totals are given.
By reading across the. first line of the table it may be learned, for
example, that in English 26 out of 124, or 21 per cent of the girls,
and 68 out of 262, or 26 per cent of the boys, in the ninth grade B
(or first half year) failed in the work. In the ninth grade A (or
second half year's work in the same subject) the failures, though.too
many, were not so numerous;. 25 out of 125, or 2q, per cent of the
girls, and 35 out of 148, or 14.1 per cent of the boys, failed. In the
second year the proportion of failures is still too large in the 10B
group; but front that point on to the second half of the twelfth
grade or senior year they do not in any case exceed 7 in 100, or 7 per
cent. In other words, a sat isfactoIST proportion of those who survive
to the beginning of the .fourth half year are successful. thereafter in
meeting the demands of the teachers of English.

For the English department,. then, we may summarize thus:
There are too many failures in the first three half years of the work,
since from 14 to 26 out of every 100 pupils fail; whereas, if things
were going entirely as they, should go, the failures would rarely
exceed 10 or 12 in 100. During the remainder of the co arse not
more than 7 pupils in 100 fail, and the percentage for the junior
and senior years is only 3.5, a very moderate proportion.

In this connection, however, it should be noted.here and through-
out the discussion of failures that, since pupils have drOpped out of
school all along the line until in the second half of the senior year,
more than two-thirds of the class that entered four years ago are
gone and that presumably the third or less who remain are the
ablest and most persistent, nothing less should be expected than that
those who survive the first four of the eight drastic elimination con-
tests should with very few exceptionS be al* to survive the remain-
ing four. On 'glancing down the: table from English to mathematics
we .find, in general, that the percentages of failUres in the first year
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in algebra and in the second year in commercial arithmetic are
approximately equal to those in English. These, however, increase
through intermediate algebra, plane geometry, solid geometry, and
trigonometry, from 29 per cent of all pupils enrolled in the first of
these subjects to over 38 per cent of all those enrolled in the last.

When we reach Latin, the next subject in the table, we find that
in three of the four years' work the condition with respect to failures
is astounding. In the work of the first half year in elementary
Latin, the ninth 11 grade, almost t girl out of every 3 and more than
3 boys out of every 5 failed; while, for the entire class the percentage
that failed is 49.6. Practically 1 out of every 2 of the beginners
in Latin failed at the end of the first half year.

The class that was doing the second half year's work, the ninth A
grade, did a little better, as they certainly should after somewhere
from a quarter to a half of them had been dropped out at the end
of the first'half year. Of this grade, 27.9 per cent of the girls and
38 per cent of the boys failed, a total of 52 out of 153, or 34 per' cent
of all. In other words, out of the 50 per cent who succeeded in
jumping the first hurdle after a half year's run, 1.in every 3 fell at
the, second hurdle. Evidently the hurdles are too high, the training
too poor, or the runners abnormally weak. Of the tenth B grade
in elementary Latin, who presumably were repeating mainly the
second half year's work, 50 per cent of the girls and 27.8 per cent
of the boys, or 35 per cent of the total, failed. The two repeaters
in the tenth A grade and the two in the eleventh B passed. This
indicates that after going through the whole of the first year's Latin
work once, then through the whole of it the second time, and in some
cases through half of it for the third time, all the repeaters pass.
Out of all groups who (lid less than this a third or more failed in
the accounting of June, 1920.

In the tabulation for Caesar, or second-year Latin, the percentages
of failures are 47.3 per cent and 46.5 per cent, respectively, for the
10B and 10A grades, and the status of the retarded or repeating
group 10A, 1113, and 11A is a little better than that of the cor-
responding groups in elementary Latin. Of all the 191 pupils who
studied second-year Latin, 45 per cent failed. Verily Caesar is a
conqueror !

When we reach Cicero, the third year of Latin, we find enrolled'
only 34 .pupils in 4147 of whom are retarded or repeaters, and 10 of
whom, or 29.5 per cent, failed. In the fourth-year Latin, or Virgil,-
class there were enrolled only 24, and only one of these failed, or 4.5
per cent; but before this very moderate rate of failure was attained,
approximately nine-tenths of those who had started in with first-
year Latin three and a half years and four yeats before had either
dropped the subject or had left school.
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In the science subjects there is great variability in the percentagesof failures. In "general science" 9B they are 20.4 per cent; inphysical geography 9A and 10B,.21.3 per cent and 14.3 per cent; inphysics, tenth to twelfth grades, inclusive, 19.7 per cent; and inchemistry, eleventh and twelfth grades, 35.7 per centall larger
than they should be but in general not so bad as in Latin. In gen-eral science 9A they are 10.6 per cent; in physiology, 9B and 9A.,8.2 per cent; and in biology,-tenth to twelfth grades, they are only2.9 per cent.

In the history department the failures have about the same rangeand characteristics as in the English depa,rtment. In ninth gradecommunity civics they were 20 per cent for all; in tenth and eleventhgrade early European history 25.4 per cent for.all. In ancient, inmodern, and in American history and civics the percentages rangedfrom 15.8 for the first down to 7.8 for .the last. In the first twoand the fourth of these social studies, contrary to their. experiencein most of the other subjects, the girls make larger percentages offailures than the boys.
The total failures in French, all grades, are 19.8- per cent; inSpanish,- 5.8 per cent. In manual training (boys) they were 14.3per cent in 9A, 13.8 in .10B, 5.3 in 101. In shop mathematics

(boys) they Were 9.1 per -cent in 9B, none in 9A, none in 10B. In
freehand drawing for girls the failures were 14.7 per cent for theninth grade and 8.9 for the tenth. In mechanical drawing, for boys,the corresponding percentages Were 26.2 and 13.8. In domesticscience 3.1 per cent of the 9B girls and G per cent of the 9A girls.failed. 'There were in this subject no failures in the tenth grades.in dressmaking one out of the six 9A girls failed; while none-failedin the 913 and '10B grades or in 1013 textiles. Finally, the com-mercial department registered very few failures. There were nonein commercial law, only 2.5 per dent in typewriting, 2.7 per centin shorthand, and 3.7 per cent in commercial geography, while inoffice practice the total for all grades was 10 per cent.

THE FAILURES ARE ABNORMALLY LARGE.

This analysis of the failures in the school is very illuminating.It shows that with the exception of Spanish, commercial subjects,and household arts, all the subjects as adininistered by the respec-tive departments are causing abnormally large percentages of fail-ures in the first two years of the curriculums; and that in Latinand mathematics the 'proportions of failures were so large as to besensational. In all classes excepting English 10B, 11B, and 11A.,
algebra 9A., geometry 10B, Latin 1013 repeaters, community Civics,early European history, modern history, commercial arithmetic, andbiology, the percentages of failures, for the boys were considerably
heavier than those for the girls; but in these classes more girls thati.
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boys failed. In the last two subjects no boys failed; all the failures
were made by girls.

It is clearly incumbent upon the administration of. the schools to
seek out the causes of these large percentages of failureS and to adopt
motsures that wall reduce them in the future. Normally the percent-
age of failure in any high-school class should- be expected to fall
between 5 and 12 per cent, and if the percentages are above or below
these limits a careful study of conditions should be made. A high
rate of failures usually means poor teachipg, overexacting require-
ments, too drastic examinations, or a specially unintelligent or ill-
prepared class. It may be due to a combination of any or all of
these. causes. Conversely, a very low percentage of failures may
mean exceptionally fine teaching, an unusually able or well-prepared
class, a drastically sifted class, Or a subject appealing strongly to the
interests and needs of the pupils. On the. other hand. it may 'mean
that the teacher is too lax in his requirement's and too easy in his
marking. The .supervisors should find out the causes in either case,
and should bring the influence of the really successful teachers to
bear on the unsuccessful ones.

In the opinion of the survey commission the high percentages of fail-
ures are not to be charged to unusual lack of ability or disinclination
to work on the part of the pupils. On the contrary, we are (1)fl-inc. d by
extensive class .visitation that they showed themselves to .bteqin 1 in
intelligence to high-school pnpils anywhere and more than n ally
willing to work imlustriously to meet the demands of their teachers.
We believe that the trouble is caused by faults in the-methods of
teaching, by overrigorous requirements with respect to certain de-
tails; and by faulty methods of administering promotions.

We find that (1) all pupils who received a mark of 80 or more for
the term's work were promoted without examination, (2) all below
80 were required to take a final examination and were marked
" failed" if they did not make 75. per cent or more on this examina-
tion. For such pupils the single grade attained in this examination
was the only deciding element. (3) Those receiving it term grade
of less than 65 per cent were marked " failed" without being ac-

corded the privilege of taking the examination. In our opinion the
two latter provisions are manifestly unwise and unfair.

A PROM( YrION METHOD FIUDOESTEIT.

We recommend the follwing method of promotion:
1. The teacher's term mark to be based on (a) daily recitations,

(b) written tests, at least four per semester, (c) notebooks, library
assignments, and project reports. The final semester mark should
be one-third of the sqm of the averages or effpnates for the three
types of work.
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2. All pupils standing lower than 80 per cent should be required

to take the examination, the final average of such pupils to be deter-
mined by adding together the examination mark antic twice the teach-
er's semester mark and dividing-the sum by three. The survey staff
incline strongly toward the opinion that all who are physically fit
should be required to take the final examinations.

. .:3. The teachers- should be instructed to the effect that, in general,
human ability is so distributed that if 100 pupils receive school marks
A B C I) E, representing five approximately equal steps from thehighest ability to the lowest complete failure, then the marks. Aand E shoulll each be assigned to from 3 to 10 pupils, the marks Band D each to from 20 to-25 pupils, and the mark C to from 40 to50 pupils. The teachers should not be required to force their marks
into these ranges against their judgment, but they should understandthat if their marks do not fall within these limits they should beable to give good and sufficient reasons for the variations.

The suggested changes in the marking systeiii, together with athorough discussion of conditions and causes, getting down to the
cases of individual teachers and making comparisons of methods and
requirements, will, it is thought, bring about a more just administrat
Lion of promotions. Certainly a school that_ according to its own
records, can show no better percentages of success by its pupilSin
meeting the curriculum requirements than has here been shown needs
to subject itself to a very thorough self-examination with a promptreform in view.

As a further contribution toward the solution of the failure prob-lem, the survey ommissjon collected from the teachers individuality
the records of the enrollments and failures in their classes for June,
1920. and also of the number of repeaters in their classes in Septem-
ber. 1M. From these reports Table 5 in the Appendix has been com-piled:Illis table enables us to compare the failure percentages of
different teachers in each of the subjects in which there are several
different teachers, namely, French. English. algebra. Latin, and his;
tory. We may thus find out whether in a given department includ-,
ing several teachers there is general 'uniformity with reference to
'failures, or whether some teachers have a high percentage of fatalities
and others a low percentage. In 'other words, by means of such' atable a given department can find out who is mainly responsible for
its proportion of failures and to what degree.

NO NORM. OF PROMOTION RFCOONIZED.

As to French, the table'shows that two teachers who were rated as
unsuccessful last year, and who were not reemployed, had failures
of 26.6 per cent and 26 per cent of their pupils, respectively, while
the other two had failures of 12.7 per cent and 10.6 per cent, .respec
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tively. Evidently the excess) Qf failures over the normal in that sub-
ject is chargeable almost entirely to these two teachers. In English
the percentages of fatalities range from 27.5 per cent down to 2.7 per
cent. In this group two teachers who are not now in the school had
failure percentages of 18.5 and 17.5, the former above and the latter
below the median (17.9 per cent) ; but both very near it. The varia-
tion in these percentages, which is wider than that in-French, indi-
cates a luck of coordination in the department as a whole with refer-
ence to policies. There seems to be complete lack of agreement as to
what should reasonably be expectedof high-school pupils knd how it
should be obtained.

In Latin there is a rather remarkable similarity among three out
of five of the teachers with respect to their percentages of failures,
all three ranging between 41 and 46. The one having the senior
Virgil Class, in which there was only one failure, had the low:est per-

_

centage (29.6). The next lowest (36.4) is that of a teacher who -was
considered a failure and was not reemployed. It was explained to
the commission that the large percentage of failures in Latin was
largely due to this teacher, part of whose pupils were taken over by
the others in the middle of the term, but too late to save them.. It
seems quite clear, hetwever, that this explanation, even if valid for the
first-year pupils, d&s not account for the abnormal proportion of
failures made by the second and third year pupils. The absence of
failures among the seniors is quite easy to understand in view of the
excessive eliminations from the subject that had taken place during
the three previous years.

In social studies the percentages of failures range from 21 per
cent in community civics by a teacher who was not reemployed down
to 15.3 in ancient history. The other three teachers in this depart-
ment show less variation than those of English and mathematics;
but, as in the case of the teachers of Latin:mathematics, and several
other subjects, even the lowest percentage of failures -among them
is larger than it should be. These two tables, 4 and 5, Oop where
indestigalion should be made. Such tables should be made; studied,
and kept on file from year to year, and should be carried to still fur-
ther detail, so that not only sexes and grades and teachers ,can be
compared, but also pupils. who come from different elementary
schools and pupils who are in different curriculums. For example, it
is obviously of advantage io know whether pupils promoted from
the eighth grade in school B do as well as those promoted from the
eighth grade of school C, aMd why; also whether pupils pursuing
the, classical, or the commercial, or the "general" curriculum, etc.,
register the greater proportion of failures and eliminations.

Table 5 of the Appendix is very illuminating regarding another
point. It shows that in the classes of 11 out of the 29 teachers tabu-
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lated, from 10 to 151 per cent .of the pupils dropped out of the sub-'
ject or left school during the year. Probably most of these if they
had remained would have failed and so have made the percentages
of fatalities still larger than they are as shown.

Another interesting feature is found in the last column of figures
in Table 5, which shows the number of repeaters in the classes of
each teacher. With a very few exceptions the number of repeaters
amounts to more than 1.6 per cent of the whole number enrolled. As
a rule these repeaters increase the teachePs difficulties in handling
'the class, for they are likely to be bored and uninterested. In so far
as it is pOs.sible to arrange for it in the schedule, all repeaters should
be segregated and taught in classes cmplucted with special reference
to their needs.

By way of comparing Wilmington with other cities, attention is
drawn to the following percentages of failures, the medians for 14
city high schools in New Jersey.* In all, 24,895 marks were tabulated:
Total'failures, 15 per cent; ninth grade, 18.5;. tenth, 16.5; eleventh,
7; twelfth, $.5; all Latin, 18; all mathematics, 20; all history, 11;
all English, 11; all commercial subjects, 11. For Wilmington High
School the percentages are Total failures, 23.7 per cent; Latin, 40;
mathematics, 22.4; history, -18.3; modern language, 15.2; science,
152; English, 15.1.

In the case of Wilmington perhaps the disorganization due to the
war conditions, the influenza epidemic, and the more immediate
teacher shortage may in part account for the excess of failures; but
our study of the data of Tables 4 and 5 does not lend any strong
support to this hypothesis. In the Howard High School (colored)
no one was either dropped or failed in the classes in science; in ele-
mentary draWing and sewing, and in mechanical drawing and shop-
work. It was explained that the latter subjects did not count in
making promotions last year. In domestic science and domestic art
16.4 per cent and 18.:3 per cent were dropped; but none failed of
those. remnining. In other subjects the percentages of "dropped"
ranged from 14.8 down to 12.2, and the percentages "failed "from
21.2 down to 7.2. The teachers in this school have proportionally
More dropping out of classes amd proportionally. fewer failing than
those of the other school, and there is a wide variation in different
subjects with the. same pupils. As, in the case of the Wilmington
High School, it is recommended that systematic effort be made to
arrive at something nearer to a general agreement as to the meaning-
of school marks, and a better common estimate of the abilities of the
sane pupils who are studying different subjects.
-5 Bliss, Dos C., op. cit.,p. 54.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF TILE PUPILS.

The pupils in the Wilmington High School strike the observer as
an exceptionally fine body of boys and girls. They are dignified, well
poised, and 'courteous in manner, and very generally earnest and at-
tentive in the classrooms, as well as orderly in the halls and on the
stairways. The boys loOk well groomed, and the girls are neatly and
sensibly dressed. There seems to be none of the tendency toward
overdressing and the prodigal use of paint and powder that is so
lamentably prevalent among many of the girls in some city high
schools. This is creditable to the parents of the girls as well as to
the girls themselves.

During two weeks of continuous class visitation not a single inci-
dent occurred that should occasion any general adverse criticism of
the conduct of the pupils. On the Contrary, there was very much in
their spirit of loyalty, willingness, and cooperation with their teach-
ers that calls for emphatic commendation. In general, school boy-
alty and self-discipline are here so well upheld by the traditions and
customs of the school that with regard to its general tone and esprit
de corps- the Wilmington High School may confidently be ranked
among the best. schools to be found anywhere.

A few discipline cases -came to the oflice (luring the progress of
the survey, as will inevitably happen occasionally in-the best regu-
lated schools. These were well handled by the acting principal, and
call for no special comment.

There was po'sitive evidence of the regular practice of cigarette
smoking in the toilet rooms. A sincere but unsuccessful effort has
been made to suppress this practice by'close watching on the part of
the men of the teaching staff. The commission would suggest that
this practice is probably confined to a very few of the boys and can
in all probability be broken up entirely by bringing to bear against
it the,pUblic sentiment of the boys as a body. For this purpose we
'suggest that a mass meeting be held in which the boys shall be in-
vited to take the matter in hand for the sake of the welfare and good

.name of the school. Committees appointed by the boys themselves
in which each of the seat rooms shall be represented should he re-
quested to meet with ecominittee of the men teachers and work out
a plan for keeping a watch on the toilets, and also for conducting a
general and continuous campaign among the boys for discouraging
the use of tobacco among themselves and of absolutely prohibiting its
use on the schoOl propetty. SUch a plan should include the help of
parents to the fullest extent that it an be enlisted.

Like most other things, this is a natter in which the boys can be
much more successfully led than driven.- They should be assured
that, however widely opinions may differ as to the effect of the use
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of tobacco by mature men, all authorities agree that its use by, grow-.
ing.boys is a handicap to efficiency in every activit' that boys prize,
and that it works directly against the building of a strong and per-
manently healthy body. Boys addicted to tobacco should receive the
sympathy and moral support of all the other boys and of all who are
interested in them, in a de rmined attempt to break up the habit.

Another Objective nigh well be included in the same campaign-----:
the entire elimination of profanity and vulgar talk. An overwhelm-
ing student public sentiment. effectively brought to bear against
the use of tobacco and against profane and indecent language, would
be somewhat of a rarity among high schools, but certainly some-thing worth a great deal of effort to attain. Why should not the
Wilmington High School capitalize its already splendid school
spirit for the attainment of such an end?

As with the Wilmington High School, so with the Howard.. We
were impressed with the general earnestness, dignified bearing, and
fine cooperation of the pupils. The new principal is a real leader
and is perfecting the organization of the school with ability and
understanding. Both pupils and teachers are cooperating satis-
factorily with him.

2. THE NATURE OF THE HIGH-SCHOOL CURRICULUMS.

Table 6, Part ',describes the amounts of work-in each of the several
studies of the four older curriculums. These amounts are expressedin terms of(' "unit" which is defined as the equivalent of 120 clock-
hours of recitation work. two hours of laboratory, shop, or other
unprepared work being counted as equivalent to one hour of pre-pared recitation work. The minimum value of a unit may be
provided by five 40-minute recitation periods per week for 36 weeks,
or a total of 7,200 minutes. Table 6, Part II, shows for each grade
and sex the actual number of perio4 of work per week that are
necessary to fulfill the graduation requirements in each of the
curriculums. ff

The most noteworthy fact revealed by these tables is the rather
large quantity of work required,of the pupils pursuing each curric-
ulum. This ranges from 19.2 units, or nearly 5 per year, for the

..classical boys, with an average weekly schedule of 26.4 periods of
class or laboratory and shop attendance per week, to 17.45 units for
the commercial girls ,with an average class attendance requirement
of 24.9 periods per week. These requirements may be compared
with those of the North Central Association of Colleges and Sec-
ondary Schools, which sets a minimum of 15 units for admission
to college and a maximum of 20 periods per -week of class work. A
load of more than 20 periods per week is officially discouraged ex-
cepting in the case of the most students physically and mentally.
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The survey commission is convinced that for more than half the
pupils in the high schools of Wilmington the weekly time-tables are
too heavy. We do not believe it possible for the student of average
or below average ability to carry successfully such an amount of
work. If he has to spread himself over au average of nearly five
subjects every day in the week, he is going to spread himself too
thinly. We believe that this unusually large requirement is one of
the main causes for the excessive percentages of failures and elimi-
nations al ready noted.

We recommend, therefore, that the graduation requirements in all
curriculums be reduced to a maximum of 16 units. exclusive of
physical training and inclusive of all other required work. Four
periods of prepared work and one of unprepared work (laboratory
or shop) should constitute the maximum daily schedule for every
pupil excepting those who are exceptionally strong and active both
physically and mentally. The latter may be permitted, or in some
cases required to.hincrease their schedules at the direction of the
principal and on the recommendation of the heads of .departrnents.
To carry out this recommendation it Will be necessary to overhaul
the curriculums and place in the elective columns some of the sub-
jects that are now in the required columns. A smaller requirement,
to be honestly met by thorough intensive work, will. we hp!it,,ve, pro,
duce betterresults than the present requirements have yielded.

As to the contents of the curriculums, we note that. (a) each one
requires major sequences, of courses consisting of not less than three
consecutive years of work in at least two lines of subject matter
(e. g., English, mathematics), and (b)'iniuor sequences con:-.,isting of
not less than two consecutive years' work in at. least two other. lines
(e. g., science, social studies). .

These two requirements should be preserved in any revision of the
curriculums, as they are necessary to conserve-the principles of con-
tinuity of effort with ample opportunity for breadth of knowledge
and training. (c) Each of the curriculums includes st least two units
of English, two of social studies,one of which is American history
and ,civics taken in the senior year, one of science, and one of
mathematics. This is another principle which should he conserved,
since every Ametican citizen ought 'to have at least this minimum
of training- in these fundamental fields of knowledge.

SUGGESTED REVISIONS OF THE CURRICULUM S.

The commission is opposed to the use of the term "classical" for
the Latin preparatory curriculum, as tending to give it an air of
aristocratic distinction which does not intrinsically belong to it.
Latin-scientific is .hardly a characteristic. term for a curriculum
which offers only three years of science when the so.called general
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curriculum offers four; and the term "general" is rather derogatory
any way. A curriculum offering four .years of history and four
vo15 of seiela4., is deserving of a more dignified name,

The requirement of three years of French in addition to four
years of Latin for all students in the classical curriculum does not
(Ain wise. It seems certain that for utanY pupilsit would be more

plotitable to substitute historical and scientilic studies for three out
of the seven units- of foreign language. Again. although it is un-
doubtedly very desirable that all boys should get some training in
manual arts and mechanical drawing, and that all girls should have
FOnle raining in home economics and art, we can not think it wise to
make those absolute requirements because of the inevitable over-loading of the schedules of many pupils who are not able to carryso much woek successfully. We therefore favor making these
courses eleetive, and spreading them over a four-year period instead
of a two-sear Peri"d

Throughout all the curriculums- there should be a change in the
organization 11 11 d selection of the subject matter, and also in the
methods of teaching, with the ahn of making the studies more prac-
tical; more closely related to daily life problems. In other words the
curriculums need to be vitalized along modern lines, by the use of
the inductive approach, the project and problem method, and the
socialized recitation, by constant comparisons alld contrasts with
present-day conditions, events, 111111 Mat 10115, and by rgaitizin the
materials W1111 :perial reference to the interests awl needs of the
various groups'; of pupils. With a view to stimulating a complete
overhauling Of /the curriculum .oiTerings in order that the school may
provide adequately for the interests and needs of all its distinctive
:rioups of pupils, we earnestly suggest the following as an ultimate
11111 :
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Curriculums similar to those that for-the sake of brevity are here

presented in skeleton form are outlined in full, and are described at
length and justified, in Chapter II, part 2, of the report .by the sur-
vey. commission on the Public School Sy8tem of Memphi,y,,Teanenee,
U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1919, No. 50. Space limitations
forbid the introduction of this extended discussion into this report.
It Must suffice to make a few *brief comments only Those dSiring
to have the arguments a.re referred to the Memphis report.'

The college preparatory curriculum can be arranged through
options betWeen various lines of study in the various years (as indi
cated by the alternative numbers of units in the outline) so as to
provide for admission either to any arts college or any technical or
engineering college.

The proposed commercial curriculum is not fnade up' of college
preparatofy studieg mainly, with the 'addition of shorthand and type-
writing, bookkeeping, and a little penmanship and spelling, as is the
case with that. now in use at Wilmington and Widely prevalnt else-
where. It is made. up of important commercial studies together with
sequences of cultural studies that are most important to a business
man or woman. Like the remaining four curriculums recommended,.
it calls for as. much effort and is educationally just. as, respectable as
the college preparatory curriculum. There should be no invidious
discrimination in favor of the latter as against any of these. Such
discrimination is productive of great,:harm, since it tends to draw
-*from the others into the college prematory curriculum many pupils
who will never go, to college. Many of these not only fail in it
because it/ does not appeal to their interest., but also they lose the
opportunity of pursuing studies which would be of very great benefit
to them in dilect preparation' for the vocations which they will fol-..

slow after leaving high schOol. .

The proposed commercial curriculum in the first two years pre-
sents the studies which are most useful and most necessary to a con-_
siderable number "of pupils who will drop out of school at the end"
of the second year. It is believed also that a certificate shoullkbe
giVen such pupils who complete these two years creditably. We
believe that this practice would not only not diminish'the losses,, but
would result in gains in thin curriculum in the two upper years.
Many who would be attracted at first with the idea of a-two years'
course would become interested in what was beyond aild would make

rester effort to stay and finish.
. .

vopOsed indUStrial curriculum. should appeal Strongly to
many bo5;w1q) intend 'togewllirectlyjntothe p.r911.40i,y(;, occupations
of industry, just -ag the commerei0. should to those who intend to

Office occupOioni.,_:
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The suggested household arts curriculum is intended to appeal to
those girls who can not hope to go to college or who do not care to
do so. It provides a good practical and cultural education for the
woman citizen.

In every large city there are considerable nbmbers of both boys
and girls who manifest strong interest in music or art, and wish to
make one or the other of these either their vocation or their main'
avocatidn. The' music and art curriculums here suggested' are in-
tended to meet this need, and at the same time to provide as good an
all-round education 'for useful citizenship as can be obtained in the
four years of high-school attendance.

In the sequence of mathematical studies we recommend not more
than a year of algebra, for all excepting the boys who are preparing
for technical and engineering colleges. For the latter a year and a
half *should be `sufficient. The third hiilf unit, when taken, should
conic in the second semester of the third year, lifter solid geometry,
trigonometry should fdllow these, and should be elective.° ,

The sequence of social studies should run as follows: Ninth,grade,
advanced community civics; tenth, modern history; eleventh, Ameri-
can history; twelfth, problems of democracy. In the case of pupils,
preparing for college where ancient history is an absolute'require-
ment the latter might be made optional with problems of democracy
in the twelfth grade.7

The science- sequence recommended is as follows: Ninth grade,,
civic biology: tenth, general geography: eleventh, physics; twelfth,
chemistry. "General science" should be pushed down to the sev-
enth and eighth grades, where it is more appropriate to the pupils'
needs and will reach a greater number. .

In the third year theiv should be a special course in household
physics. and chemistry, which girls might choose instead of the col-
lege preparatory physics; and there should be special courses in,.ap-
Wie,d physics and applied. chemistry for the boys iii the commercial,
industrial, art, and music curriculums. These courses should be
based on the simpler physical and chemical problems'that arise in
the local industries of Wilmington.. For the household arts cur-'
riculum there should be provided in the twelfth grade a course in
dietetics, care and feeding of children, first iiid, and nursing.

The sequence of commercial mathematical studies recommended
is ninth grade, commercial arithmetic and elementary, bookkeeping;
tenth, bookkeePing and office practice;, eleventh, rosts and contracts;
safesmanshiip and advertising; `twelfth, auditing, banking and
finance, and .insuraniie and investments.

Sae Mempht. Morvey pt, 2. Ch. IL pp. 132 -185.
71114, pt. 3, " Civic Ediration." 0. 7'

'52710°-21-41
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The sequence of special commercial Studies-recommended includes
ninth 'ade, stenngraphy and typewriting; tenth, stenography,. type
writing, and wse of office appliances;, eleventh, office and factory
management, personnel work, and elementary business law ;,twelfth,
economics. The commercial department should train future Lales
people, office managers, secretaries, advertising managers and credit

00 men, as well as stenographers, typists, and bookkeepers. These
courses will give the necessary foundation for jobs that lead up to
such. activities.

The, slid') and drawing sequence recommended is ninth vade,
mechanical drawing and woodwork; tenth, drawini4, and cabinet

...Making, a wood turning andpattern making, bench Wetal work or
sheet metal work; eleventh, forge work, foundry practice, or drawing
and machine shop; twelfth, machine drawing and machine shop..

For the household arts sequence we recommend ninth grade, foods
and cooking (3 days), textiles and sewing (2 days) ; tenth grade;
foods and cooting (2). textiles *and sewing (3) ; eleventh grade,
dressmaking and millinery; twelfth grade, household management,
housewifery budgets and accounts, and:laundry.

For- the art sequence and a full discussion thereof see the Memphis
Survey Report, part 2, pages 149-152; and for the music sequence sce
the special chapter on music in this report, and also the Memphis
Survey, part 5, pages :18--49

kis the opinion of the connuia;ion that the art department of the
Wilmington High .Schoolif, indeed, it may be called a depart-
melt.-is not functioning effectively. We could not find in the sellooi
any evidence of an intelligent educational policy with respect to this
important field of culture, or any conclusive evidence that the ;n -
cepted modern theories and. methods of teaching the principles of
drawing, perspective,. color work, and design. are understood and
used. In filet, we are convinced that for the elementary schools and
bOth high schools art instruction must be built froM the ground up
on an entirely different basis from that which obtains at present.

-.We.haYe made no attempt in this place to examine critically the
hOusehold-arts curriculum now use, or the cooperativt) industrial
curriculum. The former of these, for some reason or other, .is nob
taking hold "of any ronsiderable number of girls anti is not taking

the prominence in the school thatsitch a °curriculum 'should take. We
believe such a curriculum as has been suggested would do so if the
school apthorities would get behind-. it and' back it in the whole-

. 'hearted, manner that they ought to. Discuslions of both of these
-.,fialds4 work will be found in_the special reports of this survey on

borne economics and on vocational edusfation, Chapter
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WHICH CURRICULUMS ARE MOST POPULAR?

83

Table 7 of the Appendix reveals many interesting facts with re-
gard to the curriculums now in use in the school, because it admits
Of making comparisons in many different ways. It tells, for ex--
ample, that the Latin scientific curriculum draws. the most pupils,
probably because of its name, although it offerS less science than the

general," which stands fourth in the list. The Latin scientific en-
rolls 30 per cent of all the pupils, the commercial comes nest with
'29.1 per cent, the 'classical gets 24.9 per cent, the genera- 11.2 per cent,
tie c,-)perative industrial '2.5 per cent, and the household arts 2,3
per cent. In the general and the Latin scientifi:.:, whiCh offer the
most science, the boys outnumber the girls more than 13 and 4 to 1
while in the conimercial and classical the girls outnumber the boys
nearly 3 to 1. It is perfectly clear that WilmingtOn boys want
science, and that they can not or will not master Latin according to
resent arrangements. They should be allowed a college preparatory

course with four years of science and with French instead of Latin,
as our suggestions provide._ The table shows for every curriculum
that the boys have relatively a enrollment in the senior class
than the girls have. Evidently with the present organization and
t:Oling methods the school is more sncce.-ful with girls than. with
boys in.all curriculums. A further Study (if this and similar tables,
to lie kept and analyzed from year to year and compared -by years.
one with another, is recommenied to the teachers by the survey
commission.

3. THE TEACHERS AND THEIR WORK.

THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE TEACHERS.

The teaching staff in the Wilmington high School consists of 17
men and 37 women; that of the Howard High School of &men and

women.
The accompanying analytical table shows, for each' school and

'for each department. how the teachers are distributed with reference
to sex and college training. It will he noticed that in the Wilming-
ton High School the men are better trained than the women. Eleven
Olt of 17,'Co. 64.7 per cent of the former, hold degrees from standard
colleges: while only 15 out of. 87 of the latter, or 40.5 per cent, hold
such degrees. Three of the men and one of the women hold master's
degrOea, and one of the men has both the B. S. and C. E. degrees,
representing more training than is required for a master's degree..
Two of the men and the woman holding master's degrees are heads of
the departments of histiry, Enlish. and Latin, respectively, making
3 out of the 8 heads of organized- departments . *ho hold an ad-.
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vanced degree. Advanced degrees are held by 5 teachers in all out
of the '54. In the Howard -High School only 1 out of the 4 men,
the Principal, is a college graduate; but 5 out of the i women hold
the bachelor's degree. 'These are the teachers of English. mathe--
matics, Latin, modern language, and domestic science. In the. Wil-
mington High School the Latin department is the only one in which
all the teachers are college graduates, and history comes next with
4 out of 5, while.mathematics makes the poorest showing, with only
1 college graduate out of 8 teachers. The English department makes
the next poorest showing. with 4 college graduates out of-10 teachers.
Mathematics and Latin and completely feminized. There is not one
Man among the 13.teachers of these two subjects.

Table 8 of the Appendix shows for the two high schools how the
graduate' and nongraduate teachers are distributed with regard to
the number of years of training that each has had beyond the ele-
mentary school. Of the 7 holders of normal-school or short-course
diplomas (13 per cent), the extreme limits are 5 and 8 years.and the
median is between 6 mid 7. Of those who hold neither degree nor
diploma (38.9 per cent), the number of years of -training beyond
elementary school ranges for various individuals, from 2 years up.
to 11 years, with the median between 4 and 5. This is the equivalent
approximately of a high-school education phis 1 year of normal
school or college. The training of these noncollege graduates has
Teen gained in a great variety of ways, such as by Chautauqua read-
ing circle work, correspondence courses, lmsiness and art schools,
extension courses, " private study," lecture courses by college teach
ers, and by regular university.snmmer term work for which standard
credits were obtained. The pi.ofessional records of all but the latter
class4were difficult if not impossiblesto evaluate with accuracy. They
indicate' in general, ho-ever, that in the cases Of about hal,fofthe
teachers who have not had the advantage, of regular college trpining
there has been a commendable effort toward continuous antlisyste-
.matic growth in scholarship. The most notable exceptions are the'
teachers of manual arts. in the Wilmington High .School, who in
their reports- to the survey commission have shown no evidence of
any tktempt to get higher training during.30. or more years, of serv-s.
ice. Such a record is not creditable to them nor to the school.
contrast with these; note the record of the SmIth-Hughes industrial
'teacher who reports 11, years of training since ente4ng high school
ntra student has taken the B. S. and the C. E. degrees from
Delaware edllege, a rtificate from Michigan College of Mines, and
is now attending ,re ly at the Utpvers!ty , of Pennsylvania-, Work-

tnward the M. A. degree *hile carrying at he.livy. schedule of
,'.teaching.
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8talus of the highrsehool teachers of Wil;nington as to college graduation.
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The professional record blanks, filled by the teachers, called for
hriefotatements as to the extent of professional training 'psychol-
ogy and pedagdgy,. as to gpecial training in the subjects they were
teaching, us 'to professional reading (both books and magazines), as
to membership in educational 'associations and attendance at educa-
tional meetings and- conventions, and as to other means of lirofes-
sional growth, such as travel, etc.

The answers given are too varied and complicated for successful
analysis and tabulation within the space and time limits set for this
report, but would make an interesting exhibit. In general they re-

. veal a rather remarkable amount of reading,. study, travel, and at-
tendance on professionid meetings. With only a few exceptions the
reports indicate that the Wilmington teachers are alive and growing
professionally; a fact which reflects credit both on the professional
spirit and attitude of die teaching staff and on the administration.
However, it should be noted that the pedagotl studies of the teach-
ers have not very generally'carried over into eir teaching to the ex-
tent of modernizing their methods thoroughly.

This oridition calls for moo active organization and leadership
of ,the teachers by the supeFvisors.annl heads of.departments. Study
clubs should be organized for investigation and discussion, of the
special ,probleml with which the school, the departments, ..,and the
individual teachers are 'confronteil... Bp-time setting up Specific poi
poses for the .study of pedagogical writings, such for example as the
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solution of problems raised bY the findings of this survey, such study
clubs, together with more suggestive supervision of class work, would
insure the application in the classrooms of the principles learned in
the pedagogical books.

Since the high schools of Wilmington make a vary ,poor showing ,

with regard to the percentages of their teachers who are college
graduates, particular atteatiot; should be given to directin, the ..
private study of the teachers in such a manner4s systematically to
make up for this deficiency. Also the policy.of appointing none ;mt
college graduates with at least 11 semtster hours- of professional

'pedagogical training to fill vacancies when they occur, or in tine
engagement of additional teachers, should he rigidly adhered to. Iu
connection with future appointments the commission hiss another
recommendation to make; namely,.that only mcn IMF appointed to
fill new positions, or to fill vacancies that may occur, until the num-
ber of men and of women on the staffs of the high schools are
equalized. Care should he taken, of otir=e. not to lake on men of
inferior personality. or qualifications. The- influence of more vigor-
ons.pregressive. and scholrly znen is needed in the school, but it.
is more difficult. to get stag' men as t.mchersfhan it is to .get capahln,
and scholarly women. Tlenee school hoards must. he on their guard
against overfeminizing the schools.

.

POLICY ILLGARDfNi.; SAI.A1:1 ES AND EX PEI: ENCZ.

Table 9 of the Appendix shows how the high- school teachers are
distributed as to salaries and years of experience.. One mcy see at
a glance, that nearly all of the teachers are experienced, and that,
a third of them are veterans of long service and mature years. For-
tunately, most of these have not lost ,thA sympathy for youth and
the "enthusiasm for the Work that is clit.aCteristie of sucGessfl
Achers of from thi-ee to five years of-experience. Too often these.
youthful, qualities are lost by teachers who have given very-long
service, and. the usefulness of'snch is seriously impaired.

The 'Salaries, as shown in the table, are in general fairly liberal.
They represent a very material inerease over last yeai's. salaries,
Even.more liberal provision will have to,,he made for holding young
teachers of high qualifications and superior training in the ,present
condition of supply and d'emairl. In the not very remote past the
salaries were parsimonious, considering the wealth of Wilmington.
It is gratifying to obServe 1i: changes in attitude: with regard to the
support of education. This tatife shows a general tendency to grade
salaries according to length of experience only; althong it will

tioted, that in each .salary class'the college- graduate teachers.
)iitt'-eonsiderablyleSs .prottacted .exPerienee than the noncollege
giadnates.. -This, so far, as it goes, represents a wise disarimination
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in favor of better preparation for the work. A similar tendency is
shown in -the choice of heads of departments, those chosen for
these positions, with two exceptions, being among those who have
had the most training. Three out of the four persons holding
master's degrees are department heads.

The commission recommends that a salary scale be worked out
which shall include four or live classes, promotion from class to class
to depend on measured efficiency and definite accessions to profess
sional growth, as well as on original preparation, experience, and
willingness to cooperate. In the lowest class, which should be re-
garded as probationary, salaries should be advanced only on special.
recommendation. In the other classes, salaries should advance by.
automatic annual increments to a maximum for.each class. All
noncollege graduates, excepting always the person of unusual ability,
should be stopped in the second or third class. Only college gradu-
ates having done work equivalent to that required for a master's
degree and,Naving special qualities .of leadership and of
should be placed in the highest. class. Promotion from any class
to the next higher should require formal action of the board of
education pursuant to recommendation front principal and super-
intendent. Such a scale, with the lowest salary at $1,350 to $1,500 -
and the highest at $3,000, should enable Wilminitton to compete suc-
cessfully with other cities for the best teachers.. With generally
higher saleries should come more rigt;rously exacting requirements
-for qualifications, and also for effective teaching service. -For the
details of such a salary scale the reader is referred to Chapter VI,
page 242, of tbe, Report of afsSurvey of the School System of the
Territory of Hawaii. U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1920,
No. 16. Methods. of rating teachers. are described in School and
Society, .Volrune IX, Jtme.' 21, 1919,- pages 7-1S-756, and in Stier
and, Englehart's The Classroom Trad'e'r, American Book Co., 192Q,
page 5i ff.

,A E 'THE TEACHERS OVERWlifiXD

It is a well-known fact in 'engineering- that anengine or other
mechanical device works most efficiently and lasts. longer when
worked at a certain .. optimum load. If habitually overloaded, it.
wastes power and wears out quickly. If underloaded it also wastes.
power, and fut:thermore it wastes a part of the interest on the capital
invested in it. Although

they
should neve1 0,1 classed, with' ma-

chines, in most matters they are subject to this mechanical law; and .

it is therefore important for the administration o. a school to know
whethei any of the teacher are uniteiqoaded or pv ioadecl, and to
adjust. the Rho' dule so as to ecittalize bUrdens as nearly, as .eirettml-
stances admit. "
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The survey commission made a study of the loads in pupil periods
per week carried by tia high-school teachers of Wilmington. If
a section of 25 pupils engaged in classroom recitation, or in labora-
tory work, or in directed study-recitation work, occupy the time and
efforts of a teacher for 5 recitation periods (usually of 45 minutes
each) per, week,' the teacher's load from this source is 25X5=125
pupil periods per week. Similarly, if -the same teacher has a sec-
tion of 20 pupils occupying 7 periods per week, this class adds
20X7=140 units to his load. His total teaching load is the sum
of the loads due to each of his class sections. To find the total
scheduled load we add to the teaching load one-half the number of
pupil periods devoted to supervising undirected study in the study
hall, seat room, or the library. This is done on the arbitrary as-
sumption that such work, requiring no outside preparation, re-
quires on the average about half the energy consumed in teaching
a class.

A teacher, having 5 class sections each for 5 periods a week. aver -
aging 25 pupils to a section. has a teaching load of 625 pupil periods
per week. This is as heavy a total schedule load as ought to be
placed on any teacher of English or science, if the administration
desires to get the best quality and quantity of work out of him or her.
Teachers of English have heavy burdens of examining themes and
naebooks, which must be carried by each of them if their work is to
be effective. Teachers of science also have regularly much notebook
work which it is ruinous to neglect:, and in addition they must pre-
pars% demonstration experiments and must care for and set out ap-
paratus and material for the individual laboratory work of their
pupils. A great amount of repair work and stock keeping is also
done by every competent science teacher. For teachers in these de-
partments more than 6'25 units should be considered an overload.

For teachers of other subjects an addition of 350 units of study-
hall supervision is certainly the upper limit that should be consid-
ered in making a timiteeheAule for the school. This would be the
equivalent of policing the study hall for 5 periods a week with an
average attendance of 70 pupils. Adding half of this to 625, we have
a total schedule load for such a teacher of 800 pupil periods, which
should be the upper limit for any teacher. A 'majority of the high-
school teachers in many of our cities are loaded year after year by
mar than this amount, but the inevitable result is deterioration in
tthrquality of the teaching and loss of buoyancy and ability to inspire
pupils: The tendency of overloaded teachers, no matter how am-
bitions'and sincere at first, is to slip into a rut and- follow the line of
least resistance. They gradually lose enthusiasm and get into the
labit of driving their pupils instead of leading them. An overloaded
teacher can not long retain thi qualities of initiative and originality;
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and, furthermore, his scholarship and professional groWth inevitably
becomes atrophied.

Two teachers in the Wilmington High School have teaching loads
between 950 and 1.000 units, and two have total schedule loads within
the same range. -One has a total load of over 1,000. The 'median
teaching load is 680; that is, the loads of half of these 43 teachers are
greater than this and half of them are less. The median total sched-
uled load is 710; but 13 of the 43 teachers, or 30.'2 per cent, have total
scheduled loads of 800 units or more. Six teachers have recitation
loads of less than 500 units, and four teachers have total loads of less
than that amount. On the face of the schedule, then, it would ap-
pear that nearly 'a third of the teachers are overloaded and about
a seventh are underloaded. As a matter of fact, however, nearly all
the teachers carry heavy Work and responsibilities outside the time
schedule.- Nearly all of them do more or less coaching of backward
pupils or absentees outside the classroom hours. Nearly all of them
report three or more hours per week of clerical Work in the keeping
of recorits and averages, sending reports to parents. and the like. A
few report from 10 up to 1p hours. In the cases of these, however,
ifbith one exception, examining notebooks, and papers rs is probably in-
terpreted as clerical work, while most of the teachers must have in-
cluded such work tinder preparation for Glasswork. Moreover, nearly
all the teachers have pupils sti Clying. in their .rooms while they are
conducting recitations; and they are responsible for the order and
application of these pupils. While there arc' some teachers who can
carry on this function without loss to the pupils doing classroom
work, and without. any serious nervous strain, there are many more
to whom it proves to be a serious IprOen. Many of the teachers also
have duties .connected with the supervision (sf pupil organizations
and activities outside the classrooms which require thought and plan-
ning as well as control and direction. In a big school all these things
make demands on loyal and enthitsiastic teachers which add much to
their labors, and which are a very important part of the socializing
work of the school.

Most of the teachers, and especially the heads of departments,'
are overloaded with work and responsibility. ThiS becomes further
apparent when it is known that the number of teaching periods for
34 of the teachers is 6 per day, or 3t per week. For tone.scienee
teacher the number is 36, and he teaches physics and chemistry and
coaches athletic teams every day till dark. Theoteacher of penman-
ship has 31 periods, 3 teachers have 28, 2 have 26; 2 have 25, Six:
of the department heads have 20, with totabschedule loads rangint..
from 368 to 450, coupled. with Fluperiisoky responsibilities,
room and hall supervision and -the like, while of

well
2 who

lighter schedules 1 assists largely in general as well as departmental.
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Supervision and the other does much clerical work,. which he esti-
mates at. 15 hours weekly. Most of the lighter loads outside the
department heads- result from smaller enrollments in the classes
rather than from fewer classes per week.

The wide variations in the scheduled loads are in many cages
equalized to some extent through the distribution of work outside
the schedule, but the equalization thus.brought about. is by no means
complete. It might he made more so by a redistribution, with the
aid of a tabulation, of the work loads of the individual teachers.
However, althouglinipproximate equalization of loads is desirable in
the interest. of fairness as amongst individual teachers, the action
Called for is more radical. I If the school is to be put on a basis of real
modern educational efficiency, all the teaching loads exoepting those
of a very few of the teachers must be reduced. This should be ap-
parent. without further comment or explanation. The corollary to
it is that more teachers must be added to the corps.

In considering the arduousness of their work it should never be
forgotten that teachers, no less than their pupils, must study and
prepare for their recitations and plan their lessolis'daily. Also they
must have time outside school hoursdfr physieal exercise, recreation,
social contact, and mental and spiritual refreshment. °.

In. general, the'heavier the teacher's schedule of school work the
more preparation it requires in order to be effective. A teacher
having a 6-period schedule needs to give 20 per cent noire time to
preparation than is necessary for a teticher with a 5-period schedule,
and has 45 minutes more taken out of every day. So the teacher who
needs the most time for preparation has the least. time to give to it.

In order to learn how much time the teachers devote to direct
.preparation for giving their lessons, and to work of a clerical nature,
each was asked to estimate the. average number of hours per weeks
which hep or she was accustomed to give to these two kinds of work.
It was folind that 5 of the teachers give less than an hour a week
to lesson preparation Land of these, 4 give. less than an hour a week
to clerical work, while the fifth gives betwten 5 and G hours per
Week to clerical work. The median amount of lesson preparation
is approximately 8.5 hours per- week. Half the teachers give less
than t4is amount, and half give more. The .median 'amount of
clerical work is 4 hours per week. Half the teachers do less, and
lialf more than this. If the teachers' estimates are near the truth
atld we can see. no - reason why thay should not,beit must be ap-
parent. that 4 teachers-are wholly neglecting a very important part
'Of'every: teacher's -duty, and they have for co- mpany a number of
others who are nOtmuch more conscientious than they,

The- Work' schedules and loads of these' teachers should be looked
into, and also their metho*of work, their percentages of ,elimina.

.
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tions and failures, and.their records 4professional training and pro-
fessional reading and study. It is tWfectly possible for the super-
visory officers of a school to get all this information abont individuals
of the teaching staff, and take such measures as may be necessary to
stimulate greater and better directed activity where such stimulation
is needed.

An effort was made to ascertain the amount of time the majority
of the teachers give to lesson preparation and clerical work. Much
of the hardest and most important work of the conscientious teachers
is and must be done outside the recitation hours. The evidence
points strongly toward the conclusion that many of the teacher find
it necessary to take so much time outside the scheduled school hours
for daily leqson preparation and clerical work that some of it must
come oil the time that every person should give to exercise, recrea-
tion, and sleep. Such a condition does not make for fresh, buoyant,
and inspiring activity in the classroom. By lightening the scheduled

- class work of the overburdened and overworking teachers through
additions to the teaching force, as we have recommerded, the admin-
istration can place eitsel f in a position. to require anti obtain more
inspiring types of teaching than are common in the school. Each
teacher sh:ilcl have one or two periods in the daily time table in
which lie or She is free of other work, to be used in lesson prepara-
tnai. reinliter of notebooks and themes, and the like. The members
of the surveystaff are strongly of the opinion that lightening the
teach'ers' lon4. together with more careful and intelligent super-
vision-and with a reconstruction/of the examination requirements,
would result a very gratifying Ireduction of the disconcerting per-
centages of ftiihires -and eliieinations to which attention has been
drawn in another section of this chapter.

ARE THE RECITATION SECTIONS TOO LARGE?

Another important phase of, school administration, affecting the
-efficiency of the teachers and the benefits from the instruction re-
ceived by the pupils is the size of the recitation sections. From the
blanks which the teachers were requested to fill out we should have
been able to obtain the total-number of class sections and the num-
ber of pupils enrolled in each. Unfortunately there were a few teach-.
ers who, either through lack of understanding or through _negligence,
did not properly fill in their blanks with the complete and simple
numerical data that Were called for relative to this part of our study.
However, we are able to show in Table 10 the distribution according
to numbers of pupils enrolled in them, and also according to depart
ments, of .292, or about 96 per.cent; of all the class sections into.
which the pupils are divided; and MS is a large enough proportion
of them, on w .ch fo base valid conclusions.
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From this table it will be seen that 51.3 per cent. of the sections in
Wilmington High School have enrollments of between 20 and 31
pupils or are within reasonable limits for bOth economy and efli-
ciency. Thirty-five sections. or 12.6 per cent of all, have enrollments
of more than :l pupils. Ele Ven, or 4. per cent, enroll fewer than 16
pupils; and 42. or 14.4 per cent, enroll Ietween 10 and 15. Thus, 53
sections, or 18.1 per cent. are too small f4 reasonable public econ-
omy. and 12 per cent are too large for reasonable efficiency. Between
15 am-i 2L ptIl>ils are enrolled in 17.8 per cent of the sections. Sec-
tions of thissize are mare favorable for edueational efficiency than
those _enrolling larger or smaller numbers, but are obviously, on the
average. only t WO-thirds as economical as those enrolling from 2 "to

Excepting in gymnasium work, sections of 31 or more pupils,
although they reduce per catitii costs, ought not to exist at all and
in many kinds of physical training- also they are too large to be
handled with satisfactory results.

It should be -quite clear even to the casual reader that vith inn
otherwise adequate teaching force, the presence of every vell.sinall
section must ht provided for by assigning to it from one-fifth to one-
sixth of .the time of one teacher. According to the present time
schedule, with- an $1.850. teacher each !vil ie a section of 25 gets
from the public funds approximately one twenty-fifth multiplied by
one-sixth of the ,$1,85n salary of this teacher, transmuted 'into_Alle
form of instruction, or he gets the Anstruction equivalentpf112 a.
year in this one subject. Similarly each pupil in a sec
-$00, while each pupil in a section of 35 gets one-
$8.57. This is a very inequitable distribution
discriMinates against the pupils in the I
those in the small ones.- Small

n of 5 gets
venth of $60, or

public funds, since it
ge. sections and in favor of

ions necessitate extra teaching
force or else they necessitate a compensating number of oversized
sections in which the pupils get less individual attention than they
should, and by whi,,,b the teachers are overloaded, so that none of
their pupils get as good instruction as otherwise they would. These
facts lead, to the conclusion that neither .underSized nor oversized'
Sections should be made wkre it is possible to avoid them.

It is rarely feasible to eirMinate entirely, in a progressive school,
sections of -undesirable size; but since Wilmington High School has
18:1"per, cent of :its sections undersized and 12.6 per cent oversized,
such a condition calls for careful study of the organization and cur-
riculum, to the end that these sections, amounting -;to almost one-:
third of the whole number, may be reduced, if possible. _

In a la rite sChool.. it is usually; easy to dispense with oversized
sections, if the teaching force is sufficiently -large. ..Small sections
are more .difficult to deal with .because they usually occur in, sub -
jects .thai are taken by very few pupils. such are the upper classes
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in modern. languages, and the classes in manual training, houSehold
arts. and some of the commercial subjects. In considering such
subjects four pertinent- questions should be asked and answered

1. Is the subject important enough. from the standpoint 'of the
community and to the few pupils who take it, to. justify its reten-_
lion in the curriculum at the per capita rate of expense invohied?

2. Can the small. class be eliminated by ei-ving the subject only _

in alternate years and combining in it the pupils of two contiguouS -
grades Y

.

3. If the subject is one in .which it is econtnAcally and soc'ally
important to have pupils trained, is it not possible by pressur and
publicity or by curriculum requirements to get more pupils to take
it and so fill up the small sections!

.

4. If the subject is one,like Latin or French. that runs through
three or four years of the ctirriculum. are the upper classes being
cut down by too many failures and eliminations in the lower years.
of the curriculum?

These questions themselves suggest the possible remedies for the
prevalence of so many small classes: and in the Wilmington lligh

-School the commission believes it possible to eliminate /a good many
of them. Every small class eliminated. except by the method sug-
gested in 3. opens the possibility of eliminating one or na of the
oversized plastes through distribiition.

In the Howard Ifigh school' there are no oversized classes...but
about 85 per cent of the 9 sections are undersized. ()wing to the
small total enrollment of the school-, only a fe.w of these can be
eliminated under present conditions: but the question may well be
raised as to whether this School should offer two foreign languages.
French might very well be eliminated, as the children in this school
are likely to have little or no use for it. Ilistory and civics. includ-
ing the simplest and most importantrhases of economics:and sn-
ciology, are vastry more important : to them, and if as excellently
taught as the Latin and French are would be vastly more infportant
to the pupils who di) not go to college. We believe also hat the
vocational work' of the school should be expander: i to include short,

intensiKe courses inthe. higher trades that are op. .- to colored boys
and girls..but we are heartily in sympathy with -what .seemsyto be
the firm opinion of the most influential colored people, that, no
matter though it be expensive to do so*, the college preparatory .cur-
riculum, which, is now the only one offered in the-school, should eon...
tiriue to be maintained in the best possible state of efficiency for 'those
who have the ambition and capacity to profit by a c011ege.edu'eation.
Colleges should .take students having had f ?.ur years of earnest and
thoughtfu'l work where. they find the'ini, and give them the training
they need most.. If this were done 'then; it is clear; a better high.
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school trahung coulli he given than that afforded by the narrow
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sion is of the opinion that the Wilmington high Sti tool leachers
with. few, if any exception's, are eonseientio,us and industrious in the
prosf.'cution,ot their. crass work. The great majority of them
str..ni'ly emphasize their desire' to train the pupils to be etlitient;
layao-minded oitizens. with the ability and will. to serve unselfishly
the community, Vt.1 .Natioll.. They w ant their pupils also to
kypine clear-thinking and cultikated individuids :capable of earning
tiieir livelihood in some useful vocation, and also capahle of.appre=

literatu,re art, and science. 'flay want them to .he' strong,
bv.liti,y, and happy. ;ft is not possible to &ilk that, they are sincere,
aniltry to realize these ideals in aleir cont;,./..t, with bot1). iu
inl out of the classnaafi.. The generally (1'g:1.414_41 belia,Vior
of loyalty and responsibility whicl :i'ye noted on the art-of
the Pupils rfflist., we helieVe, be largely ov..ing to this deyotiGn of
lth teachers and administralers tothe:e ideals.

With y.ery .few eNceptionstrat teachers express.or show that they
deFire..e-Speeially to wake their instruction thorough and effective.
They are dm1oire-1i Illethdkal in trying to get. the pupils to
tr., their work. 'ill; plethods in 4. inolority of the Ilepaytmets are
111:1 Iv eery paid ; and the teachers get very generally good re-
!poY e; and good les-on preparation from their pupils to much

t!!1,:i an aveciige degr,e.
\': t. 0 ere to ela:: Ow school, aside front titer commercial, 1111111 -

11 ty,tining, a n(I household arts deinirtments, as a college prepara-
tory -high school of 20 years ago. we might also classify it as an
cs,,.11.en1 Aln,01: hut standards and ideals for public high schoOls

.

have changed during the past 20 yearA very materially. While the
Vi;mitigion .School loth apparently steadily improved with
retere,;e; to ettt.sr work along the lines of the secondary education
of kie last deoade of the nineteenth century, the general development

.

ctt ;1-,,..zehool, most of the methods of an the teachers,- and all the
r:n :-ome of the teachers-are somewhat lacking with regard
tO he Inthieril 1.!rit .

The secialized recitation, lit which the pupil,: themselves are
tr-inell by practice to carry 4,11 active anti orderly discussions of live
roh!ematie questiww, iii which each one takes port while the

niaclw keeps in the background as referee and. director, is very
sv!, lom used.

,.Ncw. topics and principles should be approached inductively
through the discussion of many simple,- concrete .eases from Mild,
the principle. or law in. question shOtild clearly ericerge,so that the
'PUPILS riTtly be .able :Zo to grasp it and :state it tbemSelyesin.their own
icOrds..... The' inductive approach is -very seldem employed. NO
single ease of ifs Skill fill use was observed.
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In almost. every class observed it was Doted that there was less-Use
than is needed of such visual aids as maps, charts. pictures, diagrams,
lantern slides, specimens, models, and apparatus' for 'flaking the
ideas concrete. ,Even where such materials were in the rooms they
were not used On frequent occasins where they would have aided
greatly in Vitalizing the instruction and the study of the topic inhand.

The Modes of teaching. though mostly thorough and exacting, and
generally. fairly methodical, were often inclined to be dry and unin-
teresting. Too much stress is laid on exact and *fomal abstract
statement and too little on the practical applications of the prin-
ciples and their bearings on human life and activity. A generaliza-
tion becomes real and intelligible to the individual only to the extent
that he has dirett personal experience with the practical cases in
which the principle applies. otherwise, it is for him nothing but
it series of meaningless words.

There is too much of driving an too little of stimula-ting and
inspiring. skills. metiry connections,, and .habits arcs formed by
drill, repetition. and practice. Thinking power is developed only
by practice in thinking resulting from being confronted time after
time with questions of a problematic nature. These must be made
to .appear itt'sitch a forni that tile active desire to solve them cone's
front within the pupil, and not because of pressure from the teacher.
The cases where it was evident that the teachers thoroughly under-
stood this principle-and were acting in accordance with it inihe con-
duct of their instruction were rare. Drills and memorizing' may be
made intenvely interesting when conducted according to .meth ds
clearly pointed out by modern experimental and educational psychol-
ogy, and problematic questions always appeal strongly to 'pupils if
not too difficult and if pia in such a way as to appeal to theirimmedi-
ate interests. It is necessary, howeVer, that teachers clearly under-
stand the distinction.hetween these two kinds of mental activities and
differentiate their methods accordingly.

We. found indic-ations here told there of the use of the project
method. but no general. sympathy with it among the teachers, and.
nothing in the way of a systematic attempt to organize projects in
the different studies and try them out. The project method is
psychologically right in principle and 'can he put into practice at
least to a limited extent in every study. In schools thoroughly per-
vaded with the modern spirit, at least some project work' is being
assigned and successfully used inmost of the subjects. We agree with
some of the Wilmington teachers, who say. that the project method is
often either so overworked -or so unintelligentlyeworkof that it does
not prove as effective the old and tried methods of book teaching,

.4
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Yet we hold to the firm belief that it is right in principle, is success-
fully used by many teachers, and that its unsuccessful and faddish
employment by some teachers is no argument against its intelligent
and judicious use by others. We urge a careful and watchful trial
of it by all teachers, and believe.that if so tried it Will prove to be of
great assistance in vitalizing and nwtivating the work.

We dieve that much better results could be, attained if every
teacher would make out a brief but carefully written plan for every
lesson. Most of the lessons observed were not rs systematically
laned as would be desirable,: and the opinion was reached that. this

feature of the teachers' work in preparing to give their instruction
is not being 1101.1.e Witil habitual thoroughness. We recommend care-
ful study in departmentarstudy groups of lesson planning, questioiF.
Mg. And technic. and greater attention to lesson plans by the depart-
ment eads."

In this connecti;or the teachers should strive to arrive at a better
ortra n iza in a the lesson Material. a more systematic use of visual
aids and reference books, and *a better distribution of time among
the Yarious lessim topics according to their relative importance.

-Improvement in these important factors of giving.a lesson can
rarely be without the habitual use .of written plans. We are
rut contending for :1 slavish and mechanical following of the plans
after they are written. Occasions often arise in which a wise teacher
cc ill deirt from his plan or yay.it considerably to meet a special
itnation wirich arises: but in general, plans should be adhered to

in. their main lines pretty closely,fifor this is the only way to secure-
methodical, unified, and well-proportioned instruction.

We should have been pleased to note more 'asking of iertinent and
thoughtful questions by the pupils themselves during the recitations.
Pupils in the habit of doing good thinking are often moved to ask
suc questions, and their occurrence in a class is indicative that the
te:icher is both stimulating thought and encouraging inquiry. -A

skilled teacher will usually .put the pupil hi the way of answering
his own question, and will do it in such a way att..t encourage him
to ()lien his mind freelY,,in the classroom and reveal his. difficulties.
EVery such question brought up by one pripil is likely to be helpful
to other Pupils who have the same or other difficulties in mind.
Furthermore,.pupils are-much more apt generally to he interested
in a real live question asked by one of their own group than in.one
asked by the teacher; and finally, such. questions are very valuable
to the teacher in _helping to get the points of view and sense
the difficulties of the pupils.

...-10.110

lAmw -lent books of plait sheets especially designed for the use of high-sebool teachers
ran Ire had on the market.

.7,2710*-21-7
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Other things that we should. have been glad to note more of a.re
appeals to individual initiative and originality, and judicious.. dis-
eriminating comtnendation of individuals when they do some piece
of especially thoroUgh or especially thoughtful or skillful work.
Discriminating approval and (rommendation tends strongly to call
out originality andJstinralate individual initiative. On the other
hand, expressions of ,ippival, if indiscriminating and too fagotill,
are likely to have o effect one way or the other.

. The nunision is (I the opinion that disproportional stress is'
placed on college requirements and traditional methods of 'teaelling
aimed at college e\aminati,ms. Odlege.preparatam is only ono of
the many functions of a modern high school, and it should nor he
allowed to dominate the methods ()f istnition to the detrilnent
of the great l)udy ttf nopils who will ncve enter college. The
of the overshadowing college inflnenee Iti .tiost evident and most
detrimental in the departments of English anti it
also shows itself in thr tendency to require foreign language shilly
Of many pupils who will luo'e tittle use for it and less success in
pursuing it. Tlie history department also suffers because of the
disiroi)ortinte emphasis plaeed on ancient hi:4m. as compared

inodein history, civics. and the iirolerns derrawacy. This
same althude is tending to formalize the mthod:- ill physics and
chemistry.

Finalty. it has hat we. belie\ e to he a harmful influence throunii
the gettecal attitude of the teachers of the college preparatory
courses. Withont, perhaps, -meaning to do so they are producing the
effect of erecting the so-called college preparatory studies, and espe-
cially Latin, into an aristocracy (It learnin4. ('taunt, the 111)ee'7
sion that those who are pot iuterested in this stink. or' are not

successful in it are interior to those %via are. This can not Jail have It
harmful effect on departments and studies sue!' as history, civets,
science, literature other than prescribed college classics, household
arts, manual arts, and fine arts. As ling as the pupil, inkli eptrini-
Mins ilnetrare not primarily college preporatory are niade to believe
that they are getting it kind Of training whicit is regarded us inferior
to that given y the (..ollege preparatory subjects, it gill never be

lxssile to get them to use their very best efforts in the pursuit of
their studies.

Let it be understood that no one subject or grdup of subjects
monopolize the possibinties of mental training and culture.. ,Cult
is ittherent in all good teaching -and good stilly, no matter %%Ault
the subject matt innybe, so:long its it.be significant and useful in
modern life in it democracy. Let. the teachers of all subjects seek to
mike their pupils realize to the fnllest thisideal. and allow no invidi-
OUS distinctions ot the ground of tradition; and probably nee en-
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thasiasm for study anti greater respect for all worthy intellectual
achievement will result.

It is believed by the survey commission that au earnest effort on
the part Of the teaching staff to modernize and vitalize the curricu-
lums and the methods of teaching will not cause deterioration in the
huge proportion of good and thorough work that is now being done,
but will result in a freshness and enthusiasm that will make for fur-
the ~access, and tend to reduce very materially the eliminations and
failures. In this connection it is urged that a careful study be made
of C!' 1Y. 11,1)12, of the Memphis Survey Report. Bulletin,' MO, No.
to.. of the U. S. Blireau of Education. (Superintendentof Doeu-
incuts..(iovirnment Printing Ot lice, Washington, 1). C.)

Thcre. IS much 111 CliS C11:114er 011 SC:)114;11'y t hat. will. be
of direct, and helpfui interest to Wilmington II4-h School teachers
and supervisors. The same is of parts 1, 6, anti 7.of the *Mem-
phis reports, treating, respectively, of science, 1111.1a1C, industrial arts
and home economics,and health work, and especially of imrt 3, on
civic education. All-of these sections or the report contain sugges-
tionswhih would be directly pertinent to condii.iOns ill Wilmington,
but which space and time limitations render it und,,,iroble .10 dis-
uss at length in tins report.

It is a matter of regret to the surveyor that the limitations of ,time
and space pfohibit description of some of the many examples of
especially good methods that Nvere observed. Some phases of method
were. observed in both the high schools of Wilmington which are
equal to the best seen anywhere; On the other hand, there were ob-
wrved examples of certain faults of technic which arcs too prevalent
in vl! 11112:11 %vilicit it Wollid pace been protitableft to point. Out
for cnrikection,,nt which happily ark: U111(11 l'011011f11 in tiliS
seho: than in many others. These are described in the Memphis
report referred to above.

Till EXTiliilig THE P.ES'Is C.VS BE HAD?

The textbooks in mint- of the subjects are modern and among the
very best of their class, but there are some books in rise of which this
can not be said. Certainly the textbook in every Snbiect should be
the best. that can be had. the, one best. adapted to the needs of that
class so far Ilf.; the persons in -the system who are best qualified can
determine it. No other consideration than the best interests of the
pupils should enter into the ehOice of thxtboOks, and the teachers who
give the instruction with their aid should ha ve.sothe voice in deciding
Which books they shall use. from the cautious and guarded refer-
ences to textbooks 'by some teachers we infer that they...have been
allowed to haveiittle or nothing to say in the choice of the tools of
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instruction which they are required to use. We hope this inference
may prove to be- incorrect ; but if it is correct, the method of adopting
texts should he revolutionized and placed on a more democratic basis.
If there is in- the high schools any teacher who is incompetent to ren,
der an opinion that is worthy of consideration concerning the choice
of the textbook or visual aids that he or she shall use, then that
teacher should be dropped from the list. (hi the other hand, if
tein;hers are so competent. then tosignore them in in important matter
,which so immediately concerns their efficiency is a tacit snub, even
if not so intended. and they ought not to submit to it in silence.

4. ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVIsiON.

ARE 111.: 1114;11 St:MI(11.s ZED

'rho present administratke personnel of the Wilmington High
School consists of eight department heads, one of whom is theact-
ing principal. an 01114.e secretary. and a stenographer-clerk, who is
also apart -time substitute teacher. The principal of the school. who
is a- veteraii in the service. recently became broken in health and is
now unable to carry on the functions of his office. The fact that the
Administratke Machinery of the school was running with well-oiled
smoothness in his absence, with no signs whatever of .disorganiza-
thin, is 'a tribute to his ability as an organizer and inspirer of loy-
alty, cooperation, and devotion to duty. The splendid school spirit of
the pupils and their ready responsiveness to ideals of law and order
was attributed by the teachers who were questioned to his influence
and that of.the heads of departments; but of tourse it could not have ,

been secured unless the teachers themselves had also shared the same-.
influence in cooperation with their official superiors.

ln-spite (if its present smooth operation there are defects in the
organization %vhich must be remedied. in oder that the present grade
of efficiency he maintained' and that further progress in efficiency
nut' be achieved. We recommend that the acting principal beat once
relieveit)of all teaching excepting one senior-division in American
history, which it ,would be desirable for him to retain in order to
keep in intimate touch with teaching problems and with the senior
class. Ile should be free to give more time to administration. super-
vision, and constructive planning for the future.

recommend that a man and a woman from among the heads
of departments be appointed as acting assistant principals, and
that their teaching schedules be reduced to three sections per day.

We recommend that the stenographer-clerk or another. person
' equally competent fo'r that work be designated for full-time duty.

.in the office.
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We recommend that the library be at once stocked with a careful
selection of reference books and general literati're. and that a trained.
librarian who is also a successful teacher he placed in charge. The
library room is nicely and completely furnished, but there is not a
book in it. Furthermore, it is fartoo small for a school of such large
size. It should be supplemente(1 by a stoek of reference books in
the study halls and department classrooms, and these should be
furnished with reading tables and suitable bookshelves.

No large school can have its pupils carrying on really successful
mill efficient, library study if it must depend entirely on a public
library, unless that library is contiguous to the school grounds. and-
unless the -librarian is a person with teaching experience and thor-
()uglily intelligent and sympathetic with regard to school needs.
The school must. have its own library, which need not he relatively
large, but should be especially well selerted, and should be 'efficiently
managed by an expert high-school librarian. It is not a disadvantage
but a real advantage to have it partially departmentalized and to
combine the reading-room features with the study hall. The libra-
rim should be under the immediate authority and direction of the
principal and coordinate with the heads of departments.

It is a pleasure to testify to the efficiency of the office secretary
raid to the competent manner in which the office records are kept.

We recommend that at the earliest possible occasion the present
custom.of assigning pupils to classrooms for study while recitations
are being cartied on he discontinued, and that the school be or-
ganized on the study-hall plan. We do not recommend large study.
halk. A hall containing. more. than from 80 to, WO pupils is too
large to be efficiently managed. There should be several study rooms:
and they shoidd be distributed on the different floors. The adoption
of the work-study-play plan of organization would solve this diffi-.
catty adequately.

A combination of the study-hall plan for the juniors and seniors,
with the directed .study plain for the ninth and -tenth grades. is re-
garded as the best sarrangement. This plan has been successfully
carried on in. the Township High School at Joliet, Ill., and else-
where, and* is strongly recommended by excellent school men:. but
directed or so- called"" supervised " study has proved to be unsuccess-
ful with many teachers who 'either \are not in sympathy with the
plan or do not thoroughly understand its purposes, its advantages;
and the technic. of handling. it' If it is introduced,. its. workings
should be carefully watched and directed by the supervisors or the,
teachers, and teachers who. can not learn- to-conduct it successfully_
should not be assigned to such It would be best to have The

'flee Memphis Rep., pt. 2, loc. cit., p.' 184.
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teachers unite in a carefin study and diseimion of the plan before
adopting it. We sno-oest that such. study be made during the coming
semester, with a view to its introduction next fall, at least by tlie_.....,---
ttaches wlio are especially desirous Of trying it. out. Tiwr
&Alit but that the plan is theoretically right but diilicult of adminis-
tration in a large school.

We recommend that in organizing sections for the next sentemer
careful study be Illade in order to devise means of avoidiwr
sized 9-11 oversized secliolis so far as this is feasible in view of the
suggeKtions heretofore made..

We recommend that teachers of English and science be relieved
of seat-room ulltl study-halt duty ill order dial. the forinev may lure
more time for tlieine examination anti fcrence criticism anti the
latter more time for preparing demonstration and laboratory ex-
periments and for the care of apparatus. Thi: 'need not apply to
those science teachers who unfortunaiely at present have no lara-
tories and little or no apparatus to t are for. The athletic. coach
should be assigned eoipetent paid assistance, as he is loaded beyond
all reason and fairness to him amid- his Worecommend that
such additional teaching force ht prlv,i4led as may he necessary to
carry out these recommendations.

The entire administrative wtirk of the Howard High School is
carried on by the principal, who is a new man in the school: Ile has
the school NVell in hand. Ile has secifccd the biyal and .enthusiastic
support orthe teachers and the" good will of the pupils. Ills knowl-
edge of secondary education and of the needs and capacities of the
colored children inspire confidence. At present, due to the small .en-
rollment of the school. he "an get on Krell without -clerical assistance;
but when the school kocs to a new building. which it soon must- do,
it will surely grow., and he vill need a stenographer-clerk.

This school has no library. It should be supplied with two or
three hundred much-iweded reference volatiles, which might -be placed
in the assembly room :oter With a reading table and a supply of
well-chosen periodicals. If this is done., the library should be placed
under the charge of the principal emeritus, assisted by valuntary
pupil librarian.

IS T1TE Srl'ERTNION EITErl'IVE

-From the teachers' tpiestionnaire we learn that supervisory visits
by principal and heads of departments hae been frequent in most
of the classrooms t',1' the Wilmington High Schools, and that they
have been helpful in many ways. Six teachers mention helpful.eo-
operation, suggestions, and criticisms; four mention help and
couragemezt in dealing with pupils; three, personal encouragement
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and stimulus to greater endeavor. Five, think that the-presence of
the stipervisors -reenforces teaching, and influences pupils to co-
operate better. One mentions help in the solution of difficult situa-
tions; one, help in understanding records and clerical work. One
mentions discussions of classroom methods- in the school in connec-'
tion with department meetings- as living especially helpful. One says
that the pupils comprehend that the office is on thoalert. Sifteach-
erS eite.fier received no supervisory visits that they can rec:ill or can
think-of no.particular benefits derived from them. It isluite clear
from the answers that with few exceptions the teachers feel that the
supervision has been satisfactory and helpful.

.1ccorMg to the testimony of 11w teachers. departmental ;till gen-
eral teachers' meetings have been frequent, but are not regarded its
burdensome. The testimony as to the direct, hAlpfulnews of Ipso,
meetings is not so strong and positive as that regatding Il class
visitation.

In the Iloward High School visits from both principal. and plin-
eipal emeritus are.reported by some teachers. and some emphatically
state that they have reeejved benefit and enc(airagement from such

Nearly all the teachers Sitgget that supOrvisio,. from ex-.
pert-. in their special subjects would be helpful to them. They .

nwort that their relations with the admiiiistral ion of the schools are
sat*N fact my. They all report shalt their' greate.it dif-

ficult ies arise froth the lack of a suitable building -aika adequate
equipent.- There eau be no doubt whatever that they are right'
About this, L.

From the answers given by the teachers and froin our own studies
of the situation we eoticlude -that the suervii,.ion in the high school

!ali llalality and quantity is considerably 'above the average of
that found in schools of their class. It appears that the suporvisors
are especially successful iv- establishing a sati,r;n-tory working rela-
tion between themselves and the teachers..whom they supervise..

At we have already Unheated elsewhere, our oinicip is it is
pos(;ible for the supervisorSto extend and greatly imro%e the super-..
Visory work they are now doing. However, this-can not be expected
of them unless their teaching and executive burdens, which are now
very heavy, be reduced suflieiently.in.order that they univ have more
free time both to supervise More and to Make more careful and
ititnsive preparation for snpervisios. Thorough and intensive
supervision requires analysis and scientific; .study of teaching prob-
lems. If carried onin a thoroughly-modern way, it ineludt4
standard teas and niakitkg ethicational measurements involVing sta-
tistical analysis.. Such work consumes time\and strength, but is
productive of much good, for it locates difficulties and.preseribt% sole
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(lk remedies. lillt no person can do.muelt of it if he is already
burdened-as heai-ily as the principals and heads of departtrients'are
now urdenet it. is therefore pertinent here to emphasize the recom-

'. mendittion that the recitation schedule of eah_ department head in
the Wilmington IIi,ll School he reduced to three Sect Per (lay,
and that siipervisitig halls :11141 stud' rmaalS he delegated to 441;her, of
Will)111 Id:411161w and stmly of supervisory rolefns are !Mt
required. With this :4 :441 the other administrativechairges that we
have Teeoltimein!ef I )Ve, i le administi.ative and ,uervh-ory
zation.f the high :cholas might plaved on an itioisitally satis-
fatory hasis-at the betsinitilig of the second half of the present school
year.

1..t444king INN ant the future, hoWeVef. the 10111111.1:-Si4411 desire, to
make a ree4mitileialaitioil if followed. wool,' all the
schools as well as-the schools. This is that a man he engaged
as an assistant ,.uperintendent of sclnas, ghost' ditties shall con-
sist in supervising the high- schools primarily and acting as head
of a department of e4lucat14)113)l research and ellicienti.v for the entire
system. ositi..11 \y411141 require the 54.1Vif's a a high-grade
man w ith speeial knwledge tilt' 0411111111striltiVe 31141 teaching
',mildews Of St'ilir and 111601 high ,chols, and with expert lifiWl-
vilge of ellucational measurements, intelligence tests, and statistical

-methods as applied to ..c11001 administration. salai.y, rank,
antliorify- of such an onkel. should be next hclotv those of the

superintendent, iu Order-to attract to the tiosition a man of the
requisite attainments and_ ahility. 1Vitli such a person as the thief
smiervisor of the teaching. not so much work and in-
t ensi VC Study :41 pt.rVisi ng in't)141eIns t11111 11.41t SO 111114'11 eSpnsi-
hilitv need he inennlent on the heads of departments in the'lligh

.schools. and they might therefore C.ontinue to teach its many pupils
as they am ill teaching.

111: 44'51440 Il1ti11,sC11001:TIPE OF mmANIzATIoN.

The einnmission recommends that the lieginnings which have won
made in Wilnungton ltsking toward a shift to the junior high-schuol

'form of or!,"anization be extended and that -tiltimateLF adequate NO-
Vision be Made for such sehools snitably placed in respect to school
population.

Congregating the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades in Wilming-
ton, and placing them ill buildings silitably placed and equipped,
would go far toward 'relieving the present congest ion and At the
same time provide educational. advantages theivalue of which it is
impossible to estimate.
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ANTA: 10. 110 .0' \loft Illt.111411oo1...ffiti,4,%1ZATI /,..
4,

By bringing the seventh. eighth, and ninth grailesilogether at a
,untral .point it will 14' (*tr the mina)) depart Ment to offer to
the pupils. in such grades a choict`i in the sujects 'study, . In the
usual ward 1-:ch01 it Woldd olViotIsly be iMpussib e to otter any
option. for as one proceeds upward in the grades 0 the Sp:WM the'
a 1 t...rida nee falls off rapidly. iThe seventh-grade. the vfoe. always
Ivry much.smaller than preceding grades, and in it any mins it is
barely large enough to maintain two classes. 1'ro l the standistint
tit expense alone, therefore. it would not he 1)1.3(11(.1de to otter to the
srvent li grade, scattered as it is among a .nume'r oischtiols. a variety
4 ,hoice in snjects to he studied. -Such opportunity can be pro-
, itled only where a sufficient number of pupils are grouped together
!*. 'make each class large enough to justify the assignment of a"
Ic;.icher. There ran he lit tic 1111eStion that hythe time yiuttig people
have the tipper grades of the.grammar schools their tastes,
aptittides, 0)41 abilities are sufficiently develted warrant giving
them an opportunity for the exercise of some preference the selec-
tion of stibjects tcl !it. soul 4'4 I. A li organization of the school system
tt- hereby such arc Irought together in nundCUS N 111.0 Only

..1(.1`1111a1111* limits of expense. through -which
this %iiriety can lit' --ecured.

fly bringing together in tills way 11 niuntr of pupils of the ages
and attainments. of those of the seventh andleighth grades the prin.-
III and his faculty have an opportunity f if initiating a sjlendid
cork (lining!' the student-14)th organizat m that can there)i-v be
liernied. slid' an arragenfent provides tl

the social ronseitli,lic.,,-of the individ
ing him how to conduct himself among 11
kdien the. instinct for establishing
Perhaps no lesson is of greater pray' kid Ai

that of learning how to get on With his ft
in` his principles rind standards., The a
through paiiicipation in a live stud, at-1
unusual opportunities forteaching such le
awl therefore effectively. Finghermore,
tirganization high standards of co/ulna ill
and a geriOal sellout morale developed a
lwen found, too. that .a measure of studet
(lured in conjunction with such a plan w
participate in the work-and with benelici
the school. It 'has been observed that
school who bt aaiis of such activities t

oppt4rtunity for devel-
nil and through it teach-

s felloWs, and at an age
relationships runs high.'

hie to the individual than
lows without compromis-
livitics coming naturally
aly organization provide

sous concretely. naturally,
y means of a stinient-body
d4aracter can he secured
ill no other way. It has

t government can he iotrO
th Itilvantagelti those who
I reaction upon the tone of
uilents in the junior
evelo confidence in them-
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selves very c .iekly make their influence felt in the stAent body of
the senior high school when-that school is melted. Thus with such
an internal organization of the students as this plan provides a
hitherto unsuspected and undeveloped field exists wherein can be
secured highly significant results of a very practical character.

ININ TEACHERS NEEDED IN THE SCHOoLS.

Again, a segmentation of the divisions of the public-school system,
in accordance with sclz it plan, fully justifies the paying of high-

school salaries to,a 11 teachers in the junior school group who have
certificates of high-school grade. 'Where this is done. it becomes pos-
sible to coninuind the services of young men who are college grd-
uates and who are willing to enter these grades as teachers and to
remain therein for a time. The customary arrangement,
the seventh or the seventh and eighth grades are grouped with the
elementary -divisiCti, 'and wherein_the elementary 'school schedule
only applies, oilers no inducement to such men. In consemience, in
most communities throughout the United States the sorry fact is
that generations of boys and girls are passing through the entire
elementary period of school life without at any time ever having
come unar the iufluiee of a male teacher. It. frequently happens,
therefore,- that child is never finder the instruction of a man until
he.reitehes the high school, and as nearly three-fourths of the school
population of the land never enter the high school. it is clear that
the ,criticism that our school system is tending toward a feminiza-

-tion.of the children is a .jth-J one.

THE MEN1011 HIGH 4CHot14

Then, through such a grouping as this plan proposes, it would
seem that the work of the senior high school could be. made more i-
tensive than it usually is, with higher standards of scholarship
and more rigid requirements than universally obtain, and this with-
out working a hardship upon the young people who enter the school ;
for it would seem-that if the work in tile junior high school be care-
fully and efficiently done, the incoming students .will develop a
much more serious. attitude toward their work, and will have
oriented themselves better and more quickly in their subjects.

Moreover, the pupils entering the senior high school will have de-
veloped in the junior high school a greater cohesion than obtains
under the old form of. organization. Under the customary plan,
pupilS dribble into the high school. in small numbers and from many
schools.. They are lacking in anything approaching cominuity
feeling or a feeling of group responsibility. They have had. no
eiperience in organized action and are not conscious of their in-
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dividual responsibility in personally contributing to the establish-
ment of a student-body sentiment that,shall be high and lofty in its
purpose and influence.

In consequence, it 's difficult for the student body of the schod
to assimilate such pu 'Is properly and completely, and if the exist-
in!, school 'Morale be loNN., these incomers are in no way fitted to lift
it.- With two or three ears of community life at the junior high.:
school center wherein he administrative methods are shaped to de-
velop this responsibility, the pupils would necessarily enter the
senior high school at a much higher level with respect to school
standards than obtains under the present procedure.

. t
. BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT.

WHAT 8IloVED JIM DONE .-WITH THE HOWARD HIGH SCHOOL?

As to the Howard High' School only one statement need be made.
The building is,utterly unfit for occupation for School purposes, and
the equipment is entirely inadequate. This school should have im-
mediately a new, safe, and thoroughly 'modern building large
enough to allow for a. large increase in enrollment and so designed
that. it can be added to when still more space is needed. Nothing
else should satisfy the people of Wilmington, both white and col-
ored, and both should be equally proud of, it when it has been pro-
vided. In such a building adequate facilities and apparatus Should
be. provided for both prevocational and vocational instruction in man-
ual 'and household arts, for biological, physical, chemical, and geo-
graphical laboratories, for a combined library and study hall. for a
gymnasium and auditorium, either.combined or separate, for a com-
modious office and rest rooms, for art, and mechanical drawing rooms,
and for a enmpletely equipped cafeteria. The building shoUid be
placed in a favorable locality on a- lot. of sufficient size to give
adequate space for organized games and free play. Space for in
struction in prdening is also highly important; space for the
gradual development of such short, intensive. trade courses as we
have recommended should be provided. an designing such a build-
ing particular attention should be paid to proper lighting, heating,
and ventilation . of the rooms; and the rooms should be specially
designed for the purposes for which they are to be used.

18 THE WILMINGTON HIGH-OCiloOl. 111.ANT'SATIsFACToRY?

The.mildings of the .Wilmington- High Schboi. fall far short of
being well adapted to the purposes for' which they .are intended.
colossal-mistake was' made in placing the new building alongside,
the older one By this mistake, not only was the only .'available:,
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-playground space eliminated, but still worse, nearly all of the class-
rooms of both buildings that face the narrow court between them
were at. once rendered useless for school purposes, because each
building shuts off the sky light from the other.. It is a well-recog-
nized law of school architecture that nosclmol building should be
placed nearer to any obstruction than twice the height' of the oh-
structiOn. This would require approximately ;1 distance of 150
feet between the two building-s. The actual distance is less than 20
feet. At -least eight rooms. in the ollier141ding and a corresponding
number in the new building Here found to be useless. or seriously
defective with regard to adequate access (f daylight. They are good
only for storage space, for rest or conanijtee rooms, for night-
school work. or for other such .purposes where little light is needed
or where artificial, light may habitually be used. There is no
remedy for this loss.. Most of 'these rooms are now in Use as class-
rooms, and even. the artificial light is inadequate. A proper State
building rode. properly .enforeed, would prohibit their use as
schoolrooms. Neither is there any remedy for the loss of space due
to poor designing of the hall, cloakroom, and pipe -shaft spaCe, and
to the too great width of the classrooms in the new building.

In the flit tire school-building enterprises of Wilingbm the board
should. see to it that the advice of competent persons, familiar with
school needs, is obtained and used by the architects employed to de-
sign buildings, unless the architects employed are themselves recog-
nized specialists in school architecture. As a matter of fact, only the
latter kiml of architects should he employed. .Even an expert school
architect should be required to hsten t4) the suggestions of the heads
of departments and special teachers with reference to the arrange-
ments and details of laboratories, shops,' and special rooms. From
the carefully guarded answers to our questions we are led to infer
that neither the principal nor any science teacher was consulted or
allowed to make any suggestion when the high-school annex was de-,
signed. There should be no repetition of such folly. If the local school
men arenot thought competent to give advice of value with reference
to a projected new building such advice should he sought outside,
and it should be the best obtainable.

NuMerous bad defects about the building were noted. For ex-
ample, the girls' gymnasium has no showers, a fact which cuts down
tr usefulness of .ihigirls'.Vhigical training work 50 or 75 per cent.
MI of the laboratory rooms are too small for the number of pupils
they are designed, to accommodate, excepting the domestic7scienCe
kitchens said the sewing laboratory, which is too large.. .Physiojog
and geography -are wholly without laboratory facilities; and the
rooms in which they.' are taught are too small even for suitability as
elaSsrooms.for those subjects. The lobby space and stairways to the
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cafeteria, which itself is otherwise commodious.and excellent both
as to appointments and management, are inadequate to provide..
proper access'imd waiting space, a condition which results in conges-
tion and consequent difficulties and wasted time in comfortably man-
aging the pupils at the lunch periods. /

There is only one passageway between the tw.o buildings,
that on t e second floor. Further relief can and ought to be provided
by buildi a second bridge above the first: but two double passages
or one n e as wide should have been provided. As it is, many pupils
may have paw from the upper floor of one building to the upper
floor of the other. and descend to the level of the bridge and back
again in order to do so.

It is well known that much stair climbing is had for many adoles-
cent girls; and in addition to that there is much waste of time.

.

If the recommendation of the commission relative to the establish
ment of two junior high schools be adopted, the enrollment of the
Wilmington High School will be materially reduced. When this is
done it may be possible to make some changes in the building that
will provide for supplying the deficiencit that we have noted. Cer-
tainly additional labOratory space should be provided, so that physi-
ology and geography may be taught by laboratOry methods and so
that the overcrowding at least the iological and general science
}Am.:aeries may he remedied, and so that these laboratories may be
equipped and operateI, efficiently.

IS THE EQUIPMENT ADEQUATE?

In no department did we find the equipment of the Wilmington
Iligh School fully adequate. There is a limited supply of good maps
for geography, history, English, and foreign languages and liter*.
owe, but in no case could either the number or variety-be regarded
as sufficient for a school of 1,300 pupils. Every teacher oi these sub-
jots should have wall maps at:hand for instant use covering all the
important localities and geographical features related to the subject
matter of these studies. The same maps may be used by different
teachers if their rooms are close together; but experience shows that
if a teacher has to send to a distant part of a building for a map,
she simply will not use it. It is hard enough to get most teachers to
use maps anyhow; and for the sake.of the pupils no obstacles should
he thrown in the teachers' way.

There should also be a good number and variety of blackboard..
(Maine maps on which geographical .relations. can be shown with
colored crayons. The observer was not able to find any of these in,
the school : and many of the teachers were not even cognizant of their
great utility.
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The equipment for chemist is fairly complete; but that for
physics is far below what it should be in quantity and variety, and
there is not nearly enough cabinet space in which properly to
house it. ,

The biology laboratory and the general science laboratory have
tables crowded into them so thickly that it is almost impossible
to get about in them. It is practically impasible for a pupil in
the biology clasS to get,, to the blackboard it he happens not to be
seated .next to it. In neither of these laboratories is there a. suffi-
cient amount of apparatus and supplies to make efficient laboratory
'instruction possible,' and in neither of them is there sufficient elbow
room .for the pupils to work effectively with' it if they had it. Fur:
thermore, there is not adequate cabinet space in which to store
apparatus and materials; and if cabinets were provided there is
no available space in Which these might be. placed.

In the rooms wliere physiology and geography ere, taught there
are limited amounts of illustrative material, but not enough cabinet
space in which to keep them, and no space in which to install such
cabinets. Neither room has a demonstration table, so that e4c.a.i-
meats and denumstro.tions can not e made witittatt the greateA
of difficulty, and tlan tint so that all pupils can see them. There is,
of course, no possibility of individual labortory work in these sub -

jects under ,such comlitions, although it is as necessary in these
sciences as in atiy other.

The art" room has no water supply, a e9mlit ion which is obviously
absurd: uml there is almost nothing in it in the wily of modern
equipment for teaching the various phases of pale and applied art
and .art appreciation that are emphasized in our. best modern hie:h
schools and tf.whnical :-ellools. The room is also crowded with too
many desks, and lacks cal)inets for the preservation. of the necci3-
sary supplies and for the pupils' work and took.

The-equipments and conduct of the departments of household and
manual arts *re discussed at length in the special parts of. this
report that are devoted to those subjects.

In the various rians and the halls of both schools we were glad
to observe an unusually generous and well-sclecled assortment. of
good pictures and casts. This feature is very creditable to the Com-

-munity:
. We find on questioning the teachers of science that it has .bee
very difficult for them to get, equipment. make requests for
needed materials year after year without getting them. One.teacher
ordered a, certain kind of equipment for five, years in succession
before,Ae gut it,.and.liaS been asking for two years for another kind
Of necessary equipment and has not yet secured it. One teacher sent.
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in a request for a case in which to keep specimens, and another-
teacher who did not order such a case got one and kept it... The
first of the two teaeerS could not get another: n 1417 a tispiisitift
was sent through for 12 microscopes, a very modett request Con-
sidering the school had none. Through some negligence ur delay
or haggling over prices the time went by when the fnicroseopes
could be:obtained at any .price. They were finally purchased and
installed in 192(.1, but there were only 6 instead of the_ 12 asked for,
and the 6 then cost more than the 12 would have cost. if they had been
promptly purchased wheal asked for.

These details are sufficient to show that there is something woe-
/fully deficient in the equipment of the high schools of 1U,mington

and also something radically Wrong in the manner in which requisi-
tion, are handled and supplieS purchased. 'The only hope for better
things must lie in .the- possibility that the Organization of the board
of education and its methods of transacting busi-ess may be changed-
fundamentally and place'( on a business Itasis.. Suplies for schools
should be ordered and purchased according to business principles.
With the present. method of tilling requisitions, no board members,
even with the best intentions, can bring about the proper equip-
ment of the schools.

Equipment should be budgeted and apportioned !-early. Defi-
be made up. Worn-out equipment

be replaced annually. Department heads shbuld prepare their re-
quests for the amntal budget., and these should be reviewed and
adjusted by the principal. Specifications should be so made that
the teachers will get hi each case exactly the articles that they want
and wut some cheap Substitute. Pureba,es should not be made by
111(.1111)er:1 of the (11cml board acting as committeemen, but by a
regularly constituted purchasing agent. The man appointed to such
a position should be .sufficiently intellitient and sufficiently sympa-
thetic toward school needs so that he will get .toward-the school men
as an agent and helper and not as a dictator, as limitless agents of
school boar& are too often wont to do.

Yet, whato er may be the character of the school -board organiza-
tion. the boardand.the citizens of Wilmington can not hope to have
their schools conk with the best institutions of their class unless they
take measures to have .them properly housed and equipped.

6. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

I. The high-school enrollments am small relative to those-of other
.communities where edticAttional sentiment is at its best. -.Measures'
should be taken to create a better and more united sentiment in the.
community for the support of the public .high schools.
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2. There is a large amount, of retardation and elimination affect-
ing high-school pupils. Measures should be taken to better the
schools with respect. to both these conditions.

3. 'There are far too many failures among the high-school pupils.
Itemedies_for this condition should be sought and. applied.

4. Too many pupils who have not the mental stamina and ambi-
tion to go through a college course are entering the college prepara-
tory curriculums and making a failure of it. The school should -et
up and maintain a system of educational and vocational guidance
which should study the pupils and direct their efforts into the
channels where .access is most probable. The 1-itipi ls do not ex,
ereise enough Care and intelligence iii choosing their curriculums.

5. The curriculums should be overhauled and reconstructed so as
better to meet the needs of the various groups of pupils.

6. The high schools do not make a good showing on the isluea-
Ilona] qualifications of half theirtenchers; and in general the. lelist
effective teaching is most comma- those departments where the
average training of the teacher P lowest. Many ofthe teachers
who are noneollege graduates have made commendable efforts to
improve themselves, ltt usually by rather superficial methods. Evi-
dently the scholastic requirements have been too easy i'n the past.
More recent aPpointMents show a tendency to stiffen the require-
ments. This policy should be- continued with respect to all new ap-
pointments; and every teacher should be required to keep up with
the times by a certain minimum. of methodical study. Those not
willing to carry on each year some definite study that is acceptable
for college credit. either graduate or undergraduate, unless deterred
by ill b th, should be dismissed or retired on: pension, as the cir;
cumstan1c and merits of the case indicate.

7. The majority of the high-school teachers- are scheduled for too
many or too large classes, or both, and are required to superintend
study sections while teaching. Immediate steps should be taken to
remedy these Conditions. . .

8. Although the condition is not so bad as in some schools, there
are in the Wilmington High School too many unTlersized and over-
sizedclasses,it All the latter and as many as feasible of the former
should be eliminated. .

9. The administration of the high schools is very good, but the
administrative and supervisory officers of the Wilmington High .

:School should be relieved of some of .their teaching ()Mies in. order
to increase91eir-eWiency. --)

10. The supervision is very, gdod, but ways 'and means for further
improving it are-poiuted.out in the report.
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11. The appointment of an assistant superintendent who shall be
supervisor of high schools and educational efficiency expert for all
the schools is recommended.

12. A special study of the art work is recommended in order that
it may be _determined how this department. may be made more
educative. more practical, more effective, and how it may be made
attractive to more of the pupils.

i3. The Howardlligh School should be housed in a new and mod-
ern building and provided with vocational as well as college prepara-

..tory courses.
14. The buildings of the Wilmington High School are in general

not It:ell adapted to their purpose. We recommend careful consid-
eration of the facts and suggestions made in the report looking to-
ward possible remedies for some of the defects of design.

The Howard High School has, almost no equipment, and the
equipment of the Wilmington High School is sadly .deficient in
nearly -every department. We .recommend that immttliate steps be
taken to 'supply these deficiencies.

n'.:7100-21-- 8
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Chapter III.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS AND SUBJECTS.

1. THE KINDERGARTEN.

In the fact that it has practically no kindergartens, Wilmington is
an exception among the cities of the Eastern States. Of these, Phila-
delphia, Boston, and Hartford odopted kindergartens over :io years
tigo; New York, nearly 30: Washingt(m and Newark, over 20: and -

Baltimore, nearly I 5. The State of Delaware makes an equally roo
showing in this respect in comparison with its neighbors. Until re-
cently. New York held first rank and New Jersey second among:- tlw
States in proportion -of children of kindergarten :it.;e enrolled in
-kindergartens. Within the past three years Calif,-+rnia has risen to
the first rank, with 3> per cent- of the children of ki.m.ergartell age
in kindergartens: New York second with 30; and New e sey third
with. '29. Pennsylvania has kindergartens in all its large cities. In
comparison with these. Delaware's :3 per cent 111:11:eS but a poor. sh,w-
ing, and even this is attriotahle not to.public but to private kinder-
gartens.

The city of Wilmington is not unfamiliar with the kinds inirten
and its value. It has'had 'several. good prk ate kindergartens for
years. The Tower a new high-gradc private school. has
an admirably equipped kindergarten. lweause those, who organized
it believe a school to be incomplete without uric. TIte three soriAl
centers in Wilmington each have a kindergarten, and each considers
it inralnale for the carrying out of its program of social
Because some of the public-spirited citizens believe that the schools
should render a like service. they have taken a step toward the esta-
lisment of public kindergartens by paying the salaries of two kin-
dergartners, foe whom the school authorities furnished the rooms.'

'One of these has been placed upfin the public-school pay roll the cur-
rent year. One other public kindergarten has been opened, desig-
hated as a " Primary Circle." A beginning has been made. la a
beginning only. In fairness to the other children of the city, the
privilege now enjoyed by a few should be extended to all.

KINDEIMMITEN INFLUENE NEEDED IN riliNimtv

To bring the Wilmington schools up to the level of the,,best schools
of the country the authorities will need to take the kindergarten into
far greater account than they have thus far done. One of the weak

11
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in these grades in accordance with the principles implied in the con-
ception.

If these- principles were applied in the Wilmington schools to-day,
they .would occasion ninny changes. Placing less emphasis upon the
mastery of the three R's -at the beginning would be one of the most
important 4)f-these. The advocates of the new education believe that
children just entering school have more important needs than these,
even though they enter at the age of 6. The three R's are impOrtant
means to an important end. but ehildrensd not sense their value at
the beginning. A.. second change would be the devoting. of a greater
amount of time to physical education in the form of play inste,ef of
formal gymnailic exercises. and the organizing:of the daily schedule.
so as to require more active work and fewer periods of sitting. A.

third would be an increased empliteis Nein the facts Oat hare
interest and V he for little childrenthe planting. growth, and har-
vesting of vegetables, flowers, and fruit. Such observation is neves-
.sary to intelligent work in the customary school subjects, A fourth
would be the devoting of additional time to the manual arts, and
making the work in modeling, drawing, and constructing a real ex-
pression of the children's own knoli.ledge. It is.by working out such
projects as the rooms in a house. the grocery store with its fruits and
vegetables or the garden or farm, that children find real motives fur
art expression Or for learning to read and Such projects af-
ford opportunity for children to exercise own *initiative and
therefore to do real thinking. 'fire adoption of this method would
therefore constitute still another change, one of great importance.

The points in which the iwinciples of the kindergarten would.
improve the work of the primary grades in Wilmington are those
in which the work at present has been rated weak. As at pres-
ent organized the work that best meets the needs of .beginners
physical exercises, nature observation, and art,receives but scant at-
tention; and that least adapted to their needs, that of the three R's,
is the work 111.4)tit stressed. -Wilmington has therefore a double need
for kitulergartens. There arc still. some States where no legal pro-.
vision has been made, for the support of kindergartens by public
funds, but this is not the case in Delaware. Any program for the im-

, provement of the schools in Delaware's largest city shoUlf.l,plan for
the adoption of kindergartens, in order that the foundations of the
school work May be .strengthened.- For a discussion Of otheraspeets
of kindergarten:practice see Bureau- of Education surveys of Mem-
phis, Hawaii, and Winchester,. Mass.

2. HOME ECONOMICS INSTRUCTION.

Home economics instruction is now accepted as an essential part
of all publie-sehool courses for girls. At present two-thirds of all
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of the larger school systems require courses in this subject for girls
in the upper gradesof the elementary schools, and SAM high schools
maintain departments of hothe economics.

.Progress in the methods of teaching and choice of subject matter
in home economics has been rapid. Experiences during the warperiod exhibited is the strength and the weaknesses of home
economics instruction as previously given and resulted in many
radical changes being made in home- economics in the more pro-
gressive schools. Among the most marked modifications was a com-
lete reorganization of all so-called sewing courses, and abandonment

of the formal. method of teaching by " models" and an adaptation
of all projects to the actual hOme conditions of the pupils. In
like manlier food courses were changed and emphasis placed 'upon
health and thrift. New stress was placed upon sanitation. home careof the sick, and household management. Hence home economies is
now- interpreted to include such instruction as develops a degree'of
skillfulness in fundamental household activities; aids in the for-
mation of right health habits. promotes home helpfulness, and con-
tributes to the establishment of acceptable. standards of Amerioin
home life.

Efficient home economies instruction also encourages a wise useof material, time, and looney in seeuring physical comforts for thehome. it stimulates an interest in all civic affairs that directly or
indirectly affect the welfare. of the home and its inmates, and it
assists in creating among the students. a social consciousness.

Broadly conceived and carefully planned courses of study, capable
and well-trained teachers. competent. supervisors, proper scheduling,
awl adequate and suitable rooms are all essential to successful home
erolionliCs i fist ruction.

EXISTING ctINDITIGNs IN WIEMINGTGN sCifoom

Wilmington's progress in how economics education has not keptpace with that of cities of comparable wealth and population.
Sming,which is taught in the white school from grades 4 to 8and is elective in the high 'school,. follows (119. old formal type ofinstroetion Children with holes in their stuelings still darn holes

cut in red flannel, and children without buttons on the backs of their
dresses laboriously sew on a wash cloth which when completed
have taken an entire, half year.

In the koiee of projects no consideration is given to the social
or economic status .of the child or to .her interests or needs. every.,.child in any certain grade does exactly the same task at a given time

,in that grade.. Such exactions may entail hardships upon the Wine,.
obligate the parents to supply material for garments neither suitable.
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nor desired, and completely fail to establiSh an interest in and ap-
prociatiod for the general subjest of 1.Mme economics. This kind of
instruction is more easily givtirt and more readily organized anti
supervised than the.type which -adjusts.theproject to the needs and
interest of the student. A different and improved course. would
necessitate a trained staff of teachers, more time for supervision,
adequate rooms.: and modeniequipment. This latter means that,
together with other necessary iartieres, there would be one -t,%%ilig
maehine for tnery four girls in the sixth grade and in alatAt%

the sixth.
Food. insti.ution in white..schools is limited to. the girls of the SA

grade and the ninth anti truth years, except that some 2.9 girls Cf
school have eleeted the four-year home* economics tourer.

ilecause hut one double period per 11 tvk is allowed for teaching
foodsoody actual cooking technique is taught and lid time is given
to the discuyion of the rerirtion of food to health, Or to the onsidera-
tion of tile economics of food preparation te. serviee. Though the
Majority of the Wilmington schoolgirls do nit reach the SA gratiti,
and though 'many come from homes where il.,rnotance of the futid..-
mental haws of pconal hygiene, sanitation, and- bc:Ithlul 10,1
*preparation prevails, yet the instruction in foods is limited to gi-
in the eighth irratle and above.

To limit the instruction in foods t6 $A and high-school girls. to
reduce it to one 'lesson per week, to preclude the:possibility of
ing the subject. in its broader aspects places Vilniington s.:hools
in kclass by themselves. All sehool health surveys prove that siek-
nes among children torrid. to a great extent, be prevented if digit
were more general knowledge concerning foods and food preaa-:
tion.

The special ftmr-year hiLfh-svhool course in h not' vconfinfie, teal

pare-, favorably with.similar courses in other cities. though it nuiy
troll be doubted if the school authorities are justified in r( Mt 11116 ly
to maintain this separate home economics course when, so 1.,,
.students enroll in it and when. its maintenance necessitates limiting
.food laboratory use for all other girls.

The -night,whool courses for white girls and women need not he
discnksed as to present Conditions: They were at the time of the
survey ." feeling their .Way," and feeling it under -rather difficult
conditions so far as rooms, .equipment, and- teaching force are eon-
rented, No night - school work had been arranged for colored women.
though plans for this. were being formulated .when the survey was

1
. .

In the colored sehools skiving begins in the third grade, food work
in the. 7B, ..and- both extend through the high school. Efforts have
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been made to adjust this work to the needs of the children, but the
equipment is so poor and the time allowance so small that the in-
struction isnot what it should be.

TI:ACIIVRS AND SUrt:RVIsilltS.

In general, all sewing in the elementary ,-i.hook is taught by
tt,Jlies regularly employed as room tcaelitt . l'ne:e women, lie.

.causi. without, speeilic training in inane economies, intiA of necessity
tee h eVictly the volirse by .the 'if -owing and
!mist for the same-reason follow the methods in which they have beeti
ei..ielitel. As u result of the f:fantily trained teachini',r e411,4; ill the
Vii'\ Illr of the lower grades. no possibility 'tot* the atlitistinen of the
projet. to the Pupils' needs can bo made. When to ti's la' of
spi:ial training the teaeher is fin (her p! aid. I iy ovi i 'Tom ding.
imzelt .1)041'. Seat ityg. iiist
emili4,101011. it is not strange that sewing instruition tails to function
in lie home lifo of the child.

In tit.. grammar school se.Vinl.t is taught by special but
no lit speiaily trained home ecnotnieS %%omen. Iltyal.,e.of-:.1.eyiii.1
aptitwle interst:certain grade teaclrus Isa%e nn.l..rtahen91 ;t1 vooz. Lluit,.,1 Ill ihei, (,1)1,rota;ty. tig:Al course supplied to them. be;.akise of ex-

beeause of time b IMil is ,S4 MS.
anti 1., of the. lielussly iii440111ato rooms and ctinipment.
Theme is one exception to this last Slate.Melit:11,4 rtmnis. 00,1.tlat
ILI; hull.rilig No. 21 the 1-cwing room is fairly gi..1.

work is tingiit by trained wonion. and
111;1de (0. atijilS1, the instruction to the needs of the pupiis.

(Me women inninnilirtl 111 home emnonlics has ch:irge 4f the inmi work
and one of the clothing work in the..buililing holc-ilig the colored

hool. All teaching of sewing gi% en in tile other e thug :1 ele-
muntr o hsiah. is in Charge of the regZ11.11
is I.:0 so regtettalle as in the white schools, sioi all of the (olorol
toaeliers luive hail swine home eConianies traillilig ill their normal-

Nselelol coursi%. . -
Va. clothing tt,aelier in the es)lored high sin Ls

with respontsihilities. as she not only earries a full tcaellin*r ka.1
also supervises all other sewing 'work. *The te.aeher of food teaches
all elasses in this siihjec for all colored pupils and also oversees the
preparation anti service of lunches to 200 children daily.

In the white. schools the supervisors of both Sewing and peeking
teach as well its stiperviso.. The head of .the.food work carries .full
teaching load; 'supervises as much ,aspossible. and also adjusts the
relation of the laboratory supplies to thp lunch-room conditions.
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The natural and inevitable result is that the requisite amount of
supervision is not given to this subject.

.A.g in the white schools, so in the colored. The .s-called super-
visor is too busy with her own teaching to visit and render any con-
siderable aid to the elementary sewing teachers.

RoOMS. ANG EQUIPMENT F401 TEACHING Ho ME MI (Nom ics.

That Wilmington schools are not abreast of the most progressive
systems in the place accorded home economics and that the type of
work given is not that which is moat approved can not be gain-
said, but much of the weakness of home economics instruction in the
schools of the city is directly traceable to the extremely bad school
,buildings, which 'etlre so common a factor in the school situation.
In litiiiiiag No. '24 the room used for sewing as now given is fairly
satisfactay, but were the amount of time assigned to home economics
that is considered deSirable and the kinds of instruction supplied
that are,cohsidered essential, this. room would utterly fail toitneet
the needs of this building. In buildings No. 1 and No. 4 the rooms
allotted for sewing instruction are wholly unsuitable. They are FA )
small that it is impossible for the teacher to observe student work
properly, the children are uncomfortable. and the lighting is bad.
The children frOm the fourth grammar school report to the high
school for this instruction null have good rooms and equipment.

All fourth and fifth grade sewing and the sixth grade work given
in elementary-school buildings having a sixth grade are taught in
ordinary classrooms with practically no equipment.

There are excellent sewing rooms in ,the high-school building.
The high school also contains two well-equip/$ed food-preparation
rooms. These rooms are well bated on an upper floor, are light,
well ventilated, and agreeable. A small dining room connects the
two kitchens and is admirably suited for practice in meal service.

With the exception of the very excellent rooms in use in the high
school, and the ohe -fairly good room in building No. 24, there is
no real provision for home economics in the white schools of Wil-
mington.

Poorly supplied as are the white schools, the colored schools are
in much worse condition. One room in a poor basement is all the
provision made for teaching cooking to all:colored girls, and this
loom is also used at the same time for the preparation of lunch and
the serving of it to 260 colored children. There is Only one room
in this.building in which sewing 4 taught to grade, high-school, and
normal- school pupilS.

rn neither white nor colored schools is there provision for teach-
ing housewifery or household administration, the theoretical work
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connected with food and clothing courses. or the care of the. sick andhousehold sanitation.

The very first essential to the improvement of home economicsteaching in the Wilmington schools is the provision of adequateand satisfactory rooms and equipment. So great is the need for thisinstruction that Wilmington's effort for improvement should notwait upon an extensive building program. Portable buildings forthege stievial subjects should be purchased and placed within easywalking distance of schools Nos. I, 4. '24, 25, 2. and 30 for whitechildren. These need not be placed upon present school lots. Ineach case there should be two portables, one for sewing and one forfood preparatign, both to be used for lessons in housewifery and, int ertain neighborhoods. until better conditions can he prOvided, bothmay be used in the service of hot food to the children whose mothersIvork or who for other reasons are in need of added- nourishment.similar relief should be provided for the colored schools.In these portable buildings may be held the afternoon or eveningclasses in home economics which are so essential in. any serious effortto Americanize foreign women' In certain localities it may be.deemed desirable to rent a small residence in place of purchasingportable buildings..
The equipment for laie economics teaching does not need to_beelaborate. It should be of a type as good as can be secured throughreasonable efforts by the people from whose homes the childrencome. It should be practical. In rooms to be used for food prepa-ration there should be sonic utensils of the size needed in an averagehome, as well as individual equipment of small size. Thera shouldbe provision for a constant and abundant supply of hot water; thereshould. be enough sinks, so that there will be neither crowding norwasted. time in securing water; there should be a range using themost commonly used type of-fuel, as well as a,sppply of gas stoves.It is now considered desirable to have for every four girls_ a four.burner gas stove, with an oven instead of a gas plate at each student'!.,5

place. The stove gives experience easily transferred to home comb-
tions. There should he station:6y tubs, with wooden covers, in eachkitchen and an ironing board and au electric iron in order that thekinciples of.latrudering may be taught.

When new buildings are erected there should, be provideAl in.eachat least one room for food-preparation classes, one for clothing.'classes, one smtill'dining room, and one room in which.there is a bed.The teachers,' rest room and 'lavatory may be made a pat* of thehousekeeping practiee rooms for,home-e0nomici el4ses: All eqttip-ment .should lee of a typo that is sanitariandattractive and ot themost modern labor-saving construction...
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Ample ptovision should be made for securing personal cleanliness
for home-economics students and all other children in time school.
All new schoolsfShould provide lunch-room space. ThisShould not
be below the first floor and should be so located as to make easy the
transfer of cooked food from the class kitchen to the lunch room and
also to facilitate the oversight of the lunch room .by the home-
economics teacher.

REORG.k.NIZATIN (I 110)11:-1-:(1)NONI ICS 1:1I'l'AIo.

To bring home' economics instruetien le the Wilmington ad..
to a desirable standard numerous changes arc necessary. Virg,
among these changes is a readjustment of all courses and .an in-
crease of time allotted to those which are retained or 'establilled.
Not all of the changes hereinafter suggested can lie made thirin!,
the year of 1921, anti hence a three-year plan is inchejel in these
recommendations. The final accomplishment to he desired follows:

1. Drop the sewing from the fourth grade in white schools and in
its place provide a standard industrial-arts veur:e that will include
grades 1 to 4. In this coutt the children will !rain a control (if
the coaAser muscles and become familiar with certain kinds of ye&
'and certain fundamental processes. It is suggested that, together
with other problems. there be those involvin, knitting, rocheting.
basketry, rirfna weaving, rig weaving, and canvas work. Children
of the fourth grade may sew. rags for rugs, but under no circum-
stances should they In permitted to undertake problems requirine7
close or strained use of the eves.

2. Introduce cooking and housewifery in the fifth grade, but delay
sewing for another year, because the child at this age should .not
be required to-do fine needlework. The cooking rermires greiter
lieti)ity, and through it the child may he taujiht something of the
relation of right food habits to health. The foods chosen for prep
aiation should he of the simplest character. and only plain and good
recipes should he used. Small quantities and small utensils are
easiest for small hands. Orderliness, cleanliness, neatness, and exact -

ness of Inefhods of work are among the objectives of this teachin7z.
The housewifery should consist of such instruction as a well-in forme41
and skillful mother would teach her daughter. For instance,
the making of her own bed', nice methods of dish washing. useful
dusting of furniture, and neat and dexterous table setting are
some of the objects to be included in the fifth-grade home economics.
Not less than 120 minutes per reek should be given this work.

3:The sixth -grade home economics for the average student who
will probably continue through the following two grades Should

Vconsist of progressive projetts in food preparation, clothing, and
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housewifery. The food lessons should be keyed around the query,
What should a child of this age eat in order to be well and grow
strong and What may she do at home to lighten her mother's tasks!
Ilex lessons in clothing will involve the use of the sewing machine
in making articles needed either by herself, some smaller brothers or
sisters, or by some institution child. Mending lessons should be a
regular part of the course. The repair work should be done on
actiil articles of wearing apparel that are in need of mending.
Stokings to be mended should be brought from home; so also should
ging-hams or other cotton garments in need of buttons or patching.
Any alert teacher can secure a supply of garments to be mended
lv tin re who fail to bring work from home.

All projects should he adjusted to the. haute experience's and needs
of the pupil. ionie, 'economics which does not function in the home
life of the child is worthless. Not less than 1S0 minutes of school
time should be given to home economics each week throughout! the'.
sixth grade.

'1. The seventh, eighth, and ninth grade work should be organized
into a jonior high-school cycle. Not less than 22: rnilniteS per week
of school time and 90 minutes of home work should be assigned this
1;elyieet, in the first two of these years, and in the ninth year,. home
e,ieanics may be a full credit subject with the time equivalent to
fire -class periods per week scheduled for its teaching awl for home

ice. All food perparation in these three grades should be with
quaiitities sufficient for an average-sized family and with time re-
itoirenients comparable to .home cooking conditions. Theory and
practice should be kept to an even, advancement. life meal sequence
should be adopted, am] meals -should be frequently prepared and
scrved a pproximately under home conditions. Where desi ra ble these
cl;ses may,, in. part, printre the food required for school lunches
and by secial nutrition classes., such as these for tubercular chil-
dren. The pupils will be more interested and male better progress
wli!en such projects are arranged. It is often possible to secure ma-.
terials from the homes and have the cooked product returned for

onsumtion.
It is recoMmended that. the pupils' .attention be'centered upon food

i1n:1 its aecompanying subjects for one short, definite. period and ft pun
and other subject matter relating to clothing for an

Whet. period, rather titan as is frequently the practice, the alternation
of lessons- in food and in clothing. Projects undertaken should be
completed, rapidly and without interruption: It is advised that nine
weeks begiven to one type of projects, thertnineveeks to mother.
It is' highly desirable that the teachers employed be interested in
teaching all of home economics instead of one narrow. line, and ',Olio
be able to do it efficiently.. Such teaching as- is here suggested is more.
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difficult than when rigid courses are outlined with very small Ism Ow;
and absolutely uniform pupil progress. Consequently more ade-
quately trained teachers with smaller claSses are essential to-success-
ful work. The work should not be alike in all parts'of Wilmington.
On the other hand, the course should be adjusted to the needs, social
conditions, and racial or religious observances of the children from
the various-sections of the city.

5. The present fonr-year high-school course in home economics
should either be dropped entirely or else beginning work shoUld be
offered -eat h alternate year only until.there is a demand sufficient to
sustain. full (lasses of 2 pupils. Wilmington can ill afford a teacher
for classes of or fi students.

6. Special home-economics classes should be established for girls of
14 years of age and over who are in need of such instruction without
regard to their academic standing. These courses should Occupy ons
half of the+ pupils' school tilike, and the other half should be spent in
opportunity -monks. The most devoted, resourceful, and thoroughly
prepared teachers are needed for this 'type of work. No school in-
struction, if rightly given, will so affect the future welfare of the less
fortunate homes of Wilmington, and ktone- will tend to make better,
more efficient, or more -contented itizens. This type of intensive
honw-eco instruction is expensive, hot it will well repay the
city in the decrease of ill health resulting from badly kept homes,
badly fed ..children, anal uninterestl :mil ill-trained you women,
who because of lack of standards of wholesome home life become a
menace to the moral life of the city.

7. What has been-recommended for the white schools is also recom-
mended for colored schools except that, because the colored girls A
generally, leave school while yet in the loWer grades. home economics
should begin as low as the third 1.,,k4ade, and the time' allotment should
increase until the sixth -grade girl spends not less than 9(1 minutes
per day in home economics. Opportunity kroms with intensive
courses should be provided for the colored girls who are over age,
and the instruction should be of a 'most practical nattkre, so that the

,girl finishing the work will be recognized as prepared for wage earn-
ing in housework, in child nursing, or in dressmaking.

.SO few wage-earning occupations are open to the colored girl that
special training should be provided in the Tines in which the may find
remunerative employment. It is recommended that harm economics
be continued through high school and normal. course for the colored
girls, that every teacher may understand and sympathize With the
efforts of the.Spw. cnil home-economiCs teachers and thai from among
these .pupilaother special teachers be developed.

8. Intensive home-eeomgaies instruction is needed by many iliffer-
ent classes of women. home-management eourses, courses in house-
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hold and-community sanitation, and courses in both the physical andmental rare and development of children will appeal to intelligent
home makers. Short unit courses in certain phases of household fur-
nishing% household linens, and garment making will meet the needof those expecting marriage. Very practical and personal instruc--tion offered in the afternoons in their -own sections of the town willmach the foreign wounen who are struggling to meet American con-
ditions of living while still clinging to the Old World traditions andelision's. The work should he taken to these women and may well
combine with the Americanization work now being done.

It every dollar of rederal money' for home economics in Delaware
will. spent in Wilmington it would be well spent if it resulted in theAmericanizatiin of the nntny foreign homes of the city.

SIT4 'I 11.1.1 Tit 1 I \ El) ri.%( itEns Ecnci).

To teach such nurses as have been suggested Nvernirrfilust be em-loyed who are well trained in all .hases of home economics. It_ isnot usual for elementary-school teachers to be either interested ortrained in special lines of education, nor is it ever desirable to re-quire such instruction of them. Therefore it is recommended thata I I teaching. of home economics subjects in the Wilmington schools
I c put in the charge of trainell.speciar teachers and that provisionbe made- for,adegnate supervision.

Wilmington should have one supervisor of home economics forthe direction of all instruction in.home econoiiciA Phe should havean Ake and clerical assistance that she may be freed from small
Ohre duties and be able to spend almost all of the \time in actualFnpervision. Such a suervigor should not be responsible for-any
class work. but should be expected to do some substitute teachingfor brief. periods when emergencies arise. There should be an as-
sistant supervisor for home economics for the colored schools also.She should not he expected to teach more than one-third of hert ime:

If intensivehome economics night classes or day part-time classesin home economics multiply. it. may be necessary to employ an as-sistant supervisor to assume the responsibility for the vocational
work, but for Ow present, at least, the supervisor of home economicsshould (supervise both regular and intensive home economics courses..Rooms and equipment have been diScussed elsewhere. .Too 'Muchcan not he said in regard to the present hopelessly Lott schoolroom.
.enditions, nor in reiteration Of the. statement that no considerable
improvements can hO hoped for Without provision of -better working
Conditions.

\
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RELATION of II0111}.1 ECoNoMICS To SCHOOL LUNCH ROOMS.

The present relationship existv between the manager of, the
lunch room and the teacher in charge nf food work is most excellent..
This relationship is :41tisfactory because of the present personnel, of
the two departments and not 1)(0::11SP it is good per SP.. A change Of
personnel might completely wreck the present satisfiictors working
condit ions:. In gcnerc I, all huich rooms Oil-oughtn't the school sv:teni
(and many lunch roottis are needed) slionhl 1, under the direction
Of the home ei .4 MOM ill !VIM nient. Stith ;iii ngen Wilt 113S Ina (IV
8(11antages. it makes -a%ailid)le expert advice to healthful food'
and sanitary conilitiott. dantageons disposl of foo-ohs;
produrt:-;: it provi,,le: iti,tif:ott iii rigslit food 11:11..it-: for all chit-
iirett:-;in(1 it 1:frinit. IC) ,tile frt:Inn:I: ill hinchll'o.)111
ilgenlelii for %oe;itional

14:001;1'N1)A11'IN1 THE AND I %EL

1. Drop fonrth find fifth trrade sewing. in white schools.
2. Totro(Inee fool and hon,elcceinfr in fifth .*;.:ule.

.3. Omit .formation Of lieW elasSTS, in ti:(' Spe4'1:11 (")11r : in
home econonii..s. and iegrolip the.pesent 11!Ifl.vnts (hi( not more
than two sections he maintai,ie.l.

4. l'roN ide a snrvey ,n home ecnoinic, for :11)
girls and 311 ill tip, ca.linots.

7). .k(ld It food Avocl; :n the in the 7.\ nrid 7it
in the fall of 1 .21. Iner,-1,, the time and 'Ii\He the i!istriletion
suggested in the pre, of thi rpori.

6. Prp,;,10 111Q i.o.,:/d(b iiildilors and place the adminis-
tration of tle..se in the bonds of the home econoinif s

7. Employ tr.:line tcchers for thy 19th, seventh, eiolith. and
ninth grade food work and have all sewing taught by special
teachers:

S. Er....ct portabhlifliildings for home economies classes :Ind remove
the ch:sses from all gr.oly cxcept laiddinfr No.:!I.

9. Increase the :truottnt of home economics given in the colored
sebools.

Itemovt tliy present food laboratory from the basement in the
colored iii7lisehool and place itin a portable Or rented ltildin!, until

new hi,gh-s,hool building is provided.
l11. A41.1 a woman trained in foods and one in clothing- to the

colored teachers' stItT, thus freeing the time of the present food
teneher for oversight of the imich.room and of the new food classes.
and giving time for the clothing teacher to supervise the grade
courses and to organize' additional work.
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1. Reorganize sixth-grade courses in white schools and add instruc-
tion in foods.

Employ a full-time supervisor of home economics.
3. Incretuse the number of rooms and the equipment in the grade

1. Establish intensive courses in home economics for girls over 1.1
years ofiige in sections !tow served by sehools Nos. 10, 15, :;. and 4;

ct.ctions now served by Nut;. 1, 6, 7, i5, 14. anti 20; and in seethms
now served Nos. 12. 17, 3, 24, 26,. And :10. These -courses are
described elsewhere. in this report.

Wherever issile, operate schooi; lunch rooms in connection
With these intensive home economics coiirses. th:d ;19 coo?;i:1,..,. may be

larger 91 lit I1 ities and that much ilractive may be oifcrol.
o. Establish similar courses of intensive home econ(anics work at

at.deast one center etinvenienily located, that may lie atr;nded by
col.,.ed girls.

7. Establish cooperation with home= of the .etter class so that
co;red girls may have experience in suoli homes.

Encold'agl` and support rout as for adult girls to
1,e given at tioies and places mnvenient for thcni aiortinder sanii a ry
till agreen!decongiti ions. .

:1. .1 imialon the resent basement. food laboratory aii.1 open new
rooms till t beupter floor of the present high-sehool. wlie:-e food work
Is now. gi'ven. It 'would he well to deote. an entire floor to this
1101 i afld :Old to the present type of equipment b Olit! or
more kitchens of 'Kline kithen size anti furnishings and a 'bedroom
in which to practice housekeeping and eal.e of the sich.

By the fail term of 192:i Wilmington should inaugurate all the
cilanges reef:mu:ended. NeNvly organized courses should he in opera-
tion. :ill home economics shun 1(1 be satisfactorily Iii set trained
testOherS Should he employed. adequate saipervision shoul(1 be sup,
piied. intensive c11se:4 should lie maintained for girls ami women,
:Ind a four-year course may again fns offered.

I [(ape economics where rightly supported antl taught becomes
hyaith education. When cwx,peration is fully csialdished between
hotne economics departments and those of physical education and
biology. health education may be attained and health habits es-
tablished.

3. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

During the months of November and December, 191, and Jan.:
nary, 1916, a careful study was made of edlicational and industrial
conditions in Wilmington, under the direction of the Commissioner
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of Education, by Fred Ca 'Whitcomb. professor 'of industrial edu-
'cation, Miami ITniversity, Oxford, Ohio. A report of this study
was published by the Bureau of Education,' and included an analysis
of the conditions affecting the schooling of boys and girls of 12 or
13 years of age and upward. the occupations open to or actually
engaged in by these young people. and a description of provisions
made for instruction in maniMI training. home ec(momies, 'and dra-
ing,- courses of study, and shop and 10)1)r:dory equipment. A care-
ful study was made of conditions in the fmlustries of Wilmington,
the educational needs of workers. and existing opportunities for
appropriate training. On the basis of these studies. b suggestions
for a prbogram of indlistrial education were formulated, including
suggestions for foundation work in manual training and borne
econom ics.

Although conditions have changed materially during the into.-
-veiling months. due to the fact that contain of the .recomniendatioas
made have since been adoptetl anti carried into ette(4, and portions
of the plan then suggested would need to be modified correspond-
ingly, nevertheless. much of the analytical and descriptive part
of the earlier reimit is still applicable.

Among the recommendations already adopted the following are
of the greatest significance : (1.) 'Appointment of .ea director of
vocational education well qualified by training and experience to
deal with the problem of vocational education as presented in Wil-
mington; (t) the opening of evening vocational classes; (3) the
organization of part-time.day continuation classes; (4) the organiza-
tion of half-time cooperative continuation classes.

These special classes appear to have been organizfd upon a
sound and efficient basis. and for the most part have been placed
in the hands.of enthusiastic 'and earnest teacher'. In s.Jme cases it
has been necessary to employ teachers who have hinl no special prep-
aration for the work of teaching. but plans already oil foot looking
toward helpful 'supervision will serve to improve the quality of
the instruction where needed.

For administrative reasons the present study was limited to
what might be 41one 'hi lb or II days, a MI wits necessarily of a
character different from that of the earlier study.

It .was possible even in. this brief time, however, to visit all the
schiSil shops, the evening school. all the special classes, to visit a eon-
Siderable .number of manufacturing plants and other places of em-
ployment, and to confer: with employers, labor leaders, and others
in position to assist in securing a -faitly adequate understanding of
conditions. The preSent report discusses- certain general principles

luduatrial Education in Wilmingion, 1918, No,
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and policies rather than st?itistical stifklies and the details of equip-:. inent and cfmeses instriiction.

.1111)4)1. ENIIIII.I.NIEN As .%1,11:1:eiN(; ...iii: vcATI NAL
cATIoN.

The extent to which the. schools vetain the children, or fail to ye-lain theism. ha, a t\\ofold hearing on II program 1.f vocational educa,-: (1) It indicates whether the schools. as now conduCted arefully meeting the educational needs-of young people, and, if theselict,;1, are not living met. it suggest, something of the magnitinle ul11w proldem: (.) it indicates the amount of the educational :equip-ment which young persons have upon entering age-earning em-ploymnt.
hot respects the eurfdlinPnt figures for the Wilmington public9.1mols girt. (.6(lence of n grave problem to he the follow-in er table shows:

tit i cc Nadir NI hood.,. hit !Ioa, N. 1919.-20,

111,e.

I,.1:I
1,14,7
1.'419

ul 1,1 I

0.7
I I

I

NV1iite.'t

1,1'27 1,0
;Pr,.

:9 if.......
:1

119 11

These figures show that there is a rapid failing otT in enrollment,after the fifth grade, when:children of normal adaneement are 1112 -years Of age and over. 'While the
.average number of whitechildren in the first five grades is 1,11, there fire only 907 in theeighth gradea dropping out of more than:one-third. The enroll-Met of the seventh grade. 1.127. ieresents a reduction from thislive-year average of over one-fifth. and yet there are more childrenin the seventh grade than in all four years of the high school com-bined, 1.121).

it appears. therefore, that only about two-thirdS of the wl 'techilifIren in Wilmington receive as much as eight years of elementaryschooling, slightly more than one third enter high school, and fewerthan one iii ten get as-far as.the fourth year in high school.The condition's in the colored schools are even less encouraging.The seventh grade enrolls ins than one-half as many pupils ns theo'verage lumber in the first five grades. the.eighth gear less than onefourth, and the first-year high school less than one-eighth.notn these figures alone it is possible to argue that in order toelve. all of these white boys and girls the equivalent of elementary
52710°-21---7--9
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schooling, of the kind now offered. it will be necessary to increase the
present facilities of grades 6..7, and 8 by approximately 50 per cent;and if all are to receive hig-school training. existing facilities ninstbe increased route than threefold. For the colored. schools corre-
sponding expansions would be called for.

However. as indicated elsewhete in this report. the caracter'ofthe pr vram now offered in the schools be modified and en-riched in various Ways and the quality improved. so then the simpleextension of present facilities wld not adequately meet the needs.Additional types of schooling ace-called for, better adapted to those,boys and girls to whom the present program doeur not make sufficient-
appt-A,i1 to -retain them in schol. This, in effect, constitute the1)1 tbielil 'or the vocational education program. including the pre-liminary stages of prevocational education and vocational guidance,and the foundation work in the manual arts instruction of the lowergrades.

The other point emphasized by these enrollment figures is that,so far as the public- school System is concerned, the great productivearmy of workers in the commercial and manufacturitior, establish-ments of Wilmington must at present he recruited almost exclusivelyfroth a supply of boys and girls who do not have the ad% ant ages of
high-school education and to ti very eonsiderahle extent fromiwho have not even completed the elementary school. That this sitLion Constitutes a serious handicap to the MIllmerrial and industrialinterests of the community is tir coming to be fully appreciated bythose directly affected, both employers and workers. This is a mosthopeful sign, for most young persons are influenced directly by-imblicopinion in their attitude toward the value and importance of educa-tion,

Over and over again in conferences with both employers andworkers the point was made that the industries of Wihnington, callfor considerable numbers of men and women with high degrees ofskill and general intelligence. An adequate supply of young personshaving. the requisite educational foundation for these qualificationshas not only not been asiured by the public schools of Wilmington,but it has not even been made possible in the past. To assist inremedying this lack is the definite oljective and goal of the vocational
education program recently inaugurated.

THE l'IlEVt 'CATION AL EDUCATION PROGRAM.

The fact that only about one-third of the children get as far asthe first year in high school emphasizes the importune of appropriatemeasures for the. late)' years of the elementary schools. This phase
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of the iirobleni. should be iittiacke4.1 afirli7re.ssiikely, silim by itssolutionthe' laariier nutribiNrs of children Will Lie rea4.4,1i'ed. They ea :.n be.re:IA(41.-644e the first:break from the influence of the 441601, andpi-oportiin of them oin 1)(.6 re;;Iine(l in llooi than. now.It is pow . eon' n t I /(k recog-nized that the. school inuf-t provitioInore definite guidanIe and direetion for .children .whi are likelyto loave school ;it or near thi.timo when they may legally do so, anilOut,- to face at. ar .very early. age the demands of indw-trial ;Ind1if4b. It, is evident. that the !while eknienctry sciso...)1 oilersmore and IgAtte st.brvice to the 1)111)11 .w114 can I1y-0 it a1S .11 Stepping-,1011(b ,ibii rthibr i 11 1 Tig. in high vollegbe,, or pr ofs411.001 than does to t lie one Who must maks.' the bestNof it, as Ore-rain's* for a life career without the higher aid.It is not j?osible to determine which children Will continue.through 11i2.11 school, for .1.nany ithil(lren and their parents. when..ipw,stioned will make: decla.ratiolia. intentions which are .-.4u6se-.-que»tly not ienlizkl. NeverTheiess,-_ an effective plan of p*vpesi.:-..timbal. classes". will assist 'flatly of those ivitostt for the future;unsettled tosiv the advantpges of -further schoolitig. anddiv schooling- which aims at j)rpaai for definite li 14.- ea 1*61'Se a MIit, \\ 111 (44 Ontirili Mil 11Y others in,tliir kicterininatioi to securoI.i( in :is 140:11/44ble.

I Ms tit' Ii1:110c.% ri4 INA!. (1,.ssFs.
Yasses are designed for children oftaimut 12 to le) yeak of;I:ft., a nil should have 8 11 rsee- fold :11111 : 1 ) TO prolligte a ikatterunderAantling by each indivitittolf of his own abilities and qualifi-cations: (2) to promote a. better understanding of tile ineani4g of a(,:ireer, and of the available opportunities and means of earising

.
(3) to encourage the Ilest possible use of individual abilities11141 available opportunities.

work with these oject., in view uni ertake!! h a. more oriti,s fomal_ way -as a classroom study and through in(lividual,ferenes lbetwee-n teacher and pupil, With or without. visits to com a.mcneial industrial plants and individual studies awl researches,it is referred to as voqttional guidance." It twxt to iniposiiibleto iav this sort of reponsii)ility upon an ovebur,t:leneil teaeher, byiii, tttltti l1, an(i.explet A'alual)1e results to follow.althoutrb profitobtohoginniwss may. be made ify qualified tenehers07eil in tile primitrygrnfles. s1ir1I aflt -a:general plan or VOrtit .guidnnitecan lie developed by the div.r-kion of vooational education.teachers who have: the disposition sIioiilcl recOive i)osii)le enco ru-agymOnt titid assistance in undertaking work of this kill i with their
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When the studies in vocations are developed to the extent of ro-
viding,speeial shop and laboratory equipment. so that the pupil
nniv engage in the actlial processes and activities selected for their
educational value from a !lumber of typical vocations. With ..l1111-

dent time assigned, to such practical, work, it is elievell that the
pupil may be able to form for himself an intelligent relative est Immo
of his fitness for the various types of vocations in which he thug:
engages. as the basis for the choice of a life career. To such s
Class has been .given the title of prevocational el ass:'

The prefix 'pre" implies a special kind of training, that prciedes
vocational training. and hence is not itself vocational. It I,- de.
signed for the pers(n.who has not yet made a choice of V('t'alloll, Hr
a choice of school course in preparation for %ovation, and who is r-
sinned to receive therefrom definite iisistance in the making of such
choice.

Tlw hatter part of the term vocational implies a ronsidenwie
variety of activity and Ii broad outlook into liossilile (Wiwi. careers.
There shonhl be something corresponding to the introduetory phases
of each of the main fields of vocational education ,(professional, agri.
culturid, commercial. industrial, and home making). the opportunity
t4 enter upon a definite vilwati4)11:11 (1111'Se in Some one of -Which Inv-

be open a, !-4)011 ;IS A choice Wade.

sLIA:(714.N.

Within reasonable limits it nkay be argued that the lines of work
included in the program for prevocational classes shold be subsoil-
tinny the same for all communities. since the mobility ( our popular
tion prevents any strict limitation of voeatif mal opportunities. The
logical plan will at.least include activities broadly typical. of occupa
tions which arc'' of greatest significance to the community and the
surrounding territory.
- To assist in determining what these occonations ai-e. the following
tables have been prepared from figures ol.t.iined from the Central
Labor Union and the Manufacturers' Association. respectively:
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The Thie iodnstries in Wilmington include the Iilding of shipsand railroad cars: tanning. and finishing leather, especially morocco;manufacture of Chemicals.: building eonstruction ; certain phases .01ir4. steel. and machine manufacturing. In addition to the em-p14)yees peculiar to the ship cards, aneries. and chemical works,practically all of the usual building and machine trades are repre-sented in considerable numbers,
'These lists do 114)1 afford a complete list of the Vocational oppor-tunities in Wilmington. since the commercial and shipping interestsare not represented, 'nor those ocenpations Classed by the census as"professionalservice." and "domestic and personal service." Dili-gent search failed to reveal any definite information concerning thesegroups later than 1915.
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In developing a plan for prevocational classes the following lines
of work should all be carefully considered, and as many of these
included as circumstances will permit: For .boysmechanical, archi-
tetoral, and ship drafting; carpentry, cabinetmaking, pattern mak-
ing; forging, Machine shop, foundry ; sheet metal, electrical construc-
tion, automobile maintenance and repairing; printing, salesmanship,
business organization, and methods; gardening; agriculture. For
girlscommercial subjects, salesmanship, and business methods;
cooking.sewing, andhonie making.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES.

Experience in other school systems has shown that certain features
are essential to success in the conduct of prevocational classes.

1. At least one-half of the time in school should be devoted to
the various lines of practical and recreational activities. Sufficient
time must be allowed to accomplish definite results in each Oc-
cupational field. A 6-hour school day, with two sessions of 3
hours each, has found favor in a number of places. ,

2. One-half of the time should be given to related work in
language, mathematics, elementary science, industrial geography,
industrial history, and, in general, to preparation for intelligent
understanding of and active participation in civic and social respon-
sibilities.

3. The work should be offered, in the beginning at least, on an
elective basis, but all boys and girlS who are likely to Profit by the
instruction should be encoltraged to take it. This department should
be maintained on the same ba.sis of dignified, and serious endeavor
RS any other, and should not be_ considered as a ,special provision
for incorrigibles or for pupils physically or mentally birkward.

4. As already indicated, there must be variety to the practical,
activities undertaken in order to give insight into a number of
typical vocational fields.

5. Teachers should be chosen who have had sufficient experience
in the occupations represented in the course of study to relate.the.
instruction to actual conditions in the industrial. and commerical
world. The closest relationship should he maintained, also between
the shopwork and the related work. The success of prevocational
:Work is dependent in large degree upon the teacher's power to hold
and interest the pupils and upon qualities of adaptability, originality,
initiative, and keen interest in the successful handling of the prob-
lem. .

6...There sho41 not be less than one year,. and preferably two
3(tars. (the seventh and ,eightli), during whillh the. pupil engages in
.several lypical lines of shopwork ,Or laboratory work successively,
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followed by a period of one year or more in which he may specializein a chosen line.

7. The pupils should grouped in sections of not to exceed,15 to 1.8 cull in or ler to permit a degree Of indivithial loll.At least two prevocational centers for both boys and girls- at thewhite schools and one for the colored pupils should be provided,and developed along the lines followed so ,it-ecessfullv by the presentdirector of industrial education in connection with the public schoolsof Seattle. Each center should provide facilitie. for practicalshop or laboratory work in at least four lines, selected from thoselisted' above. The centers for colored pupils should take speeialaccount of thoSe occupations open to colored work(' rS if! Wilmingt(m.For example, Center No..1 for .white boys might contaiu the fol-lowing units : (1) Woodworkingshop, for carpentry, cainetmak-ing, patternmaking; (2) machine -shop benchwork, sheet metal; (3)electrical construction ; (4) automobile maintenance. and repair..Cetaer No. 2 might contain (1) machine shop; (2) forge shop; sheetmehl: (8) printing: (4) commerdal subjects, salesmanship. Eachcenter should provide adequate facilities for instruction in relatedfreehand and mechanical drawing.
It is impractical to estimate the cost, of equipment in advance.It will hardly be less than $2,000 to $5.000 for a center for boys'classes. depending on the types of work selected, and somewhat less "for a center for girls' classes.

TIIE VOCATIONAL EOUVATION .NOIGRAM.

'After a system of prevocational classes hasieen functioning effi-ciently for a reasonable time, supported in turn on a fountlationof appropriate manual training. the problem of the vocational pro-.gram will be much simpler than it is now.. Young people willcome to the age of entering upon wage earning with sonic 'definiteidea, as to Nvhat they want to dorand what they are fitted to do, fora life work, as well. Os what oPportunities are open to .them. andmost of them will have.at least ,the beginnings of preparation forsome useful -service.
-This idjal rendition is perhaps far in the distance yet. Mean-

.

while, the division of Vocational education must address itself tothe task of rendering the Maximum of immediate service, as well aslaying the. broadfonndations suggested in the preceding party:111141s..For this purpose the following funds are available for the st'llolyear 1920719211

State and ngefieral
_ _ . $11, 500Salaries of teachers

_ $7, 500 ,Teacher training and .sapervisloa , 4, 000-
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City school funds s5. 225
Arnim filet 111.4.1.s' ion - 1'11.(100

.11011111`11t $15,(1(1(1

, INMI

These funck ha V, been

Vettilg 4 lit ,SisS

1101141111e :11111 101411.111(1V1'

Ity-tralle

4 mice or director_______

l ii 41.0(41 as follows:

EN I-NING

For the current school year it has keen very wisely del :111441 to
emphasize the development of evening classes. art-time classes, and
coopernti ye classes. Undoubtedly the same policy should-prevail for
at least another year, for reasims that will appear in the following
liSCUSSiOn.

The generous and enthusiastic response to the ammncentent of.
the evening vocational classes more than justifies the importance
ascribed to this phase of.,the program in the report of the (1i rector.
'flue new director. arriving 111)011 the scene late in the fall. was con -

fronted with the. necessity of deciding- whether to open e ening
classes alMost immediately, w LOOM, in INIOate plawtonity to or-
ganize an ellicienecops of teachers and to Milli:10e other necc,saty
'arrangements, or to ,lelay the opening until after the Christmas
holidays, when everything- might he prepared on :t more leisurely
basis. Even a astv review f the situation indliated that a real
need existed. am! the conrageous decision was made to proceed at
once, even at some risk of failure to meet all expectations in full.
The first term's experience will justify this step, thong!' at the cost
of strenuous exertion- on the part of all concerileii. Within a few
nights the enrollment exceeded 400, nearly donle that of the pre-
vious year,. and hick of accommodations made -it necessary to dis-
continue receiving new students. The fact that this condition came
about as the result of butt a few days' effort and a very ',limiest ad-
%;ertising campaign (dearly indicates the desirability .of .further ex-
pansion..

It appears thate no more funds are available for the current year
for the payment Of salaries of teachers., Except for this, the service
rendered by the evening school could be doubled lit practically no
additional expense beyond that incurred for salaries. (lasses are
now .held two. evenings per week. Ttiesdays and ThursdayS, from
7,.30 to 9:3"o'clo.ck. 13' opening other-classes on Monday and Wed-
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nesdwy evenings the same rooms anal equipment could serve a. secondschool as huge as that now at work. 1'ia next yearslualget should provide for double the present year's enrollment ine% ening classes: indeed. the experience of the remainder of the yearmay dictate even further increases.

Two recommendations have .3 1rea(ly been made by the director ofvw(ational education which should receive favorable consideration:(1) The first relates to greatly enlarging the scope of the eveningwhol. There Is t.vident demand for general educational subjects,including such work in the common branches as is given in the uppergrades of the elementary school, as well as many subjeets offered ingt1li high-S(11001 (4)tirse. Many person; Who left school with onlya meager common schooling. and who IloW feel the need. are unableto return to the day schools. In man% vases they need instruction ingeneral subjects before they can profitably Lindertake the specialcourses designed to advance them in their vocations.
The field of education for business shimhl be entered also in an;:ggressive way. Courses salesman:Thip. moiler) filing systems,Ave pravtice, Ilse 11f alenlating machines. mimeograph. and otherc1ev ices, am I euniinerclal w would meet a very real nee(). Iii view1c1 the anticipated development of Wilmington as an ocean port,tftses of instruction looking toward preparativn.for foreign tradeconstitute an inviting
In addition. there are man important industrial linesIvItich havenot. yet been entered, hero use of lack of funds. These ineluile atleast the following: Automobile maintenance and repair: interioril.oultting, painting.. sign writing: trade extension shop courses in'the voodworking trades, machine. shop. and others for whirs shopmay become a vailalde hereafter:

industrial Chemistry, foremployees in exlosives, ilyvs. leather. and chendeal works. painters,and others: courses especially designed for Ivonant employed in in-dustry, to be determined after further investigatn.
(2) The second recommendation tel to the proper coordinationof all evening-school work. " There. is much in cotanton ill the even,iiig class work of the departMent of .1thericanization, the elementaryeletling school. mid the eveiling vocational school.- Wh6rever pos.siltle these 'should all support and reinforce one another. and the;ttlie should he true of the relations between these and the dayschools..

No lack or weakening of the spirit of cooperation should be per.!flitted to embarrass any, undertaking in any .part of the school sys=.tem. It should be regarded as extravagance, for example. to equipspecial shops and science laboratories for evening classes, to be used4 to 8 hours weekly, if it is possible by reasonable readjitlitnwnts awl
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mutual compromise to adapt these features of the av-school equip-
ment to serve both needs.

One of the important arguments in favor of the event g school is
its relativtily low cosh per student, due chiefly to the fact that it. uti-
lizes facilities that are alreaq in existence, and thatare necessarily
a part of a school system, whether evening classes are maintained or

.not. Efficient administration of evening- classesinvolves the use of
every possille Rein of eytipment already at hand before proeeeding
further.

1,ART-Tit E cihtssEs.

From the standpoint of rendering the maximum of 'service to the
largest number of individuals at the minimum of cost, 4be part-time
classes are probably the most important phase of the vocational edu-
cation program. The plan has met with great favor in all pails of
the country, and 25 States have now enacted legislation providing for
compulsory attendance upon part-time classes, under varying con-
ditions, by youths in wage-earning employment. The number of
hours per week which the children are required to. spend in school -
upon the employers' time varies in the different States from 4 to R.
Beginning with the age at which children may be legally employed,
the period of compulsory attendance extends to 1, 17, and 18 years
of age in different States.

In Wilmington at present part-time classes are maintained at the
Harlan plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation. 92 appren-
tices, and at the Pusey & Jones plant, bnibling ships and machinery
for the manufacture of paper. 3( apprentices. These boys receive 4
hours of instruction in general continuation school subjects every
Saturday morning in classrooms provided at the plants. Six pat-
time teachers and a supervisor are furnished by the public sehools
and two teachers by one of the plants.

The work observed here seemed on the whole to be of high grade,
with an excellent spirit of earnest. application prevailing. In one or
two instances the classes are too large for the best. results. IIt several
classrooms the tables and seats are so arranged as to make it im-
possible for the instructor to get around among the students for
individual attention. Tinder such conditions there is always danger
of too much use of lecture and class demonstration methods.

The part-time plan should be extended as rapidly as possible io
other industrial plants, and also to stores, office buildings, and other
places where young persons are 'employed. To meet the probable
needs in 'Wilmington for part-time classes and

of
classes, to

be discussed later, will require the full time of the supervisor for an
indefipite period.
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.

'Much time and arduous effort are required to locate and. interviewthe boys and girls and their employers, to perfect arrangements forclassrooms.' with their simple but necessary equipment, schedules ofrho:, meetings. and outlines of courses of instruction, to discover andemploy properly qualified teachers, and finally. to give the needed
supervision after the classes are actually in operation.

Cut)14.:11.%Ti

Closely related to (bit type of continuation class referred to above,iisno Ily dcsignated" part-time class." is another type of part-timeciatintiation class which for convenience is called a "cooperativecliJs." in order to distinguish it from the other. In fait, coopera -tion by and between the school system and the employer, or groupof employers. is an essential part of both schemes.
The essential features. of the cooperative class include:(1) A definite arrangement by and between the school system andone or more industrial plants, stores, or offices, in ceordance withwhich the theoretical instruction is given by the school and the prate-tica1 experience is given in the place of employment. and both are.1(mrdillated in a systematic and progyessi A edlienti4m81 program.(2) Willingness on the part of the employer to make such adjust-

-,

mews in equipment and processes and methods as are necessary forthe promotion of the educational ends.
(3) Willingness on the part of the school to eliminate nonessen-tials from the course of study and to base theoretical instructionon actual practice, and sufficient skill in organization to administerthe plan successfully.
(4) Careful selection of employers, instructors, and student-workers who are capable of swing inspired with a vision of the re-spon5ibilit les as well as possibilities of theplan.
() Administration of. the device of alternating periods in such away as to secure continuous and progressive action on the processor job in the factory, as well as in the work of the student and theinstructor in the school:

..In brief. the plan provides that the students in any class shallhe divided into two groups. one group being in school while the otheris at work. At the -end of each period (one week or two weeks) thegroups.exchange places, and thus alternate between school attendanceand wage-earning, employment. The Student-workers are arranged,in pairs, mi that the work in the place of employment is kept goingmntinuously..
The special advantages of the cooperative plan may be summarisedas follows:
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(1) The safeguards thrown about the young people in their places
of employment through the supervision exercised by the school aml
the cooperation of the employers shOw an almost unbelievalde
.provenient over the conditions hitherto charactei.izing the emplov-
molt of minors in many places.

(2) The cooperative plan makes it possible fdr some boys ;old
girls to continue ill school, because of wages earned _on half tnne..
Pr;;Iouging the period of active connection Nvith the school and 'of
contact with sympathetie teachers and advisers confers an incalrn.
fable benefit on growing boys and girls and should 'lead to a perma-
nent impetus to better things.

(1) The plan doubtless induces some to remain in school. because
lhl' school work is thus Made more interesting and the student ran
see a more direct relation between schooling and the promotion or his
own interests.

(4) The experiences involved' promote a more earnest and ho.todit-
ful attitude toward. work and the respOnsibilities of life.

.(5;) The plan discontrtiges idleness and unwholesome use of (nue,
.

since the longer school day and year are fully Occupief 1 with inter-
esting activities..

(6) The opportunity to engage in gainful employment of half
time, puler suitable auspices, has It definite_ prevocational value,
sisting young persons to discover their tastes and probable aptitod,,

(7) The successful operation of a cooperative school or class af-
fords a convincing demonstration that a reasonable amount of work,

.

under proper conditions, can be made to contribute 4Ietinitely to the
developinent.of youth- instead of being, as frequently heretofore. It

demoralizing, disheartening, and stunting influence.
(8) The plan gives the student. at the very least, a foothold in

some industry or occupation, so that he does not feel lost %%lien the
time comes to leave school and take up the responsibilities of self
support.

(1j). It should he emphasized that this plan. does not neglect the
need for general education. hut insures to each individual an amonito..
of cultural and liberalizing eancation sufficient to serve its a -fountla-'
tion for further study. if he finds it possible to continue his educa-
tion; he certainly, gets more of the culture side of education than lie
would if he had left school entirely to go to work. ,

lti a recent study Dr. George. E. Myers has analyzed "the benefits
whicli should he definitely planned for" in oi.ganizing part -tithe
elasses.2 Since these are equally applicable. to the cooperath'e class
they.are.ineluded.here, in abridged form, as follows:

ThP .01111)111411y, Part-time School. Mich. Stale Board of Control for Vora. Edw..,
Ital..212, Thsy, 1920. p. 7.
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o increase the technical efficiency pf young workers by pro -it 10. far as practicable, instruction along the lines of their(gun c ymekt.

(2) To help boys' and girls carry over and interpret in their em-ployment what they learned in the regular day schools.
(3) To Wit employed boys and girls prepare for prianotion intheir, places of employment. or elsewhere if their places /If employ-ment do not afford the opportunity.

'1'0 help young workers adjust themselves to industrial andhusiness fe.
1:0 To fix in the minds of young workers that education does notend when work egills.
(I;) TO provide training for better Americnizatm.
(7) To instill sound ideas of our economic and industrial organi-.At ion.
(s) T.0 help boys and girls had the kind of employment for whichthey are fitted.
'Hie size :Intl inurtance of the field ready for cultivation by thepa IA-tittle and cooperative classes may he inferred from the figures

Already cited, which indicate that at each age from 14 years to 18years there are in Wilmington from 2 to 10 times asmany boys andgirls idle or at work as there are in school. The authorities are to bernimende41 for the creditable la-ltinning already made in this branchof the work.

Al.l.-1.%1' 11:

There remains omY other type of -vocational class which may beutilized in the cultivation of this fieldthe all-day trade class. The
estahlishinent Of a 11ity trade schol at an early date was evidentlycontemplated by the Manufacturers' Association as a part of thetngain for which it cotrilteit the ftunl referred to above.

Without hesitation it is recommended that the devel4pment 'of daytrnle classes be subordinated 'to the other phases of the vocational
education program, outlined 'in the preceding pages. CO'. the 'follow-ing reasons:

(1) Day trade classes are' farmore expensive per student enrolledthan any of the other plans tinder discussion. A far greater serviceis rendered to the industrial and commercial interests of Wihningtonas well as to the individuals concerned, with the expenditure of agiven sum of money. by utilizing these other plans of instruction inrefereneeto the day trade school.
(2) Experience of other cities with trade schoOls showsumnis:takably that there is great waste of time. effort. and money involved.
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in providing all-day trade instruction to boys and girls who havenot
Int Ai adequate preliminary training upon which to base intelligent
choice 4 the occupation for which preparation is sought. Discovery
of lack of adaptability to the chosen trade after some Weeks or
nualths have been spent in the course is the experience of many boys
and girls who cOnie to the trade *hoof with onty vague notions as
to what they can do or want to become.

co sufficient data are not at hand with reference to actual in-
dustrial needs in Wilmington to afford a basis for planning a day
trail,' school. More definite information than is yet available mast
be secured as to the tracks in which there is an assured 'demand for
the roduct ),4 a trade school. The director is now gat,bering this
information. and will be in position from time to time to make defi-
nite recommendations. Evidence has already been secured to show
that a day trade.cla-s in machine shop will meet a real demand. On
this showing a clas...; will bc, brganized as soon as the necessary ar-
rangements can be made. ()titer classes should he started only when
the demand is equally clear..

(4) Enrollment in two-year or three -yeir.day trade classes should
-not be open to boys or girls who are so young that they will probably
graduate before they reach the age of advantageous entoince into
the trades for which they are prepared Since this latter, age is in
some' less of such classes
would still leave a gat! unprovided for below between the Itge at
which many children leave the regular public seltol and the age at.
which they could be admitted to the trade school.

(5) Efficient and economical -whninistriition of the day trade
school deniantls a carefully devised plan of preparatory measures.
or " feeders." which will insure a supply of students who know deli-
nitely what they want and vity, and :which will sift ont those who
will probably not profit by the expensive instruction provided.

(6) The efficient development of part-time classes. etoperative.
classe, and evening classes will for the time being take care of a
large part of the inunediate demand for vocational instruction, while
the development of tle prevocational program. based on a sound
foundation of manual training throughout the entire school system.
will insure for the future a supply of boys amid girls qualified for
entrance upon day trade classes.

(7) Until such a fully coordinated school syStem is an effective
operatiOni it is ditubtful whether a sufficient number of- applicants
for day trade classes can be found. Promising candidates will not
eciute in large numbers from the idle and the loafers,-and not many
Rho acre empliled OM be induced to leavotheir.johs and their wages
to enter an .all-day schoOl again.
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(s) Finally, this is not a favorable time to enter the market fortools and machinery; nor to met neW buildings, exeet_ for opera-tions which can mt well be deferred.
For these reasons the all-day tralle classes slnmCi be the last featureof the voeatiorial education program to be pushed, and each suelita-s should be organized otIly after securitr,, evidence of a definitedemand t Met.

N4WATIN.1, EiATIIIN 1,1.11? faitl,..4 AND IMEN.

This tlisussion assumes that the vocational edocation program. inWi io ington Will endeav(ur to meet the needs Of girls and women. aswell as !hose of Melt 111(1 boys. In the country ;e: a whole muelt inurehas been done for the latter than for the Cornier. One reason is thatvorat it,nal ethical hut fur NVOI114`11 is the twofold one of preparation forhome making as well as wage earning..
A most si,rniticant and promising study. of this problem is now,twin., made by a eornmittee of the National Society for V(wItionidEdite:ttiim. Miss Cleo Muttiainl; chairman. In prt..4ting .a pre-liminar report at the Chicago meeting of the society in Februat7y,19`2,1, t be committee ..7tif :

v4-ainio.dodueadeo no. t :sin: anti industrial 0,en:,otion.: for woutenti extended in order that each Individual girl or \'.w11:111the opportunity of doing the hi....rhest tyve of prodn.li,- work of wujishe during the period previous to marriage. or if she does not inarrY,for tlo; period .of her workinz life. or for the married woman who, hecause ofwitlowitoo.t, fleserthm, childlessness. or some other deviation fr.on noral mar-ried lift. returns to Industry aS a.watte earner.
The further suggestions of this committee are reel led as aguide in the formulation of this part (if the program for lVilminizton.

THE MANUAL TRAININti l'ItoRAM.

Too nitwit importance can not be attached to the development (ifs4ein of manual training throughout the schools, both for its!zeneral educational value and as an'essential fotnidat ion for the sub-sequent voentional e(luration program. Manual traiiting is hemused in 'the accepted' sense of an educational agency involving mottalk a 'Method of instruction, a.rid a content of valuable subject, mut-ter, but a means of self-directed, pnrposeful activity.The object in view should he a well-organized and. articulatedscheme of handwork, incorporating the latst, features applicable tolocal conditions that have been.devehiped by progressive cities, Withlines of work of sufficient variety and ficue to'rneet the approval' of
modern-educational thought and adaptc4 to the capacities and .ne0.4Of Children at successive stages of growth.
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To Wilmington belongs the distinetion of being one of the earliest
cities. to introduce manual training into'ithe high school, the date
being 1N89.. After some years the forge shop was abandoned:1)ot the
woodworking slnp. machine shop. and Mechanical drawing remain.
The equipment needs overhaiding. as practically no adllititnis have
been made in 20 years.

The colored high school has one small wood Vorking slip!). in-
adequately equipped. and badly overcrfiwded.

Two of the white elementary schools are proviiled with shops. and
one other school has two workbenches. .Pupils from schools not now
provided with shops are aeommodated in the exisli5ishops at the
other schools.

Elementary handwork is nominally carried on in tie lower grades.
and mechanical 11111 ng acid lenchwok in wood in the upper grades.
There has been no supervisor for the latter. however, and the former
is iender the direction Of the supervisor of drawing. who had but
recently arrived in Wilmington and had. not -yet organized her wo&

For these reasons it is unfair to base a report on the work oh-
served at the time this survey was made. Instead. the following
general suggesti(ms are offered to indicate the directions along
which further development liould take place.

TI.EMENTAIRY TT 1Nnwortic

Handwork in. the elementary school should be employed in its
various phases for the accomplishment of at least three, distinct edu-
cational ends: (1) To develop manipulative skill, and the ability
to " do " things: (2) to impart knowlege of materials and processes
of construction: and (3) to vitilize the instruction in various -ubjects
of study. such, geography., history, and language.

In the earlier grades 11w best results are secured when the hand-
work is taught by the regular grade teachers. It is ,much easier fon
these til'ach'ers to relate the work to the other studies and activities-
of the children. With the progress Of the children through the
grades, however. the work becomes more and more complicated. and
the tools and processes more difficult of manipulation. In time the
point is reached beyond which it is impracticable to expect the grade
teacher to acquire the necessary technical skill and knowledge to
carry on this work in pldition to all the other requirements of her
position. From this point. probably the fifth grade, the situation
may be' met by employing special teachers or by a plan of -depart-
mentalized temtehing

During the earlier 'grades the handwork should ife. 'stibstantially
the same for. boys and girls. With the beginning of departmental
teachinere, it aradual differentiation in the work should be introduced:
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In ,reneral,- the interests of the girls. will tend in- the direction offiewing. cooking. and home making. and the interests of the boystoward shopwork and drafting. For obvious reasons the teachers of
these special subjects for boys in the upper grades should be .men.

Tn time lower grades not. les,. than :In to 60 minutes per weelisimuldhe allowed for ImattlWork. lt a more liberal time allowance should1.c* made just. as soon Os suitable equipment con be provided andte:lebers ate prepared to do the work. Ultimately from two to threehours per week should be available. Suiplieti a materials in
,afticient vori4.ty'to make the work profitable and educational shouldbe 'provided by the 1.):,r(1.

IN TIII; tatAiEs.

E% en more time must be allowed for manual training in the uppertrades i f the expected results are to. be secured, and if boys and girlS.
Ii-ho now drop out of school in such large numbers are to be retained.

. With the right kind of equipment, properly- qualified men teachers,;Ind appropriately modified courses of study, front :) to 7 hours
weekly may be devoted to manual training in grades above the sixth;:mad in the prevw:ational. centers, discussed elsewhere, at kiwi 'one-ha If the s, ion 1 t 511011111 Le AOVOtell to 'Wallkill :WI ivities in shop,
1;3,..ratory. and drafting room.

Pending the establishment of prevocationid centers, and for boysfor A% lifinvzilell centers are not available, the manual training oppor-funities shOuld la' materially extended and enriched. Beginning with-tile introduction of deprtmental teaching, the lines of work shouldimhule thin wood. hooltinding, printing., clay. cement. plaster. 811(1Ylch other grouPS as firther of conditions may indicate.
teoimiing with the seventh year the boys should cayry still fttthet-

thi. 111.11emn:-: printing and bookbinding, and to these should be
,Snitable wiwk ill copper. ..lwass, iron, leather. eement and con-crete, electricity. nchwk in wood, and mechanical drawing. Thew,...dwork may, well include some sintile framing a;ml carpentry.MI the Aopwork shoghl he made as pratied as possible.

The -instruction in- :4111m-work and mechanical drawing its now
given in-the high school co11141 be improved and made more service-able to the students if modified ,somewhat along the following lines:(1) The instrmu shonld do less of the thinking and planning, and
even in some cases execution. of the projects undertaken : (2) morepelf - directed activity should be demanded of the students; (3): more
time and attention could profitably he devoted to study of sources andmethods of manufacture, of materials used in the shop and. in indus-
try. 'development and use of tools and machines, and kindred topics;
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(4) the.projeet.s, proos.ses. mid methods of the manual-trainiag shop
.eouhl he considered in the:r relation to the best current. practice in
industry; (:)) some of the preSeneclasseS are too large to permit of
-these suggeStions bvingyarried out, or to permit of that degree. of

instruction which is an essential Nature of the hest
. manual-trainiug practlie.

M M .%R OF arcomMt.:NDATIoNs AND 81-4:1'sli0Ns:

The. following recommendations made 1)3.- the direetor of vo4 a.
tional education, whieh are uow being carried out, HIV heartily
lIpprVed and :

(1), Emphasis for the current year tipin evening, ..ia,,es. parttime
elassess and cooperative Masses, and further extension-of all .o t
next year.

(2) Addition of evening elasses in home niniiing for wonali
(3) Addition 'as soon as practicable of e. Ming cla-s..,cs in glaielat

elementary- and high school subjects, Machiue shop-, woodworking
trades. antoMoliiie nieeliztnies, electrical .construetion, einitnercial
subjects.

(4) Coordination of all evening-Seho,i1 aotivities.
(5) A conservative policy in the development of lay trade cla.,-ses:
(6.) (?rganizat a;: ssion'as arrangements Le perfected, ;if a

day trade.class in machine shop, and possibly aitiomoile inelpnics
and electrical construction. .

(7) Recognition throughout the entire- prognitil niyds of
girls and WOIDCD as WO Izs of 60 and IDOL

(S) Rearrangementof present wood shop and maeliiini :hop iii
order to facilitate both flay and evening vocational* instrnetion in
these shops.

(9) Adolition of a plan of stated conferences with tcaehers for
disoussion of the pron'elli:-: of 'vocational educaticat. N1:1Vti and
means of inipriiving the quality 01 the servi4 ren`dered,

(10) Organization of advisory committees for counsel and Fug-
gestion in the further. deVelopment of the vocatio edoeation pro-
gram.

(11) A continuous ,4inly of the industries of Wilmington. in which
, these advisoty eonimittees can rendet substantial as:Asia-lac, for the

purpose of securing data upon which to determine further action. 7
-. In addition, the following supplementary- concluSions and -recom-
nendtitions.are offered:

(1) Thc .rapid 'falling off in enriillment Of:children elf the fifth
..grade in the Wilmington: sehools calls for 'a type of sehot ling better-

: _adapted to thoie boys and girls to whom tine present pro cram does..
not make sufficient appeal to retain them in scle.,01.
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() To ii:+ist an meeting this tax.N1 constitutes, in effect, the pmb-lem of the vocational education program, including the preliminary
start's of nve4),,,tional editt.10 if") ,0 guidance.-ond thefoundation work in manual training.

(3). The gr, at productive a'rniy-of workers in the .votnInercial anuindu,tritti c,tabliAncilts of NV ilmingt.n Waist' at present la ro-
I Inked almost, exclusively froui a supply of boys and ;:irh; who dO
ntt have the advantages Of high-school educatil, and t,a very

`h ,tent. from those who lime not even e.iteplet-41 the ele-rent;iry school..
Tlwro is evidence that Abe industrie,

-niorl:or,;: of workers having high
g(lieral

0) Aiporiate motliticatitbns of the work
the elementary school should be emphasized.

(10 Ft;r, these years an effective plan of
lw' formulated, with an accompanying

.

two rievocittional centers foe white pupils a n(1 one
e.loted pupils should be.provided.

i:1 1 he aim in view saould lie to cfbordinate the manual trainingpregam.' prclitthuutl ergrain. and the t ova( ionalsducational
pregratn, so that ultimately the.latter may look to the OM two for
a .*:nipl of applicants quaiiiied!to receive the maxitum advantages
fr(eItiseopliortunitics ilpat-may he olTered.

oi) ser% ice rendered by the evening f.-; &out could be ,lnul*leil
at Tragically do additional expense bey,,nd that fOr'salaties of

opeit'utg four evening per week instead of two.
(hi) Existilig 1acilities of the day senools should be made avail-able for evening chts.,e:, where.er this can be arranged without seri-

ous .?c:s of ellicien,y in 10 day Nell0Ohi.
(1 The plan of (Hurt - tint* and cooperative classcs should he ex-it% to other indt,tial plants, and also to

OffiCP intOdittp:F, and other phwes;
(ti,.) The detdopment of day.trade (lasses should he ..111,01.1.inated

to the other plu.ses of the %oeat ional education program.
(13) A comprehensive, well - organize scheme of Manual training

should e developed. in the SOlool system, incorporating the plans
and methods of the best modern practice.

(i 4) To c ry into effect the suggestions of this report, further
cleliliile provi, ton should be made tor- adMinistration..

(15) ..The roost etlicierkt and practicable form of organization forthe admitiitiFati ve stall' can- be determined only by the superintend-ent in consultation with the director of vocational

Wattlingion cull for
Oegrees of and

of the later pats

prtivocational classes
scheme of vocational
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out venturing specific suggestion on this point, at may be helpful to
call attention to certain details of the administrative problem-which
must be met :

(a) The director of vocational education should be relieved.of at
least. part of the present lmrden of the evening classes. This might
be accomplished by the assignment of part of these duties. with
others. to an assistant director, or to a supervisor of evening voea-
tional classes; or by the appointment of a principal, to have almin.
istrative responsibility for all.evening classes.

(h) The full time of an assistant director. or superviSor of on-
tinuation elasses, will be required for looking after the part-time
classes and cooperative classes..

(r) The director should lie relieved, of ranch of the detail work
involved in organizing and conducting(1) the proposed day tr:ule
classes, (t) the prevocational centers. and (3) tlw manual training
program. In each of these elms the need can probably be met'in
the early stages of development by appointing certain teachers hav-
ing qtudifiations and training for administrative work, and assign-.
ing to them certain of these re:Tonsil:Rifle's .with their teaching
duties, on a part -time basis. The supervisor of :drawing should
doubtless he given definite responsibility forky elementary hand-
Work.

(d) The appointment of a' capable. secretary to the director, Who
may in time be traine,f to handle. Many administrative details.,.is
practically indispensable.

(e) In order for the 'vocational `edueation program to succeed.
upon which, WilMington has embarked with so much of promise.
the director must be relieved of as much as possible of minor ad:
.ministrative daails.. To discharge his function he must be free to
study the situation intensely in all its phases, to keep constantl in
hand thr; many and varied activities, and especially to keep in close
personal contact with the eommereal.and industrial inthrests of the
community.

(10) Since there is required an immense amount of t.travel abou
the "city; for the purpose. of visitinfr sehools, :fletories, and other
places-of employment, - locating available supplies, interviewing pros-
pective tertehtrs, and for other errands, on the part both, of the
director :and various subordinates, one of the wisest:and most eco-
nomical expenditures that -might be smack._ is the immediate invest-
ment in an automobile for the exclusive use of the vocational. edu-
Cation ..departmene on official Schoollinsiness;

...(117) In -via* of the in( c thee'neN.of "the -Miming. (On ticliciols,
discussed in 'other se(ti."'!"14` repoit,..it is not to be wtapected_
that the vocational .eduCati c pikgrain outlined herein can be carried
out in full immediately, nOrIn all :probability within the years:
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4. MUSIC IN THE WILMINGTON SCHOOLS.

149

The statements made in this report rest. upon observations made in.!7 out of the 31 schools of all kinds that comprise the pulic-schOolsystem of Wilmington. In these almost all classes. in ele-mentary schools. representative classes in grammar schools, and alltypes of work maintained in the high school were heard. In addi-tion inquiries were made into conditions in the State, the community,and the sellout system of Wilmington at large, in so far as these mightafrert the music specifically in the Wilmington public schools.

Ay II ELF: NI 1:NT.11tY )4

N:1) vit ssrs 4, \ 1(1(

. No attempt need be made to define the large or ultimate aimappropriate to instruction in music: iN measure of such discussion.has been included in reports of surveys of music in other cities, aspublished by the United States Ilurett of Education, and in otherpublications by the buyeau. The reader is referred in partieulat toBulletin, 1917. No. 46. " The Public School System of Sun Francisco,California -; Bulletin, 1917, No. 49, Music.in Secondary Schools";
Bulletin, 1918. No. 15, " Educational Survey of Elyria..Ohio -; Mlle-tin. 1919; No. 50. pt. 5. Music. "*The Public School System of Mem-

Tennessee."
The near and partial ends that. are obviously sought in Wilming-ton. judged by careful and'extensive

observations of what is ;lethallyking done in.the schools, may be stated as follows:
1. To give ,every child the use of his singing voice, and pleasur insong as n,means'of expression.
2.:To give atl ebildren ,power to read (at sight), and to writereadily the notational language of music.

.

The validity of these aims is not open to question. Mitch must beraid. However, in. favor of adding :aid actively furthering additionalaims: and the methods adopted as necessary or helpful to the attaitiment of these two aims. and the degree of success realized in Wilming-ton in their attainment. must be subjected to analysis.-

)141NiroM,..

In order to give every child the use of 'his singing voice it is neces-sary at the outset, particularly with children 6 years of ag,e who arcjust entering sebool, to correct the monotones. The number of thesein the WilnikAgton schools is To.ylarge.
It should be understowl that the monotone. especially at the age of6. is usually not aurally defective. The pupil has, in all probability,
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as correct an ear as the children who sing in tune, but lacks the ability
to make the proper muscular coordinations necessary to produce the
tones heard. Instead the pupil uses his speaking voice (which covers,
generally stated, a rangeipf little more than a major third, centered on
middle C) for purpose4 of singing, with most unsatisfactory results.
But an easy and usually speedy cure is quite possible. For practical
purposes it may be said that the child merely needs to have rekealed
to him a now voice (which all children have) that is produced very
largely over the arch of the palate instead of coming, as the speaking
voice of such a child does, altruist wholly straight forward from the
throat below the arch of the palate. Unless Ilse child belongs to the
negligibly small group of those who are toile deaf, his acquisition of
this other voice means his vocal emancipation.

Full allowance 111Ist be made ft,r_ the fact that the music sta:vey
began with the fburth week only of a new school year., At such time
the Monotones .would he relatii.ely numerous. ".Yet after this fact is
taken into consideration it still is true that much improvement nt:ty
be-made. in the processesbthat are undertaken in Wilmington for their
Cure.

The children classified as monotones ir1 11; rooms usually eonsti-
tuted from Wit) to- 30 'Cri cent of all the children in the rofen. In one
or two cases only it ascended to 50 Per cent, and in one eNtt euw oas.
in a .foreigm quarter,. where most of the children did not know the
English language, and were on half-day sessions besides, it was t;412,
per cent. These extreme cases should not be thought of as repre-
sentative, however. The uniformity of the lower percentage, which
is still Much too high, is of more serious nature.

By the regAlar method of procedure in Wilmington the monotones
are brought forward iu the room at Ihebeginning of each
lesson, and formed into it. group of " listeners." Such a plan is .open
to serious tpiestion. Its effect upon the child's evaluation of himself
with relation to music may be lastingly unfavorable. Though evety
sympathetic effort was made to avoid wounding in the slightest de-.
gree the sensibilities of the children, it was impo-:sible 'to avoid at
times the feeling that they felt themselves segregated for somewhat
uncomplimentary reasons. They- did not have the nto:There of
success. Again, while amonotone timit.listen 111 ordur to learn. he
must also practice singing. The amount of listening done by these
children was excessively great; the amount of singing was negligible.

'They were therefore becoming reticent as well as a little sell-con-
scions..

The instruction obserVed Was inadequate. and not very succoisful.
It was really, a test or examination rather than instruction.. The
teacher would sound a tone to the .syllable 'goo," and the children,
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each in turn,. Would try to match it. The tone was usually C (thirdspace, treble clef), which is too low to convey the right sense of vocal '-adjustment to the child. Sonic one or two children in the group oftenimitated correctly,-and (tecasionally these were tried further on bitsof melody. and if again Successful were returned to the company oftsinger,. But axe ones who failed vere nut improved then and there.They were often tried repeatedly on the saine effort, perhaps with
some injunction to sing or think high,.ut no new resources for theircure were exhibited. lie impress;ion gained from o4servation ofmany suck lessoni;_was that. the monottmes gradualI) cui'ed thorn-sek.es by imitating ither members of ,the class rather than us theresult of the ieachei's instruction. Of c,iirse, they will du this ifgivca time; but they Aou141 he given touch more dire,4 help by theteacher. Two-thirds of the monotones it, first-:.va classes in Wit-citld he cured in.six weeks. Mcan..vhile they should sit,with Ilicireompanions and sing as well as they can aml daily receive.

ire;itlite instruction that helps them. The dissOnance they cleateinthe concerted singing may be minimind by Asking them to singsoftiv (whi,-I1 they should do anyivay for their own benefit), and theinAructiou should be of a nature that will make them.feel that theyhavt .111 unit:many act.:omplishment be forethem winch theyill: ti s.vtd.l he proud(to piaster, rather than that they arc examples ofsubnormal capability.

I IINct.irrEI, :if NI I NI..

Iii order to give children pleasure in song PS; a means of expres-sion. not only. nemotones he cured, but tin' hiliken must sing .

sfmgs. U1 s,..tne degree, of permanent ehatin, with viiivesthat me easily and pit...a:study prothicelf and that i4 ill he i;leasant
IV good example and instruction and by tit.: n'se of good songmarwiad these retplireinents are admirably fultilU

lip to t-he seventh or eighth year. The singing is free and buoyant,the tone clear and full without .being forced, the spirit, in- singing:"
songs is auimated. The degree of artistP sympathy and corresppub .lag nuance hardly deserves equally high praise, is very cony.menflabie. it falls short of the excel knee of the voeal practice'pArtlybun us (I' the effect upon the musical conceptions f,f the pitpil:.,ofnumb rigidly formal practice upon conventional exercises, :Aid partlybecause physical delight in singing soniet lines outweighs the pleasurethat might he taken in the more quiet enjoyment of the artistic gracesof the song. The singing is sometimes vocally. etuerant withoutWing settivel artistic. V..ven the interpretation, hosi.ever, igVerygood in most rooms and is, never positively poor. rfl.n SclUool No itis extraordinarily beautiful ; and a group or two. in School 10 sanghilt little less beauti
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But in the eighth year. and to`a lesser extent in the seventh, the
Voice work fails with one group. of pupils, namely. the boys with
changing voices; amp the micerta in performance of these often

ofthreatens the vocal as well as the musica1 practice or many other mein-
ItPrs of the class. Nothing. indeed., can entirely overcome the excel-
lent vocal habits and stanthirds created. in the lower grades. especially
in the thir41, fonrth,,lifth. aml sixth years. But the music texthoks
throughout the entire school system art. tindergradella conditicm
that will be dwelt _ upon at length when ,sight singing is discp,,ed..._
and books of music for treble. voices only are almost uniformly used
with seventh and eighth grade classes that contain many changing
and cluinged- liCeS. Mma comparatively unsatisfactory singitc, is
therestilt.

In Wilmington the seventh and eighth grade pupils are grouped in
four grammar school,, in which work is .departmentalized.. Such
liStienibling of large groups of seventh and eighth grade pupils al-
wayS results in exceptionallY favorable oportnnities for Ivork in
music.. Pupils in these two grades arc on the middle ground that
Separates childhood from maturity. In mnsic them' ace co.npleting
the technical and theore'tic'al instruction begun six or seven yez;r-
f4)re, lint no less 110 they instinctively desire and deserve a type of

cast in larger.and freer forms than those used in the shc1rt
songs of childhood. and cOnceived. in the spirit of the mass chorus
rather than in that of the short exercise Or song for unison siuht
singing. Congregated in large numbers they may advalltagefsly
be 01141 ample opportunity to satisfy this proper MO rapidly .414..-
veloping interest.

But this opportunity in the grammar schools in 'Wilmington.
which contain Atll the seventh and eighth grade pnpils. is quite lost
so far as care of the changing voices is concerned. The ignoring of
these lead; to results much graver than the Mery retardation .of the
t'ocal development of the small lumber of pupils directly affected.
The development of their general musical kin, h' and under-

. standing also suffers. For six or seven years (in the grades below)
these pupils have looked at notes on the treble clef and translated.
them into tones that represented a certain vocal adinshnent on their
part, :and therefore a Certain eici4)tion of the I-significance of the
staff in its representation of pitch. As their voices change, the,
tones represented by the staff require quite new vocal adjustMents:
and finally they sing quite new tones (an octave lower than the tones
really represented) in response to the old and-familiar Symbols. If
.the facts are not clearly explained to them aml their voices are not
interpreted in 'relation both to the old treble staff and the new bask
staff on Which their future experience must necessarily lie', they
soon lose the power to sing from the Staff :11111 resort to singing. ex-
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perimentally 't by air.'"l'he inevitable result of this is that theysing the "air." or soprano. an octave lower. Nit even the sopranoqing in the lower octave will frequently ascend beyond their rangeand at such points ttey will either sing entirely out of tune or dropft. a second octave below. rsually they fall between levels, for ar(4 tones at least and frequently for long stretches. giving rise to
muddy dis.sonance which em'harrasses them and frequently bringsillion them the sUspicin and even the aecusation that they aremunnsical.

Since basses. especially undeveloped (meg, can not sing satisfac-torily on the light and ilexible-soprano parts written for seventhand eighth year trebles. music should be .used which does not im-po-e this impracticable effort upon them. Such music will bo
arranged for regular bass parts. to he sung in. connection with twoor three treble parts, or two treble parits and a tenor, or a so-calledalto-tenor. Countless schools 1 egularly use good music so arranged,
and regularly obtain with it results of such excellence that they pre-sent to the public attractive concert programs by seventh and eiglitlyvTade choruses that sing three-part and four -part 111115ie.`Some of the evil results described that are likely to arise from
neglect or mistreatment of changing voices are not rreSeld ill the
Wilmington schools to the degree that !night be expected. Actual
mismanagement of these voices. or any others by reason of the in-
linenee of these, is rare. But while tone production continues good,the ensemble in some classes Was clouded by the uncertain effortsL.,of these' changing-voice singers to find the tones that would har-
monize with the music the class was singing. The -musical intelli-
gence of the low-v-oieed singers and, to an'extent, of all. must. alsosuffer Ia of stn ii juggling with the facts of the musi-al notation. a ml negatively became of failure to attain many broaderand finer musical developments that are appropriate and possible.hi ',articular, the natural- broadening of both the general and musical

ilintelligence of the pupils leads them to seek music that is wri ten. inparts. The training of the ear to appreciation of many values ofmusical structure and development of approciation of music ih gen-eril through concerted singing is possible only when such singing isfleveltiped to the point V here the singers can hold independent parts
in mixed-voice choruses. -Yet at present. unison singing constitutes

-almost the whole pf the music practice in Wilmington throughout all.the eight grades.
i

.sicity SINtlIN AND NIvrxrioN:.
,The first step toward sight. singing. is triode in Wilmington byteaching the scale by rote. using syllable:nanies. anti then various

sueeessions of. scale tones, before. the printed notation is seen. by. the:
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karners. The result of this practice is to establish the necessary
association of names.with tones. It is equally evident, however, that
attainment of this rescit will not carry with it commensurate ability
to wad from the staff, inasmuch as the third association, that of
position, is omitted from the training at this time.

The second step in Wilmington is introduced only after tllc, ;t:::;)-
ciation-of names with totas (in that orth,) has been thinly estah-
,lished by touch thorou.11t drill. [Lis intended to e,,tablisit the asso-

. elation of iorics with (hi sue]; ordr). The f,a. her sings, to an
indefinite or so- called neutral Stich as 1(40, a :.,cries of
-tones in settle order (i. e., vithout skips), and the'children. respond
by instantly singing the tune.; hack to the teacln r, applying the
correct s. names. This is known as flral ditqation. The. chil-
dren do it very successfully. The only criticiAn that (-Ai be made
upon tip efficiency of the pntetice, leaving aside questions of its eom-
piece validity, is 'that, in all lessons ohserved, individual children,
who volunteered by raising their hands,. were almost invariably se-

. leeted to-make the response. The surveyor could therefore not ieel
sure that the great number who did not raise their hands were being
adequately inJtructed. Imlivi.Ittal response is ,.ertainl. preferable to
concerted work. but it should be systetn.ttized in ::uclk manner that
every child is regular,: called upon an i his :Of ituy nco le kno,,,n
to the teacher. :dill the children ho tlo nt.1 volunteer :,hottl:l
ably he called upon more frequently than ho Nvvyrth-
iess; the belief of the surveyor is that this inst ruction, like.most of the
..musical instruction attempted. is extremely efficient. l'ant again, it
must be evident that this step, like the first step described, netrlects
the indispensable assueiation of both tone and name with staff.
tion.

With the third step practiced in Wilmington. however, Nye- come
uptk a systentat ie effort to est:,blish time third its:,oviation .whih
the. sight-singer's techititpukmust rest. It cn.:ists in the children
writing upon a staff drawn upon the blacks card tittle s,!ale sm:CTs-
sions first reogniipd and syllabified iti the manner chaatei:,tic of
the second step. The process is known as written lietat ion. Rhythm
is' properly entirely disregarded fur the tine, all the tones being
Arepreset tl by whole rotes. The work is done by volunteers, all ltt
a few cl dren in a cbns thus having no opportunity, during.fe
lesson, 0 do more than observe, criticise, and suggest corrections.

/ All should instead' he provided, at this stage, with Music paper,
specially ruled .with tl. widely spaced staff, on which they might write
simultaneously.

It might be thought that with the introdttetion of this last feature
- every factor necessary to a sound system of institution insight sing-
int had been sutured. But this association of position on the stall
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with tone and mune is too long deferred. This is an error. It leads
to %veaknessin knowledge of staff notation as compared with tonal
knowledge; and this weakness is, and will be, in exaet proortion to
thesxtent of such postponeno-Itt or neglect.

The as,oviation of tone and name is rightly and beautifully de-
veloped by long drill, basod upon imitation. But just to the extent
that a child's ability to !eoly the right. name to a tone heard is
the r( snit of linvin!). had this done for him, so'will his ability to
appl.the right ;1.1;1!. to :1 note seen be the- result of having had this
due for him.. By the pro( ys.v of instruction in Wilmington the chill

oi'zes that certain tones hummed to him are do, re, do, ti, do;
lac ": :ttc' lin-; Lv;ird Owl!l ealho: so, time,: Muni:ter:1We. When he
see, these same t, MPS repre:.ented upon the staff he does not know
half so \Veil that they are do, re, do, ti., "ih,. llis visual recognition
lags far behind l:is aural recognition. Thou,rhtful .and observant
teaebers have Ling since come. to the conclusion that .to- use syllables,
thu. in .ass,,ciation with tones in advance of the .presentation ofthese upon the staff K not only a...vasty of (41'1a. but poksit.ely
deterrent to establishing later the in,:soeiation of names and tones with
sl Ir

Another orrtn I it',: in the method of approach to staff' notation
when it iS nderiaken. Instead leading the child -to ssiieiate the
eortoct name: ('aced therefore tones) with staff positions by the same

-proi.essi..s of direct affirmation and imitation that were employed in
ti, 51 instiore, he is asked to reckon the ilaines rather. than to

liomm'a to know tlerii. Because the child at thh;.st!!!!Y knows.t he order
of ...uccession of the ,cale tone,. by syllable names, itscendin!r and
dc.cendin:!., thcnglit that he should know re upi the staff by
rejlectintr thit..1,-it is-in the next position above (In, it mast be re.It forgotten 010 Ile learned that the riwN,4/ above doswas ,r by bearit, called to, and that he should similarly learnthat sluff ,b.!ore ai!ovv do is rt: by hearing it called :.4). It' instead
of re he is 6)11 fronted with teL or .col ( following. directly after do),
he _entersaipon quite an arduous calculation. Indeed, the only hope.
of 'access in F.imring from the staff in the first two orlbree grAtles
in Wilmington lie.; in rigid adherence to tonarsuee,..ssions that make.no skips.
;There is still another systemic error of instruction. We have

.1i)oken. of the imitative drill given on the scale and on various suc-
cessions formed out of, and the sweesstions.. found in the

71).(bi4b.oloce;;;siolu:; in .conjunct. motion- are in ai eompa/rativelr.
few set forms, which are repeated until they. -are memorizeil -entire
In t*, children, as tunes. Not Only .do they fix /the .seate--traek
the pupil's tilind; but they come to form sci many brain - tracks there.
As the child. when he tries.to. read from the Staff, is not. equally
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drilled on conventional forms in their visual representation. it often
happens that _a bruin -track and a melodic outline upon the staff
interfere with each other. A melody may begin with a feW notes
.that aeCidentally folloW time of these conventional tracks. and then
diverge from it. Again and again the ssurveyor heard the (.;Iildren,
under these ciremnstanecs. continue along the brain-track in placid
disregard of the printed notat ion. The very exercise that were
supposed to aid in giving them competence in sight singing proved'
their undoing.

Br the system of instruction in Wilmington. children. begin to
write notes. before they: endeavOr to read music at sight. In this is
folnid another rOnt of .the

was said above, in describing the third:,-teVin instruction in
Wihnington. the aroac to the problem Of staff noratitm, when it

7 is introduced. is through written dictation. The ,cafe. recognized
and syIluized by the children, is written by the teacher upon a staff
drawn at the tittle upon the raekboard for the prlse. The teacher
then Sings the scale, the pupils following the notation closely, and
the Pupils sing it in turn. itnitotively, while the teacher points to the
notes. Other succeins of (0111.; in Sl'ale formation soon follow..
under a similar idan .presolotion.

.So far. the method of presentation is not polagogieally unsound
50 much :18 it is eNveS,..ivi.ly restricted in application. In ,,t her
the process begins with hint:atoll of 0 direct, affirmative exan1)1e.
but the example is :I restricted. conventional. musical form.. But
we must .note next that the process is restricted hi being sharply
curtnile/I in point of continnation. . After a small nut mi wr of ex-
ercises lute been done in this way the teacher ceases to write the
ex:11,11)1es upon the staff. anti instead the children. after first recog-
nizing by ear and syllal)izing the tones. a-. before, go o-to the idack-
bard and write them. Their Success fr.n. this point on longer
depends upon direct. instruction and imitative drill. but upon reflec-
tion and dednetion. They are supposed to write. da. /%. to. .O7, do,
for instance,hy reckoning staff -(legrees in terms of the scale-track.
The plan is unsonml pedagogically in exactly the same way that the
alphabet metho.d.of teaehing reading was found to be unsound. It
teaches the children (in so 1:1. as it does teach them) to spell 1144PS
instead of to read music. Tt is likewise inconsistent for if names
are to be linked with sounds by...we of direct affirmativP example.
they should 1)(7. linked with notes on the staff by the same process.
and for-exactly-the same reasons.-

The pupil in Wirdington identifi'es notes upon the staff by corn-
: ratafipn, These notes are in .conjunct series and can be readily
..computed, Skips are suppoged to he employed early in the first
year in oral dictation, but are not introduced until later in written
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dictation. This again reveals the underlying fallacious thought thatthe brain must loo with relation to aural matters, but must reckonwith respect to .visuat matters. The overwhelming preponderanceof practice in 1Vilmington, however, for the first two or three years,and w:th respect to both oral and written dictation. is restricted to.,tale-traek melodic bits. Practically the Only .skips employed dun,
ing these years are those between tones of the tonic chord and thosein ene of the conventional patter's so insistently taught, which re-quires a return to do from each tone of the scale -tones .in turn f e. g.,t;., do; do, 6, do; do, t;, h, Rol. do; do. 6,7o, Rol. fa, do, etc.This. of course. dies not give practice in skips so much as it demands
letent ion in memory of the sound of din. with which each .fragment:begin.,;.- 'Meanwhile the great- -variety of skii; found in real music,even of the simple grade appropriate to children of these years,'uch as skips of thirds everywhere in the scale. skips of fourths innulq, places in the scale, and skips of fifths. sixths, and oetaveS. intheir more' familiar usages. in .simple music. are not presented orprepared for in any form.

hut snub skips as are formally studied are presented at the pointof their intPuluetion w,mgly. Do, mol, do (the" tones of thechord) ore more closely related than arc- four suecessive scale

tla It is surely hardly necessary to point out the error of this

rota Experience teaches that they are much more readily sung in
tune and_ ret4.gnizet1 aurally by children than are scale tones----a nat-ural result of aoustic law. Even upon the staff, falling4 as the lowerthree (16,, upon three successive lines or three successive spaces, theyare more readily recognized. But instrction in Wilmington rests
opon practice in conjunct motion and time belief that notes on theare to be reckoned. not known. skips are, therefore, introduced'a- le passages front which some notes are. missing. This method4d pro;entation is such that the child sees skips rather than hears
Wet hod.

EAR-TRA.ININ Alfa) ELEMENTARY TIMMY.

From hat has been said it is. evident that ear training and theo-
retical knowledge of staff notation must be better developod in ,Wil-
laington than sight-singing ability. With reference to ear training,there is,.indeed, !art one criticism to be made. Its processes are en-tirely good (except for the important fact that only individual vol-unteers receive the full benefit of -instruction in any one lesson),hut its material is too, abstract and formal.. Ear training is not a'
separate branch of study, requiring separate and abstract matoriak
but is a fornrof reaction of the mind to the musical experiences thatit meets. These musical experiences should'be.such as we desire for
the child.becauSe of their musical value, gauged to appropriateness
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to the.age and stage of musical development of the child. .-The songs
we wish him to read and learn at any time therefore present the ma-

terial to be grasped by ear as Well as by sight, awl just as instruc.
tion in sight singing. if conducted by means of exercises that contain
only general .features that might he in countless songs, may lead .to
helplessness in the face ofany one particular song, so ear training,
conducted by means of similar material, may yet permit .negligeme
or inability in aural grasp of the real tuUsical experiences that rep-
resent the true aim of instruction in Music. This has hapiwnol in
Wilmington. We have said that the ear and csa, NCOIT rgdy t CZ1
along certain formal tracks, and that musical lrain-tracks were t,
result. Ity experiment the surveyor found that a tonal s, i-s ti,at
adhered closely to the form of the con;entionaliv.1
they had been drilled could be readily syllabized by the hupih. last
as it could be but a little less readily written by them ain the stash;
but departures from those conventional forms, such as might he rep-
'resented in any real song suitabla for their study at the time, were
likely to result in unsuccessful eti'ots. Ilowevar, the results in vi..r
training are far from bad. In fact, it may be said that many
systems more 'advanced in music generally might well emuktc the
results iu ear ttiiining found in Wilmington.

The outcome of the painstaking theoretical instria t;on rpt
favorable that of the Pupils very geneialiv

able to give a satisfactory statement of facts about features of stair
notation (with whieh`elementarY theory is almost wholly concerneOi.
but are very generally incapable of making practical use of ik it
knowledge. Very many time the surveyor heard ehildroi state tirit
a certain symbol was a half note and should receive two beats. and
then.sing and give it one beat. A painstaking quiz. indeed, preccdcd
most attempts at sight singing. The questions included the key. t:ab
measure, the kinds of notes and rests and their length, chrinatio
signs, etc. Often the questions were. purely perfunctory, it hears_*,

certain that the children knew all they were asked to state. Ti o
time spent on such questions and answers Might usually have-been
Spent much more profitably in practice at sight singing.

The result,. then, of all these methods, is that the children read
music as an intellectual exercise and with very little real power.
What power there is functions only upon artificial exercises rigidly
restricted to the usages previously drilled upon in the sequential.
exercises. In the presence of real music the children were found to
.be almost helpless. 'Fat far as sight singing is concerned.

Pedagogically considered, the .entire system represents the old.
endeavoi to workfrom the abstract to-the concrete. from the general
to the specific. A thousand formal preparatory practices are taken
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up with the thought that they will prepate the chilli for the happyclay whop he 'will lie Confronted_ with a real song. whieb he will thenhe :11 tie to read. 'When the day comes it is found. as usual, that' heear mei ely do the thing he has been doing which is to repe:it hisex: rcist..,s :tad theoretical stntements.

N.Tiltr .Ni, ta:.11)1N

Tho us0,1 ill W.0111.111.1,01 contain ni:tr.v beautifulwisely a (hinted to the voices and musical and literary needs ofthe' pupils for -,vhoin they are designed. hev contain, also, verynioeh material eh':-:!rued for teehnical instruction. ::nd this material
anti Thethoth. of presenting it. are pre-teachers' manuals that accompany the textboks. Blank1,1111+(*- Writ ino honks are :also S11110Sed to he in the hands of allrpd.-:. as an indispensable feature of the instruetiOn.

The hmtorild is f'velient in its gradation. but not irreproaehablein its tiletli41F. The annaint of formal temical materi,.I includedFein: disprprthimtely gtoot. Nevella less. the books could beii;militr ;;;-; to roliit tr-;41l, if the preserip-tii,u, -ti, iziethods of presenting their nnrterial were aiir:ilk zed.
Itot while the -textbooks, with the reservations noted, are well de-they are not assigned in Wilmington 6 the grades for whichthey !...ere intendef I. Instead, tine material is underaraded. Thisafitbgradin!!, which applies over the.entire elementary and grammarwhool system ,;f the f.ity. reaches an extent of one year to two -years.The hooks of nozsic used are 01,1inarily piaced one ycor under !rrade;kit the technical study and drill outlined in the teachers' mitnualsis c;rie*d, by the end of the fifth year. only thronelt,the work sepeei-ti:i in the tea' -hers' manual for second .year. The book.: for fourth,fiftia. and sixth years ace used in the six[II. Spven, and eighth years,will rigid classtie:,tion: and the technical study apart fromthe e books is that outline' in a manual which treis of such workul 1rrades 4 to 7. inolusive. with supplenicntar. muteial for pupilsbpyiptld grade .7. 'It is evident that no verv: definite couese-is imposedupon these tipper grades.

The first and second years are not undergraded in respect eitherto sight singing and song material or outlines of tvphnical study.The undergroding has a tendency to heeothe cumulative .in the yearsbeyond.

Without asking, for the moment, the .eause of this nndergrdding;me will note some of its effects. Part singing is much delayed by it.Instead of introducing it in the fourth schoOl'year and adopting. itIs as standard practice in the fifth. year and beyond. itl is not only'
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delayed tor one year or moue, in harmony with the general under-
grading, hut it is held back far in excess. of that point. Indeed,
there is practically no part. singing at all in Wilmington. :Only. ,;in
two or three classes in elementary white schools wit; any part sing-
ing attempted during the fields survey. In one of these cases the
results were admirable: in another they were fair. Yet part singing
is .absolutely essential to the development of a rich musical under -

standing.
Since musical practice in Wit:1.614Am), asderived from exercises,

has not been progressive, it might he well now to begin with musical
practice and derive the exercises from it in such kind and degree
RS may be indicated by the performance of the children. In the
grammar 5010015. where the technical requirements are left very
indefinite in the outlines provided, this. latter method has at times
been adopted. The results, as observed, were decidedly satisfactory
with respectto the broad musical development of the pupils and the
powerthat music seemed to be exercising in their lives, and their
technical knowledge and skill did not appear to'have suffered in the
sliglitest degree.

Col of tEl) I,ENI EN TA RV SC II ooA.s.

Since the colored elementary schools pursue the same course of
study as the white, the greater' part of the analysis made in the fore-
going pages applies equally to both groups of schools. Some miser
differences exist, however, and will not be devoid of interest: They
arise chiefly, but not entirily, from differences in racial temperament.

The Negro has quite as acute" an ear for pitch and rhythm as h'as
the white. It' is probable that his 'native anni capability is even
Superior to that of the white: but his greater freedom from self-
restraint and self-conseimisness, espeiially in singing. may accoi;it
for this seeming superiority. Moreover, he develops physically more
rapidly than does the white, and in early years, age.for age, /May
readily surpass tile white in all that rests solely upon physical de-
velopment. Certainly the voice of the Negro develops more rapidly
than does that of the white.

In °relation to music these characteristics usually cause the Colored
lehihl in primary grades to sing more freely and often with a better
quality of tone and better voice control than the white chi14-of the
same age displays. In Wilmington the number of monotones segre-
gated in primary rooms in colored schools was much smaller than
the number in corresponding rooms in white schools, In. Other re-
spects, however, there was much lesi .difference than observations
made by the surveyor in other cities would have led expect
-The vocal quality was not better, nor was the singing freer. Indeed,
the singing in some of the primary rooms in. colored schools was
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somewhat represseda surprising characteristic for such grOups.This repression may have been due to extraordinary effort to avoidthe too exuberant and hearty singing which is usually more likelyto iie heard from such children: but it was certainly ex:mive, andspiiled some of the joy in song Which the childpen might have had.Ti e widergrailing; characteristic of the white schools is Illnill-taint,1 also in the colored schools. We have discussed the results ofthi, ondergrading in white schools as related to part singing. Th1rusillt- are even more serious in colored schools because 44 two milsits nicicrisl its. The first of these is that the Negro has at quite eX- .trat.i;imicY liarimmic sense. kind can either improvise- or learn A 0carry ilitlepefflicitl parts far more easily than can the white. It isquite 1111114(1* in mixed schools to .hear alto parts improvised bychildren in primary rooms, and such children are imarialy colored.,.. ,

:mini apalsility imposes upon every teacher the responsibility.01 de-veloping it -atol des eloping the pupil by means of it. The under-graUing in Wihnington therefore represents greater restraint amongcolored children than among white, so far as this particular form ofoelonment is concerned. Secondly, the voices of colored layschalige earlier than those of white. Mill Clred 1)p, are. moreover,likely to Ise aove-age for grades in which they are placed. Bassvoices are therefore found in low grades and are abundant in highergrades. If part songs which use bass clef are not provided, the diffi-culties deseribed in'connectinn.with white schools are certain .to bemet 1 ith in more acute form. In one eighth-grade room in a coloredschool a song for two treble parts was sung. The class included atorgt iitimigT of iiiNse:.. iii(vit of whom could do nothing better titanatoTuot thy sopran part all octave lower. with occasional lapses ivlad, whet, the st 1nano ascended eyonfl their range. A song ft ii'tw,, Irehle parts and bass would have yielded hater niusie,,1 resultsand Fitter edlleatio110 results.
Undergrading is not equally unfortunate in its results in coloredschools with respect to tee mical instruction and sight singing. TheNegro loves to sing and has excellent musical endowments, buthis tendency to study music scientifically is not proportionatelygreat. It is true that the abstract technical study described in theforegoing pages seems more hopelessly remote front the needs andinterests of colored children than from white; but on the other hand,the retardation of it due to undergrading is therefore 6nTespomlingly..fortunate. The colored pupils in a majority of the rooms were,un-ex'pectedly found to be doing the technical -work and sight singingsurprisingly well. The best sight singing heard in any room inWilmington. as well as the most advanced Work on sequential rorms;and in written dictation involving complex rhythms (metric die-

:12710°.21--11 P '
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tation) came from a colored school. On the other hand there is no
greater uniformity in .attainment in colored schools than in white

' schools (and in these latter, attainment varies greatly), and a num-
ber of colored classes displayed but small knowledge and ability.
On the whole, however, music in the colored 'schools is equal to that
in the white schools with respect to the quality of singing, knowledge
of theory, power in sight singing, and interest on the part of the
pupils. It may be, indeed, slightly superior. If so, that is due to
a condition that must be discussed under the organization of the
department of music.

WILMINGTON HIGH SCD00I, (Winn:).

Almost fur instruction is given in music in Wilmington High
School. In, assembly programs once each week the Lord's Prayer.
is chanted and a hymn is sung. The singing of the latter sometimes
develops into it brief chorus practice upon it. An orchestra, trained
and directed by a. local -musician not otherwise attached to the school
System, plays for assembly exercises.

One assembly program of this type was attended by tlie surveyor.
The singing:was much more spirited and general than might have
been expected under such conditionsrba the pupils were not divided
according kr voices, and the singing was congregational in type.
The excellent training in use of the voice given pupils in the griutes
below the high -school was .manifest in the interest displayed and
the good vocal quality that was heard.

The orchestra which played numbered 19 members.. The instill.
mentation was as follows:

0* first violins. 2 secondeeornets.
5 second violins. 1 trombone.
1 boss. 1 drum and traps.

12. lirst crn.et4. I piano.
4, The members of the orchestra individually, had very fair technical

ability, but their concerted playing was not what-sit should and
could have been. The compositions'used were-flithsy, and they were
played in both a blatant and perfunetory.manner. If any effort had
been made to teach the players to lobe the finest beauties andapurest
effects possible to their respective instruniefth;, it was .not in evtidence
on thisocasion. Orchestral playiv.'like..all school music; should
be used to adyance -the student into closer sympathy for musical
beauty. The spirit of 'respect and reverence for an. ideal of. pure
tone and refined style should be inculcated: The ..music, howeVer:
simple it May be, technically, must have ,ptire quality in order to
elicit this Hart of response from the plsyers. if such spirit does not
permeate all Muslcal..ellort, its value as an-art, which is the value
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that justifies its place in the world, is lost. The most modest effortin this spirit is valuable; the most elaborate effort, lacking it, iscomparatively poor.

nowAan mon scriooi. (countEn).

Conditions in music are better in this high school than in Waiting,ton high School, due chiefly to greater effort being made and to thefact that small enrollment gives- opportunity for if high degree of-concentration of this
.
effort.

Assembly exercises, 21 minutes in length, for high school and Sipupils, are held every morning. The entire period was devoted tomusic alone until just.at the time:of the survey, when Scripture read-ing was added by wish of the board of education. The music consistsof chants and hynms, Negro spirituals, chorus practice, and orches-tral playing. It is under the personal direction of an assistant tothe supervisor of music, whose field is exclusively the colored-schools..The students were grouped according to their voices on the occa-sion of the surveyor's visit. They chanted the Lord's Prayer and apsalm. The voice quality and expression v.ere very goal. Thesoprano, alto, and bass parts were excellently carried; the tenor onlywas weak and uncertain. .1.'pon inquiry' it was learned that the har-Willie parts were extemporized by the singers, yet they were carriedas,,firmly as though they had been read and carefully rehearsed.This is but additional evidence of the remarkable harmonic sense ofthe Negro, mentioned in connection with our observations on musicin the colored elethentary schools. Additional discussion of the same'topic may be found in the Memphis survey report (liO. 1919, No.A, pt. 5. 'Music). previously referred to.
In addition to the singing just mentioned, the students sang aNegro. spiritual. Too much can not be said in favor of this prac-tice. Only increased richness and strength can result from develop-nig in each race all its deep, native qualities that are good; and itsown art and literatune, sincerely developed, are powerful agenciestoward such, fiappy realization. The sympathetic attention beinggiven by all Americans to-da to our Negro music, and the dawningronscionsness of the Negro that he. has here something all his .ownwhich is i)f high worth and deserving of high development. areinilunate auguries. '

in this assembly exercise some choruses were also sung. :These.were :.-from a late. and. extremely goal high- school chorus book of ad--, ..

vaneed musical and technical grade. Although the supply of thebooks wa ly one t7 about every four Singers, the results were againvery g . If all singera. were provided with books and given the
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time for practice now accorded some notably good chorus work
would result.

The orchestra consists of two first violins. one second violin (the
music instructor), one cornet, one drum, piano.` It played a good
pieee of music With good tone and in a musical way. It is proceeding
along entirely right lines and is a most promising feature of the
commendable work in the school.

The training school for colored teachers that is honsed in this
building will be mentioned in the next section of this report.

PART AND PRESENT OIANIZATTON OF DEPARTMENTAL WORK IN Mr IC IN
W11,311 NCTON, BEA-RINI; (IN Tut: l'IN 1.1'11()N!4 1)1-I Itlltla,

Music has been taught in the Wilmington elemeotary schools miller
the direction of a suervisr of music for at least 25 Fears. Although
progress has been made, the days of Wilmington's musical majority.
so to speak, have not been many. .The reason lies in traditional
standards in the State of Delaware at large. With respect to:music,
there have been joactically no standards at all: in the schools of the
State. Teachers in the State and in Wilmington specifically Nava
been untrained in music, and often most meagerly trained in general
and professional subjects. The supervisors of music, when they have

in advance school-mitsic standards, have cnse-
quently had to work against a dead-weight of traditional indifference
and ignorance as to what school music should be.. .1t times and in
specific cases this indifference has developed almost into positive
opposition. Musk has not, therefore, had merely to grow. it has
been under the necessity at the same time of creating an environment
which 11-ould not stifle it.

The present. supervisor of music in Wilmington was appointed less
than one year ago. in the six years preceding the foundations of
the present modern system of musical instruction were laid. Before
that the ground was but being prepared slowly and unconsciously for
the builders.

Besides the supervisor of music for the entire system there is an
assistant who attends directly to the musical instruction in colored
schwils exclusively. In each of the four grammar schools there is
also a special teacher of music. In one of- these schools the moisV
teacher 'also gives all the instruction in 'penmanship.; in another the
music teacher giveS part of the instruction in art. In-the remaining
two schools the music teachers give instruction in music only. There
is also a. special teacher who gives' instruction in music and physieal
edtication in one elementary school in Which all instruction in the
fifth and sixth grades, is departmentalized. With the addition of
the orchestra director in Wilmington :High School, thC list of special
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teachers of music is completed. All instruction in music not givendirectly by this corps must be given by regular grade teachers.The supervisor of music plans and outlines the work for all schoolsin the eit . visits all :schools, and gives or observes the instructiongiven to each class. holds meeting; of grade teachers for the purposef instructing them in teaching music, and conducts the singing in;:sHnlibly exercises in Wilmington High School. Lower elementarywhools are isited more frequently than the upper elementary orgrammar sehois, because the special departmental teachers in theselatter are better prepared to carry on the work. Also, dententary.s,Thools are %isited unequally, according to the needs for special helpthat In:1y devc104). Itowever. most school- are Vilted once in eachmonth or live weeks. Unless the regular grade teachers are -ex-tremely competent in carrying on the music (hiring the interim this"ia.riod is to., long. The praetiee Of the supervisor is to teach thedtisses visited. gi ing model lessons, rather than to observe the workof the (lass teacher. The practice is sound and is preferred by themajority of supervisors.
(;1:ide rneeting for teachers of each grade, from first to sixth,are held lv the supervisor at the beginning of each seines-A meeting with the special teachers of music in grammar,chol, as mentioned above, is also held at the same time. Ani,Niak!lent feature of the superVision is a teac'her's' class, held in addi-tin to the grade meetings. This is for new to:rchers and all need-ing help in the special nwthials of the course outlined. Teachers.front :ill elementary gladeS are combined in the gnp. and Meet-in, ore hold \,00kly. While the eall to these meet in.'s has not been

mandatory. nnist teacher's whose attendanee was uequesteil have comewillingly and (y en gladly. The kindly, cooperative spirit in evi-iklie in the schools generally is manifest, in this response.
.The assistant who conducts the instruction in colored schools. attends the grade meetings of the sulevisor and visits each elemen-t:0v g nide efts- in ci.i.litol sehools.onee in three weeks. The closer,apervision thus given eolored schools (impossible for one super-risor in white schools) is one fartor condueive to superior work inthi,e s,iools 111 addition. the assistant teaches and directs all thetrne.-ii in llowdrd nigh School, and in the teacher'. training classescndueied in-that selnad. aml instructs at least one sixth-grade classand one seventh-grade class housed in the same building 40 minutesanii.0 minutes a week: respectively.

.
:Except for the special teachers in grammar schools and School_fi (tin elementary school departmentalized) grtyle teachers giveall refl»lining regular musical instruction.i This does not mean,however. that end) .and every teacher' gives. instruction to her on
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class. There. is considerable departmentalization of instruction in
the elementary schools. Wherever .there are teachers Ntlio are weak.
in music and an exchange of subjects can be effected between theta
and a- teacher of ability such exchange is effected. In the opinion
of the writer variations in results are not in equal ratio to the
variations in ability betwed' teachers, e. g., a teacher who is 2: per
cent better than the regular classroom teacher will get results that
are hardly, any better, some power being 104 to the pupils through
their changing from one personality to another. The wisdom of
dividing work among the regular teachers in a school, unless some
of these have comparative Ty very great special abilities; is therefore
open to grave doubt. In Wilmington some teachers are totally on-
prepared to teach music. and variations in ability within any school
are accordingly likely to be sufficiently marked to justify depart-
montalization.

But the question as to what, training in music these teachers re.-
ceive before entering .the schools naturally arises. The truth is that
they need not have receiv any. :The Statef does not require music
to be part of a teacher's (luipment, aml has lake!! practically no
steps to encourage the study among prospeetive teachers.' *In this
it is behind a 10.0: number of other States which not only require
that music.be taught il, all their schools but, prescribe a minimum
number of hours which students in their normal schools shall devote
to its study. For instance, the requirements in the State of l'etuill.
van i a are 1tS follows:

AWL 4. Music.
All groups, fourth seamester, -I periods, 2 hours' credit. . .

.This course presuppo,-;s a knowledge of the.elemnts of music. The purpose
of this course is to fit WWII', 10 IC:101 1111Sic 10 the Utdie 5411001S. The
salient features of this course are: A treatment of the elmil VOIC(', 11 study
Of the tonal and rhythmic problems of each grade, ear training. melody writ-
ing, sight reading, and port singing. a study of the :ong immaterial adapted to
each I.:111 4,11w use of the phonograph t.develop mush-id appreciation. and the
development of musical programs. Si talents HIS. taught how to apply the
standard musical tests to discover musical talent. I )hservation and practice
teneitingare n retatireno of tlic course.

Wilmington should similarly safeguard the musical instruction of
its children by requiring a knowledge of music on the aa.lif teachers
entering its schools.

Mention has been malleof a department for trainin., colored teach-
ers, maintained in connection with Iloward ..Iligh School. Until
recently the city y-school system maintained also a training school for
its White- teachers, but this has been discontinued. . At Present the
memberi of the normal classes for colored'stiidents are pursuing an
excellent two-years' course of .study given by the instructor in music
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in colored schools, and this plan has been maintained for years past.The ranks of the colored grade .teachers in Wilmington are largely'recruited from these classes. The result is that the percentage ofcolored. teachers teaching their own music is greater than thatI!tud in the white schools,.aml nmeh of this teaching is Very ef-ficient. This is the other factor that _makes for any superiority innail -i that may be found in the colored schools..The time allotted to music is. in general, 1 minutes per day forlower grades, .20 minutes per day for tipper grades. This is notlavish. lot is ill or, orll with the practice ill countless "other cities.But in many room, in Wilmington therels great deviation from thisst.milard allotment. In flialIV lower grades halfbday sessions resultin contraction. of the entire program ; and music is always an earlysufferer in case of such contraction. In fourth, fifth, and sixthgrades classes of mixed grade, such as 513. 5A, and I3 (to take anexceptional instance), result its crowded schedules and consequentcontraction of time for a subject like music, that requires the ...par-tieipatiott of all at once. The conditions in this lass respect seemed\ cry Uneven schools, and it is possible that some redis-tricting of the city. such as may possibly grow out of the schoolsurvey, would alleviate the ditliculty. The time assigned is so mod-.crate that it should certainly not be decreased further. In grammarst.liflols each group reeei ye.: ordinarily two -10-minute lessons inmusic per Week. This is not sufficient for the attainment of goodresults. It is made smaller than it would normally he by the pressureof the departmental ,1-minute schedule. Between two periods,%%inch is ineler the fad:Ma1 atio and three periods, which is overthe normal amount, the lesser is chosen. The mechanism of a sched-iide. however. should not he permitted to dictate the educational pro-gram. If a proper time for music in sixth. seventh. and -eighthgrades is too minutes per week, a. schedule should be devised that.r. ill give them that amount. at this age need also. as wasHofed 111 an earlier: section of this report. two types of instruction.They should be assenibled in small groups. in which the individual

%oices Can be heard. claSsified. Wnd trained, and in which each indi-Vidual can he taught to carry an independent vocal part, read .atsight.. review and strengthen his knowle(ige of musical theory. etc.,and they shuld be assembled in large groups, in whiel, their interestiII mass irus practice may receive recognition and their capabilityin Mass chorus singing may be developed. These needs.. have often:heen inethy a plan substantially as follows;
la, one 40-mimite period ter Week, In tniall groups of 35 to 45. each.(b) One 10-lmite erii per week in groups (1104110g of 5 to 94) pupilseach. ti,:aeh or tiwse.groups represents a e01111ilitjon of one and one-,huff i' two ga(s of file-1(110 specified In oove.)
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ti ie 25 to 10 minute period per week in partial or general tr..semblY las
all the sixth year pupils, or ,eventh year, or eighth year, or some two
or all three of these cotohined); tlw pupils to lie seated according (4,
v014.14111.4, anti the p.910(1'14) t,e deVoted largely In esetale
of songs prevhatsly stadied in the smaller group ehearsit1,4i.

If this pt:ogrItn is skillfully worked out, it will leave the assembly
programs :is enjoyable us before, will take no more time from regillar
subjeetsthan music and assembly prigrams as W scheduled take.
and Nvi41 result 111 Nast 11111)11)Velnellt in the WOrk
pared vitli. the present plan.

\NI IIQt

The eourse of study in all the fa.le, calls for the use of but one
hook of music during ally one period. NII SlilenitIllitry 111(11:S Of
music are supplied, preser ibed. or ronmende41. Illank music' Nrit-
ing books in the hands- of all -the children are prescribed by the
author ,of the system. an41 these are, .indeed. nt only desirable hut
indispensable to a proper resentatni of the conse. Nne of these
blank hooks has ever -been intro4Inced in Wilmington.

It is unfortunate that no supplementary hooks of ninsic are at
hand; for while it is quite right t.4) use olte Set f lak- as A ba,..i
text supplementary music is essential to a rich or even Illetillate
course of instru('tilt. Iii seventh and eighth gratles in. Collin illr.
at least two crmdete sets of material are neCessary. Many se

)
enth

grades contain a manlier of bass yokes. All standard hooks never-
theless present only trjble-voie. music for these grades. Similarly.
eighth grades filter) contain no bass voices: hilt all stand:61.41 hooks
presont ass-clef- Inusic only for eighth .grades. Iii such cases a
double amount of music for both treble voices and mixed voices. but
of the scope and quality appropriate to the 'midis, :.1111141 be. yip
plied. We- do not forger that it present the grammar slumils in
Wilmington are paying little or no attention to these vocal require-
ments, but they should. (I, so, and the problem shold 1.re met by Ai
adequate supply of music. The situation in colored schools demands
even more careful onsideration of the kind: for here bass voices

,are likely to appear in considerable numbers v4..ry early. and ne glect
of their requirements means the ruin of musienettects and musicol
education,,,even if it doe not result in permanent impairment .4
voices.

The lack of the prescribed music 'writing books is equall.y linfr-.
innate, perhaps more unfortunate. The author of the system truly
says that written work is one of the best means of securing individual

..recitations in music. We have mentioned .repeatedly the need for
ftirmS of recitation apt %Vottld enlist all puuils at once in their
individual -caPacities. Thelank .hooks, or, in default of those, blank

..,.,iplate paper would be invaluable.
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But infinitely more disastrous is the meager supplyl of the hooks
that are provided. 'During the entire field survey there was a, most
distressing. loss of time and accomplishment due to tilt. fart that no
music Iii liS WII;Iteer Wfwl'e ill l'I111S entered for purpose of oserva-
tion. One set of some AO 1)04 il(S AVM/ hi itsed in several roians sue-

ively. and \1(m141 need to le gathered up and carried from room
Jo room h pupils.. Collections and distributions of hook, often
consumed ;is much time as the stir% eyor could give to the recitation

the pupil,- Ix cry prtoN ithog I with o(olS. It 1,4 5111:111 W011111'1' that

roonc experience diflt.cultx III securing the prescribed time
fn int1510.

I'Itch pipes are adeqinitely prfIvided. Every teacher is supposed
to be Nyith a pitch ipe, and hardly any shortag-t. \\-as
ti'rcd. It should be said. t(lo..that most of tlw teachers used them
freely and correctly. Stair liners, teachers' manuals. a rote -sting hook
for e:1,11 teacher. and, in all equipments for tealiers,. were

'1-11111)1i1"1.

Almost every school proViduil NVitil at least one piano.: The
1.;:inos.are placed in clai!srooms, auditoriums; or halls, HS the condi-
/lob, 111:l\' i;11 Th(o:-.(' in gTal11111111* 5ch1(11s 1Vert tided to the best

Ilic pianos in elassroonis V. en' not used half SO liberally
ili'Y AO .11 lo I1:1\4' been. so fat' as the SIII'Vtwyta.s visits revealed. A

piano in .1 elits!-roorit aik antageons if used as nothing more than a
rir pit, pipe. l'sed for accompaniments it enlarges greatly

the musical holizon of the pupils and adds infinitely to their Intl-
.:1,J enjoyilient : and it' also pro\ ides ;01 titoi aled means for ear
I ra ;rig. .,:xplaDat ion ti esti( ronlposition. chleillati of rhythmic
1.1.,,Ideflis (as \ \111'1'1' I.A or more contrated rhythms proceed It (nce,
ier i her long. nolc:i \Iry lurolien into shorter ones ). !TIpport of one
part itgai.r.:t anothr. and so on. Hie full nwasure of its N-alues did
not scent, hoxveer, to Jae nderstoual. it \\a,; nevertheless delight full

lied iatios in such numbers. The ,1;1..v will :-tuel conic when a.
licylunurd instrument. (piano (,r- One of the modern small potatlo
-rhool olgalks) will he regarded ;us :111 essential factor ill every music
It'.grli for ek.ery (lass.

The distributifIll p1 :1110s D 1111eVell, 'III(' o-011041!-; a1.0

111O1w1// 41. sl,nte are destitute. the rause of this is that every piano
in the school Sstt'Ill fOl'Illat 1011 01.4 pined is entirely corr('ct) has
liven tirrhased out of .funds nut SUNlie/I by the board of ('duration,
hail Alt :I i heti* Y school entertaininents and other forrns of benefit
per folio:1114:e. \\*bile the spirit, and the ,disinterested etrorts,of those
who worked arduously to obtain -these instruments are deserving. of.
(lit' highest praise. there is time)) that is objectionable in this form of
procedure.. Pialms and, other keyboard instruments should. be re-
gardell as necessary. equipment for all schools unit should la. pro,
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sided at public expense and equally for all the children of a city.
The surveyor knows of at least two cities in which attempts to raise
private funds for such a purpose were promptly su 'Tressed by the
school authorNes, as representing violations of a cherished principle.

One or more phonographs are installed in most schools. They haVe
been obtained by means similar to those used to obtain pianos. They
add much to the enrichment of the schools, not only in connection
with the music but in connection with physical training, marching,
etc. A; these instruments, notwithstanding their Value, are ordi-
narily considered as less essential to fundamental musical tra111111g
than Are pianos, and as their cost is less and sufficient funds for their
purchase can usually be secured by any school, it is customary for
boards of 0111()1 if /II to permit them to be_purchased from 'funds ob-
tained by special means.

Table No. 1, which follows, slum); at a glance the provision of
books, pianos, and phonographs. The hooks ordered between-01111e
and October 15. 19..!0,1itti not all been received when the field survey
W118 made. Their reeeipt7 Would have alleviated the hit
obviously would not have pale far toward correcting it. No further
comments on the table are necessary.
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AIMS.AND 1011ATUDES OF PRACTICE THAT ARE LACKING IN WILMINGTON.

A most important aim for pulic-school umsic is to make it articu-late with the musical activities and interests of the adult communityand thi)s,!. of the adult musical world generally. 'While this aim isrolohly recognized in Wilmington as sound in principle, the mostserious defect in the (qince is that the forms and spirit of instructionarc such .a will lead, by imperceptible divergences, away from itsrealizat ion.
Any teacher who is a musician (and those who are responsible forthe music in Wilmington are good InUSiciRns) will have a thousand...iatios called up by sonic rhythm that suggests the musiccharateristie Of a certain race. or that characterizes some greatrompositi,m. Ti is not right that this rich culture of the teachershould never be brought forth to lift and quicken the minds of therhildren. Yet the surveyor helm' no single word in any 'lesson inWilmington that hinted that there was any music in the world ex-cept that which was in the schoolroom.

instrii.etion seemed totallyah,iirlied irl Int.
Nvhole field of instrumental. music, which is so strong and SOsAhltay au interest with so many children, threw scarcely one vibra-ti,n across the thresin dds of -the sclanlhouses in Wilmingtou'to betrair

.There is no musical -study dub in Wilmington: but the fact that!..eries of concerts is given, usually by the I'hilaelphia SymphonyOrchestra, suggc-ts one more way in whieli the schools may be linkedwith the community.
It might he difficult to inaugurate in..nediately advanced tuusialcourses in Wilmington High School. or to begin giving. instruction

in instrumental music under school auspices or at school expense.some mea.nre of ,tmly of ini11.117'1(.1as already exists. how,ever. aniong !iis themselves outside of school. Syminithetic rreog-nition of it and enctutrag.ement of it are at. least possible to theschool s'estem. The lack of any echo of such study in the schosol-rooms led thi silt veyor to (qietude that there must be in 'Wilming-ton comparatively little of .An investigation was,however. made: and the results of the investigation. set forth.,anddisusscI in the next section of this report.. will slo-w whether hisconclusion was accurate or not.

PRIVATE STUDY OE MUSIC
AMO'NV_PWILIC-SCHoiL STVDENTS

Two distinct, inquiries are represented b.f the following .tobles.The fret. inquiry sought to ascertain the number of pupils engligingin private study, the cost of such study, and the distribution of ,it
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-witlk respect to the instrument or. branch musie studied. The
.tales also present the geographieal and perhaps the social aspects
of the distribution in 1 H11611,1011. 1111(1 the distribution With refer-
ence to the ages- of the The second inquiry sought to ascer-
tain the eXt Nit Of the 1.11111t 1011111. 11S frO111 tilt! I MITIV

t 11111 :till, 11' the '1 11(1 undertaken. with -,itnilar related fart- re-
garding- the listriLut ion of the study.

Neither inquiry AN;u. addres:-ed to puil:. helw the fourth
There 'tulle I11 music in the agttre:..rate below
grade, but o trite onctiptionof the amount a :111,1.,.:111
be :1 11..1 vol at rollAitlito
a small percentage. The inquiry as to the amount of vocationid,in-
terest wits addressed. it will he noted, only to pupils of ,eventli to
twelfth grade,. inc!hive.

For con\ enicii-e iu tabulation, the te1.1115 elementary an11

"high" have been used in their ord.inary
term "elementary the grad us (-ixtb, i.ev-
entlt. and eighth gr:1(1es1 in Wilrnin,tim.

TA111 'Iris/ fill lie 1. Ethirri -It
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Tool. -,,.113 1 1,210 1 , 4,4.1

Ti e errent:1ge of the whole number taking 14 soil.. I. 21.47 per
cent. 'The a erage cost per 1t son is 83.G cents plus.

The `percentage of pupils studying is h4.0). low high it may be.
with relsitithn to other cities can. nOt be stated, for very few inquiries
of the kind have been made. Only two are known to the surveyor.
and these were made in 'Memphis. Tenn.. and in Rochester. N. V. The
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percentage taking lessons in the saute grimes in Rochester. which.is
PX1 I.:100111M advance( in extent anti I plant v of musical study,.
wits per cent. The average price per lesson in Rochester wits
97..0 rents. l'he etirrei:potoling percentage anti average cost per
le;i-on in Mcmpbis can not be stated for comparison. its the basisalite, for tAtldation thereA.cti (Wit(' tilt' same. The reader

nelerthele.-,s. find 4110.11fonpariSIMS Willi the 'Memphis report
to be and of considerable vdne.

I1:1-next table of 1`N un greli rer Aillinl..! tin'
intev-1s ow,
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172

12
111

397
I ii i

The 7=tory told liv this table is not vi f;1....rolile to Willningtnn.Tile study is sharply. norowell. l'etra ving limitations if musicalactivity in the scitoiAs arid commitnity. and consequent limitations inOw ;tt:req.; of puling people. The cello is not studied xvidely byhoientary school popils a nylvliere 4)f its-size, lint half-size
rcllo:, arc leadily 1,roe11rable. and ....time st ody 74 this noble 11V4111111elit-11 rely might be expected in a city of the size of Wilmington. Thealmost total ignming of 'clarinet is another striking feature: andPven the, cornet and the lees- favored trombone are disregarded to an-unusual extent. A systematic effort to establish and build up grade-school orchestras would in .a term- of years unquestionably changethis condition greatly for the better. On the other hand, the attention: given to organ (unless reed organ is meant) is very unusual and
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highly gratifying, and it is pleasant to observe that little effort, or
Money is being wasted on the banjo and ukulele. However, the
mandolin, which has no literature and no artistic scope eotuparahle
to that of some of the instruments omitted, conies in for an undue
share of attention. The great attention given deservedly- to piano
and violin is in accord with usage over the entire European and
American contitiente.

T %an: nod cost of ',rico lc rose! ion in Oc/ow/0,-y Nch.aut......
copire4.
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The percentage of pupils taking lessons. is I:).3-2 per cent ile..
The average C014 per lesson is 53.:5 cents 1)1115.
Tn this table the much lower percentage ti f Imfils taking- Ics.,4,,
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The limitations in variety of interest. are much the same in this
table as they were in Table 3. It will be observed, however, that
the banjo and ukelele are not being studied at all.

In the next table both amoun't and di4ribution of study are in-
cluded.

Tma.1; vt rue( ion aw): y student in It'll sto iuutun 11 Oh Shwa
_ 11.1, ill%

- Noothei answering 1, 2(34

Pupils tutting lessons 302
Percentage taking IPs14)11s__ 23.89+
lleportIng instruction free --

Reporting vost cot 1:110W11___
Specif ying C312
Annual cost so rontirIe41- - $12..90
Average cost ter lessn.. . $1.11+
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- The distribution of. the foregoing.study is as follows:
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(24;raci Orgatu 3 Violin.. 54Drams Piano ..___ 211 , Viol..ticello
1!'lute' ________ Sliamliti4 1 niet. . _ __ aGuitar TrunitHIlle - - - -- 1 Not specitiml ____ ..

In rillitrot . -_ _ _ 1

This table is extremely encouraging. The price per lesson implies
serious, well-determined study. Although the res..tire of academie
school work. which' often ldights the study of music for the re-
mainder of. the student's life. is growing heavier, the percentave ofpip& studyingmusic is greater than in the grades. Thereslight growth. too. in the breadth of musical interest. as evillent inthe advent of flute and 'cello into the tables. If outside instrumental
study were given school credit- and if the high school purchased andencouraged t\e study of all instruments necessary to orchestral com-leteness and richness. one can not but believe that Wilmington HighSe 114101 1ouid ver, soon attain enviable phice- among schools that
are achieving distinction because of their musical aecomplishments.The next table is One of sislttilttr content. but i, in connection witholored upils of the satin, age.

T %to F. 7.- I'rirste isKtrueibm iomly ;We u lharard Mot Nelowa......
( "lure (1,

Nuiohci. rep,,rting 101 Reporting ..,1 not 0Taking lesstoi,
licreentitge toking S

.11 specifying coq ,

Annual e0,1 l'opo.rted
ot,

. $750( per cent ___ 27. 88+ veroge ci,r0 por 1 e S: g itIteportim: free (I (o'Ilts) 67.2.1+
The distribution of the foregoing study is 11-. follows: Piano, 22;violin. : voice. 1.
The most significant fact in. this table is the high percentage-ofPupils taking lessons. Coupled with the low cost- per- lesson, itreveals a storl; of strong impulse-fighting against ill conditions.. The, ,,riety inftfrt`St. is redlieed to H minimum. The impiwation oflimited outlok and opportunity is here.
The final 'table, with respect to this phase of our impiiry. is el--aggregate,.

.--1:.111(.1)1 and i14,1 fit pri rah. ill."ll'il(Ii11d ill all I iflaleilltirY mid bigh

Total pupils insweeing.
. - _ _ 7,01.1Tnliitig nriva e iiistructioa .; _._ ._ ...-_ _-_-_,...--. ----- 1.0331.4..ree11tage Inking privnte instruction i psi. roil 1 . 1:1. 44 4- ..

-i, 477
SpccifYing cost of inst rue' km____ __ ._...;___

1.Reporting Ii strut...lion ': free "._ , __...__
(18Not sqHifyi 1'.4 amount -or cost __ .._ .. _ ._ sg.(I.tAverage pri . per lesson, for those specifying cost teelltS, Ilettliy.)__!. SO. 5:1
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AUDI MI 4v9AlAy 2,;() reportefl____________. ____ . _ St,51,121. 21.
Anntutl outlay of those Iss) not sileen)ing aniowo or 4.,,,.I. ..:114.1-

hued ;it ;1%erage price (s(;.:ia ..rats) thee les,on_ s3, 0.15. SI

'I'i,lal amonot or outlay roe in,1).114iioir s:.1. 1417. 11*,
.

.

The distrihuihm a ,41141y among the I.31 music stiolents ii all
.:schools crillined, with reference to the special branch., ptir,ite. I . is
IIS fOl I( nVs : . , i'k

liaido, _ 1 Mandolin 11 1../ ',:runipe t...

Clarinet 1 NIeloptiono 1 l:ketele
cornet 1'; organ :, violin
t)rinas __. -I i Pian.. __ I, 2:11 Violoncello
Flute I , Saxophone ____ _ ::. ; VoOr

b ICittitor % 1 Trombolis. 3 XIII Spell Illq I_

2:15

t"
11

There are several new features in this table: The gilt lay,
nowtirst computed. is reckone(I -on 11w Imsis .41 In) less,Ins INT year fm,I.
each juipil, *There are doubtless some who do not take so many : but
on the other hand, there are many who continue lessonSAturing the
bntnmer,- and melt lessons probably balance those lost. The cost for
lhosse pupils who reported taking private less(ms. but 41id not kn1a
or failegl to state the cost, is alSocaleidated an(l added to the Iota

.The table reveals that more than 1 pupil in every,:) in all the Wit-.
mington public schools. from fourth grade Tinclitsivel n. istaking
private music lessons.. Ile is doing this with practically 1.0 en-
couragement or support from -the . system. The parents of
these pupils arc spending over $51,01)0 :.111111.1.1111 lo give them
instruction. This equals a. considerable percentage Of the cost., for
instruction of all kiMis given within the school systeni. No other
;;Oject, has jthything.au)proximating equal attention given it outsille
of school; and few, if any, subjects have equally little attention given,
them school. Wilmington -is far from singular in this respect.
But -the situation IS presented squarely here for cnsi4leration
cause, while 'Wilmington is not by -any means-at the buttons of the
scale with relatism to her school music. but is. indeed, doing`) certain

porti,in of, musical mirk well and faithfully. she' is still far low
her -possibilities. In view of the very exceptiotutl inteitest of her
school constituency in music, as revealed in this stu'dy,. of their out -

of- school activities. the schpols should make effort of grt..ater irealltIt
and degree. ,

vocivtioNAri INTEREST AMONG 1'tl TA KI eitivvrt:
e second phalie of the inquiry is of, very different import. The

grenter'part:of privataiittuktr o xn istr,. re_presents,,of .comse. cal-
turiir;interest. ,Sup(4.. viiors of music in public schools. above ail
other classeS of lem.liers of music, will agree that this is the more
valuable interest to mankind;.for detling with the muskestif. people
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as they do, they come to comprehend that to fit music into the lives
of all-is greater than to fit a few into a musical life. But to-day theeducational world is paying large attention to A-mot ional subjects,and in doing this, indeed, is making small discrimination between. Vo-..ational activities that create wealth and thosothat produce wagesor salary. To the extent that subjects receive attention because oftheir %.ocational pr(uni:;e, music deserves high rank : for not only doesit standvtite near the top of the list in the numbers followink it vo-
ratiwIally! but it produces an income that givcs it good place, whileinnriur the mosician of good surroundings and assoCiations. Andwith all this it. 4 Ita'S. like literature and all and beauty of all kinds,

wealthTilot of a material !di], such as tun' farmer creates,hat of a kind iro.re impalpable, Avhich. for Av nt of a more exact word,tic must 1111
y1uc1a-tion;f1 aspect of mush- is liut lately discovered. It isdouht whether. nine cities ollt Of ten. it is even dimly sus-ptcted : yet these same cities- are likely to be spending ten times asmuch Money and effort ot'l some subject. that has small vocational

tetcst as .they Spend oil which has large ,vocational interest.In Wilmington we have found that the ourse in the schools tends
to create little breadth of musical interest. liltl that' that w`hieh iscreated outside finds little vtwotiragemelit or field for expressionwithin the schools. The UN! wctation would therefore be that slight
voratitmal interest would be found. The tables following shoild bestudied. in that light.

9. Foretioimi iiitere.st i i inu,,sir. 0,no, .,1 p,lidischsgil WI 1414 I whilrl.

.11,4, and, rra,t.,..

N1u.ic
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Pupils .1 11SW(11111! inquiry
itav,,.34ned Or are earoiog money

tousle
Expeet to earn mon. through
Expect to make music chief

source of ineotne
speelal branches of practice

C011149111,11ii ea:
Teaehing oinno
`reaching vinliu.

No. 1;
7A

A 11.

343

2'
31.

No.4,
7 A
s A

11,
B.

334

tai

13

G

1 NA. 21, 1
7 A B,
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17

'40

24

No. 2S,
7 A B.
s A B.

!263 I

4

4

4

sthool
years,
9 12.

1.2111

2.1

25

Total.

3,04

1 50 .

1212
1

1108

48
3

ti,rmigh

titusie.
or entire

pursued or

.oehing voice
2Teaching muster')
2Mandolin players

Playing in tIttml or twelteg fa 6 1 . .... 13l'hnreli organists
4 1Choir sitigers

4', 10(*wort performers
1 8 9.C0111110at.P1 . .? ..

1 1
Not speettled

.1. 11 , It.1k1101 know . . A . , . . At( 4

I Or more than 1.05 per eentof those repotting.
quire thin 7 per et of Of t hose: reporting-VON. 1 ban 3.5 per eent of t Mete reporting. ;

r42710"-7 21., -12
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The table needs much interpretation. It will be Observed that it
inc nles pupils only from the seventh to the twelfth year in school,
incritsive. Tfiese reported past or present. vocational activity, then

.future or Ifrospective activity, and full professional intentiem, where
there was such. It is impossible to estimate the number of duplica-
tions included in such a report. Thus a pupil may have ea7-1,ed
money in the past, may expect to earn money in the future, and may
expect this future earning, to constitute his entire. income, :111.1 may
report. all three times. On the. other hand, to make 11111161y Only as
to past, activity,' or only as to future intention, would give uncertain
result,. Each of the three queries has significance in itself, awl each
forms to a degree a means.of ..heel:log on the others. There can cer-
taitily be no question as to the vocational .asiwct fnousie in relation
to the more than 15 per cent of those who have already earned
money through music. And, even allowing for some y(410111,1
dreams that may not come true, the 7 per cent idus expeeting to
earn .moneyb in the future through music is of outstanding signifi-,
cance. It will be noted that, jict half of these expect to make music
their entire source of income. This is on the assumption. too, that
those who declared. full professional intention al140 answered
atiely on the preceding qttestion. A bright pupil who loOke(I alwad
through the questions might easily have postponed his answer until
the i)oint of "chief or entire source of ini'Olne" was stated. In such
casesome of those who replied aflirnuttively at tlw latter point would
;need to lar.added.to the 7 per rent replying tAP the titles-'?tion preeeuing.,.

Doubt as to the reliability of the answers, if there Were any, or
as Co the positiveness Qf intention, is removed when °Ile examines,
the list of specialized activities chosen. While all the 212 who claim
a future. vocational interest do riot specify the. line of activity they
expeut to follow, 119 are definite as to this line, and 4 sav frankly
they dt not know. This makes a total of 12'3 %vhos intentiotts are
certainly fixed: and this is more than the number .( 106) declaring a
full professional intention: Intrinsic evidence on the papers justi-
fies the belief that. oversight or uncertainty as to the, way to answef
wits much more effective than vagnmess of intention in restraining.
the remainder of the. 212' from specifying their prospective lines of
endeavor.

Whether 7 per cent or 33, per cent be the more reliable index, the
vocational interest is large enough to_ justify .it I' for 'its greater
recognition. Few other highly .specializeol fields would, it is prob..-
able;, be chosen byequal-nUmbers.. The schoOl system owes more to
On* pupils than it has VVen Mein.
' ThO''next table holds even -more interest. of a Biaxial. kind.
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TABLE 10.rfRti0/101 interest in mu.vic oniony pupils of intblie srhool No. 16

(colored) .

7.1 II, 11 1-2-3-4,/
A II. ;A 1-2,--3-1.1 Total.

Pupil, aii-werior i r!uary
19) 101 f 2fI4Rive ..,ino,1 or ;ire earning money through music

2.1.- .
T.1 27F,,i,,, r I , earn Inoo.y 1 li,oli ino,ie

:

1% i 2 43E,p,..11,, make iiiii,ts, chief or cot ire source of 1114 onto
13 1 7 M 820Spot.i.111,,,m41,.H of iris ie., plirs.oed or cant, ro,,Imed:

Trp.i.uov Ow lo
11 i 4 15T.... long %quint

1 1Playli:v in band or orehs Ira
.

-: 1 3 I 7I burfli ,g.-,ini I.
t 1 2forwent !wit willeri

1 2 ,....? 4 (1
.

N,0,iii.1
1

1 or more than 10.22 per cent of thow, report inc. t Th.retklan 16.2 per coot.I More th.lo 7.57 per

The explanations matte in connection with the first table apply/Rally well to this final One. The special feature that is of para-
mount interest is the greatly increased percentages of those who have
earned, or expect to earn, all or a part of their livelihood through
music., Instead of l.(5 per cent plus who have earned some moneyby means of their musical activity, we now have 10..22 per cent plus.
The perentage who expect. to ent-n some amount of money in futue-

considerably more than doubled; anti similarly there are more than
twice IS many who expect. to make music their chief or sole sourceof income. The natural aptitude of. a race not yet moulded into
,o'aformity with our scientific and industrial type of civilizationTeaks here. Art does not prospeT when a race grows absorbed in
ealetilating in terms of material advancement. Elizalx,than litera-
ture sprang.from a comparatively simple stage of English life.. Sim,ilarly the adolescent age of Germany, when men lived on the basisof human impulse, yave birth to that great. musical art which thatcountry Alas sinee so completely pasSed beyond and discredited..
Bat out of Australia we have Percy Grainger; and from the colored
race, before they reach their, shreWd middle age, we may expectthose frank impulses that lead into all forms'of art expression, ofone grade or another. Years of sophistication will be necessary tothe final supptession of these native desires, and the substitution of.economic. ambition. It Nitould be a. mistake to try to suppress, or doaught but encourage, thesA natural tendencies. h.Te.world will profit

by oneonraggng from 'all the best product which their special apti-tudes can produce. If the Negro can earn his livelihood. by pro-
'during' music for his own race or for ,white races, no harm to any.ortbem. can come from full development of this racial capability.

mrsic' IN 'ME ON MTN iTY orrsmr. or scitooLti.
We have 'said that music,s1 diNvelopment in the schools was not

commensurate with that in the community. ,This holds true only
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in respect to and in view of the. private study of music j\ust discussed.
Music in Wilmington seems to he largely individualistic:. In one
sense this is entirely proper and desirable. Music is valuable when

.it apropriated by the individual as something %vithin his ovn
breast to Aviiieh he enti turn and from xvhich he /nay reevive ,efre.ri-
ment of Spirit .at any and all times. Rut just as religion. Cvhich in
its ultimate nature is in lividualistic. extends its milliMratins to
more men by forms of pnblio worship. so musl music reach it )1 rS

and quicken its o\\*;1 tendency ti service by forms of production it.l
which many talc part. In Slid! Sociaki.ed, (fira- of
musical activity Wilmington is c(mparatively liv:king.
musical chtli. no inige. anitelir or professional orr11e4lras. or 1.:Inik
With a progresske musical tiim underlying them. no regnior
permanent. Series of vorwerir-,, under local Inanagelliellt SeekiiiI! tip

bring the hest in music to the general public. Its pr(ixiuini to
Phibiaelphia is doubtles 0 deterrent influence, but the great mass
of Wilmington's citizens do not go frequently to Philadelphia to
hear good music. and even if they did they would prpfit touch more
by making kilusic among themselves. for themselves. The concert..
given in Wilniington by the Philadelphia Orchestra are Ver.% V:1111.

able, tut they.do not reach the masses. One is di.ouragcd whet,
thinks of the little oplatunity the children of the city have to hear
good music. and of the little stimulus they steceive outside of the
schools. as N'Vell ;IS within theta, to prosecute the study in which thii
stirvey finds them enaged, The Community Chorus directed by
Mr. Itarry Barnhart has. from information obtained as to the at-
tendance, nature of the programs, etc., performed a. most %aluable.
service in a 'situation peculiarly in need of it. The Orpheus nub
and the Westminster (flee Olu also contribute toward the need for
oritnizol musical -effort : and Aiiing the war a measure of com-
munity activity- in music flonished. For the resL the chur)ii music
in Wilmington semis to be the phase of expression that is !post in-
fluential in forming the musical aims and concepts of the rising gen-
erations. 1)oubtles5 this accounts for the number, of school upi14.
small in an absolute but strikingly large in a relative way. who
announced that their vocational intention was to become choir.simzers
or Vrganisis. It is doubtful .whether it Fl (nanny. large percentage
so intentioned (1)111,1.1w found in any but a very few other cities,' it -%,

is significant, too,: that this tendency is mare general' am(ing the
whites, whose chute!). music is. emnpaeatively optstanding. ?than

---itm(mr-the-riilo-K4 people. It is *admirable in itself, lint should not
:stance by ".a happy day for Wilmington',%Vheo the
mutie.al interest. that so .strongly, indicated by:-the .amount of in-
Aividual study shall rea.I ize. itself in .cooPerative intisieal movements ,
and. give. the city musically speaking, u civic consdoninesii.
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Ti is recommended:
. 5 That Monotones shall not Le segregated. lint Le seated with, andparticipate in all 'singing 1y. their...lasse:-, though they should singsoftly and with a small voice.

-2 . That the teadiers he instructed in definite steps by which mono-tones Illay I w elt red ; and that these stops be characterized chiefly bythe use of syllabics and vowels. such as itc, 1,00, illy, etc., that will
gt* high and frontal placement to the voice, incuorpiatel in tonaliii:.(Tssions that begin on E flat or L. fourth space. treble clef. ::'.% That blank iun!-ir-writin! Boole;, or at least i,l:ttik music paper,Im, provided all pupils from second to eighth Akrades, inclusive; anddwt the hooks or paper so p!:!viilefl for hover g-Nolc!. 1,.. specially
Htleil. w ith Widely 1,:tcoll staff' lines.

.I. That the hooks now in use he immediately regraded accordingto the intention of their author: and that a mach larger part, if notall. of,technical instruction Le then specifically related' to the songranti.rial found in the-books, and 'be icsentetl as correlated to the
()11:2.s and helpful to their*mastery.

41 ..:. That tausie textbooks of the Idnd noav in use and so.regradtul
he Pi wchas'ed by the 1)0a.rd of education in numbers sidlieielit. to supplytad' child with an individual copy of the look designed for hisgni le.*

.

..6. 'flint music books issued to pupils shall, after all pupils aresupplier 0,41<ept in the pupils' desks.. 'That sapplem mentary books of usiex songsontaining many good- sonof easy grout', toll nieally and arranged for two or 'three treble- voice.parts be purchased for supplementary use in fifth and sixth years,and that books of songs be added for seventh itid eighth years, suchas will provide. graded song mattr.Prial using bas. clef in amount sugi-,ieut fer those two years, and .a1.00 with graded song material using.only treble clef in amotint sufficient for those two years; and thatthis song material, together with such similar song material asis-110w in use, o treated as sight-singing
material, with such co. mple

mentary technical instritctiwtiancl elucidation as may be:necessary.
. That. books or sheets. of music containing lass parts be used forall seventh atilreightli grades in which 'fi to B a.sr cent a thepupils

4
in a music claSs have changed. vojees. '(The technical grade of thismip-ic should be' such as will enable the pupils to concentrate effortalmost wh6lly *upon. maintaining isndependjtit.parts correctly .0.11(1.pining 'a knowleilge of basSIclef notation as related' to Iheit vocalpp(tiee.).

-. ' . . .
..

...9. 'That, the voices of seventh and.eighth grade pnpilR be examined
as formally, as. may la'. neeessary once,. each semester, and that each
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pupil be informed of the range of his voice and be assigned a suitable
part to sing.

10. That 7.-.) minute4-per week .for.tirst and. second grades and 100
minutes pe:week for all grades above he recognized aS the standard

time allotted music : and that every e11ort he -made to give all
classes, especially those of SeVelltil and eighth yeai-s,x1.1C11 ann011itt of
time.

11. That pupils who; playipiano sought out ntul reopiested
,play apromanimPnts, marches, etc., whenvef such scrviee would
contribute to the enjoMent of the pupils.

12. That pupils who are studying, nasical instrurfientsbe requested
to play occasionally in their rooms, as for morning exercise: sec !i
numbers as violin or piano solos, violin ducts. etc., being solieited.

13; That every effort be made to encourage in the grade schools
larger and more permanent organizations Of ite4rumentalists, of
the natures of school orchestras.

14. That tle board of education purchase music .for ante sigh or-
ganizations that ma be formed, and :4;0 provide the .1111rii'lol or
director for each: if no teacher in the present staff can undert;die
such ditty.

15. That in the high' schoids, credit towatd.gradnation be given
for specialiV.M technical study pnrsneil undcr.teachors outside the-
school. on 'Condition that this study is sobrnitted to. obervatiim and

..on tlexamin 11e supe.rvi:or 'of music in Ow sch,ad I.) f.:.1,11,

body of examitterias may be selected. and is found worthy.
. 1c).. That at lea:it-one piano in epelt school l. considered afa funcla

montal ]girt of the cquipnrmtOf a .school, to he provided at :-,hool
expense; and that the board of education i)t%gin System:16611v- attol(
as rapidly as possible, to supply all schoids in Wilmington not Om
so provided with at least one pialm.'
..17. That in Wilmington. as in Pittsburgh,,Pa., where the board

o of education attnu'uallv appropriates -$1,000 for the, puTchaSc of og.--"
chestra1 instruntents, a' sum lie se)'aside annually for the pitrchi-tse
of orchostraT instruments that shall be the 'property of the sd. Jot
system and he lonnedito deserving pupils so lotlg its they take good
care of them anti gtud faithfully to prepare to enter tht. high school
orchestra.; or f:o long its they are Satisfactory. nu;mbers of or-
chestra; or fAiling in such7appropriation, or in .addition to;atty that
may Ix made, that entertainments, such as school concerts, etc., be c.

ihe:-proceed-sto he devoted .to The hunch :se of orchestral in-
struments;- and, that the instrurent.4 purchtLyd'be those,4eessary to
orchestral coinpletenesS;hut nr4 ordinarily .ivried, by school pupils..
such as bass viohis,vio1oncellos, ,chtrinets, troinliones. French
horns, otre4;, bas(i)ns, and tympni.

-1 .
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That credit toward graduation be given by the high school for

satisfactory playing- in the high-school orchestra.
That vigorous encouragement be given immediately to the or-

ganization, in the high schools, of choruses anti glee clubs of mixed
voices andalso of treble voice only; memlership in such classes or
grous to lie elective or by selection, the.work to-be earnest and pro-
gressix 4.. and to be cre(lited, hour for hour of recitation, equally withany suhject not requiring outside preparation.

That a cOlIrso iu ti,ti icatl apprecia 0011 he formulated and
ffer,..; in high sclpol, such course possibly to be, for a time, a popu-
hr-course, appealing to large numbers, and designed to giVe a great ,prop.rtion of time to hearing the best and greatest in music ratherth,:ii to analyzing it minutely.--

21. That songs for use in high-school assemblies be provided in
sullicient quantities to give each pupil a copy ; and that good and pro-
gre:,:ive chorus work be further aided by giving time for rehearsalsNtitl ing a plan of seating that will permit of better -voice
groupings.

-.L. That. earnest and unremitting effort be made irr.the direction
o[ tin rliy estalishino- in the tiigheschools courses iii music that shallat least. include harmony (2 years), music appreciation (2 years),
chorus. orchest ra; and the crediting of wit,,ide musical study, accord-
ing to sonic such plan of credit and hours as that represented in thefollowing:

If ,',
I lel

.111j, :Muria

011,Se, Os tf j.f f/

I 14.,ig111,
'1)1Ji I.

14si. 1,, , 1

I,
f i!.i !, ,11 r..: a %,* all

014011 rI I I. ? h
0111 II.,' I Ali 14,1 11
.t 1,..1

ilt+ tl our (hit ilo
I If..u.t

I'

3 I Ter,.1 rottiplententary to INhnivaltoviy
5

It,.
i : .1, ei,;11.or: 11* 1,01,'1hr our, .% In t.11,i,I. Of.... !Imre II 1414.!.: and II. 11:1:0, . 0i't Ii ,

i 1,1., '''. b .!

i 1.1 S r' ) 1 A ,ty ii..,rit, n'hir 111:11, !1:1-."rnrii,.(1.,-
I I, .., i iii NtiiLitiil If filiferoom l':r pr:.1i -i,-6 hour:, (W1

rituiit-. f., 'IL 'I'lliot, if iii ,ii.1, 3 ii.ilixt.;
if i.iat of u 11..11. tint (f.Tii,!. :r. 1, I,,,,, r for,
14,111th. blil n . . 1 , : , , 1,1 LI, 13ill',01.111" 1...1.1111.4.
Sit l'i if, f,t 1 r,,,i.: .14 .11 'Pk litli -.1.at 1t wl y.."

2:1. That another instructor be added inunediately to the special
departtnental corps, and high-schookaild superetsOy work be then
so divided la:tween the present,superisor and the new Inember that

the niusieal instruction in high school, including the orc.hestea,
and a filtin of supervisor:4, visits that, will cover all grade schoolrooms
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once in three weeks at most, can he suecessfully undertiken by
the t wo.

24. That the special instructor in music in colored schools. be
allowed a number. of chorus books sufficient to supply every student
participatine in assembly exercises in Howard Iligh Sehol with
an individual col ( '. and that adequate. provision of orchestral music
for the orchestra ere also be mole, in onler that the exeellent work
under Way in that school may he further developed.

.

. 25. That. effort be ]Hale to art ieulate much more closely the noisi.
department in the Schools Avit the musical interests in the community
outside. As aiding toward this

(a) AIIISIci;111, !-Iligly 4' in groups, could he invited to contribute
humbers or entire prigrant- to high-.5-cho(d assembly exercises.

(b) Professional singers and players on various instruments could
give lecture reeitals..ex!danatory of the techni, of or artist'' ch3r.
acteristics Of their medium of expression, to high-school students
gathered for iissembly exercises. ,

(I) .11usial rograms by high-sc11041 students, ass,144'd. h 1.f wal
professional nitu,,icians, could lie given.

(d) A local manager might be induced to otter a series of good
concerts, to which schoO,I students could severe Admi,uzion at reduced
prices.

(c.) . vigorous campaign should be inaugurated 14 sell students
and.teachers ticket, to the roncerts of the Philadelphia Orchestra
at' rethiced prices.

2. That some eligibility regilirements in music for all trade
teiteters in Wilmington and in the State of Dela ware.be formulated
and adopted. these requirements to -pecify that all teachers to be
certificated must at least knoW the rudiments of musie to an extent
which wttilli he reprV5,01tVII by II vlIIrse I'M oritlg :;() sPilleSier 1l airs,
preferably distributed at therate of one hour per week of reeitation.

4
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_..--..ttro.loof'at tor Ociobrr orol .litir!e, according to yegrg (1)14 grades_TABLE E 1

4.',141444441011.

II,I1AR11 ninit seitoor..

I
, I 1

AB 21 I . I 24 1 1.'s 1 I'.
11A

; i '1'' '
I 4 1 11

10A ii 17, I I 11 I

10T1 1.3 .
I ...,., 1 11

1111 11 I s 13

11.t s 2 ; 1.1 I
1211 1 0 ( ,

1

12A S' i 5' 4 !* _
Total 73 I ON j s.3 . « 14

i-__ . -..:-'',
I
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I 't.t.f.offiry. 1919.

7

28

14
13
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12
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4i it
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411. I/ 11th. 1.34'.
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13 1. 11 1.
_ ...,.....,
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lumber entering... 2;1 2,3 ' 159
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Per emit , 100.0 t N1.4 .5s. 6

Sept , 1916:
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Per s ,,sit -
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1
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1----- ,
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TLBLii 4.-Enrollments and failures in the Wilin 9ton nigh Rehool, June, 1920.
1

It0y*. 1 1:41 and 1.0y.
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0
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I.-- iS,t.to/init nix rind failures in. the Wilmington If igh.School--1011tilitted.
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TABLE 5.-ResrolIawnts, re,...boacx drup. I rya toflex I ftqv 114141 .< of
Irepearetor tit fire departments ,1 the Wilminalfm rflinted
Vreording hr individual t('ni.hi.f.N.

WILMINGTON 111441 :i'lloOL.

Per cent 1 N umber
failed of or re,
t hose 'er pt..
main! P2311.

' Teacher... l'opi I,
enrolled,

*No. 1. 40
*No. 120
N o.
No.4 -141.1
No. 5 . 131
No. 6 133
No. 7 124
*No. 8. 40
*No. 9 106
No. 10 - 129
No. 11 128
No. 12 .118

13No.
14No. 114

1.
No. 15 165
No. 16 153
No. 17. 165
No. a14,, tit
No.. 19. . , 136
No. 20 . 76
No. 21 155No. 72 116
No. 23 125
No. 24
No. 25. ..,
*No. 26

. .. 148

4itso
No. 27 . 90'No. 28... 106
No. 29 116

Per eent
dropped
of these

eiirulled.- - -
8.3

7.8
3.2

In. 4
10.5
5.7
.0

12.3
3.9
7.8
.0
.9

11.6
11.5
9.1

10.9
11.0
12.5
9.2
6.5
2.6
8.

12.0
as
8.4
&9

'10. 4
15.5

311. 6
M. 0
12.7
M. 5
27.5
21.0
17.9
17.5
18.3
14.5
14.0
5.1
2.7

2.5.7
24.0
22.3
21.2
31.5
26.1
15.9

' 43.5
36.4
44.4
41.0
29.6
21.0
17.3
16.8
15.3,

* Not now connected with the Wilmington High School.
.

11.
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7
9

10
21
17

7
4

9
6
1

35
19
25
29
13
23
11
38
28
33
16
21

19
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Freneli.
On.
Go.
1)o.

Eng. 913.
Eng. 101 and 11.
Eng. 10 and W.
F.44g. 913.
Eile. and French.
Eng, 9A and H.
Eng. 101 and 11.
Eng. 11A and B.
Eng. 9, 10 12.
Mg. 9 and 10.
Alg. 9A and 11.
A lg. 9 and 10.
Alg. 9A and 13.
AIR., geom., trig.
Geom., alg.
PI:and sol. geom.
Latin 01 and B.

Do.
Latin ItA and 10.

Latta
Latin 9 1

lb
0 11.

,
Pam. elv., hist. 9, 10.
?list. 10, 12.
/list. 10, II.
Ilist. 10A. and 13.
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TABLE 7. Enrollment of the Wilmington High, School, September, 1920. dis-

tributed according. to eurrieututnR, sexes, Tind grades. , ....o..em

Grades.

I Classical.

B 9th 18
A 9th 22

All 9th 40

B 10th. 15-
* 10th 13

All 10th ... 28

A 11th.
Al 11th

B 12th
A 12th

All 12th

All grades..
Per gent of all en-

.. rolled

Iwo

Ca)

50
47
97

49
41
90

8 20
1 7
9 27

i
4e5

co

68
69

137

64
54

1144

'28
8

3e)

Latin- eierr- General. Commercial.

100 14
60 6

160 20

66 8
6

99 14

20 1.12
13 6
33 is

4
O O

CQ

114135

180

74
39

113

32
19
51

5 16 21 23*4-46-Ps 39
3 8 11 3 4 7
8 24 ;32 '26 ..0 46

851238 323 318 1721

24.9

390

3 0

47'

15
24
39

17
4

21

6
0
6

113

4
0
4

6
5

611

6
3
9

7
2
9

33

es. .0
q A4

39 28 106
12 26
51 54

21" 14
29 5

.50 19

'23 7
7 9

30 16

.13 7
2 0

53
159

24
59

25
14
39

22
4

15 '7 26

146 96 2s3

11.2

.4

CO

All curricu-
lums.

134 6'
79 8

215 14

49 12
29 4
IS 16

32 0
23 0
55 0

29 0
4 0

33 0

3
4
7

'0
0
0

195 180
132 114
327 294

113 110
79 so

192 190

52
27
79

0 41
0 6
0 47

379 3 333144.5

29 1 3 1.2 ;

63
30
93

375
246 '
621

223
159
382

115
57

17'2

61 102
14 24
79 1261

656 1,301

I The houieb.old arts and cooperative curriculums have been in °oration for two yet? -s only.

TABLE t4. Teachers in Wilmington High 8ehiool ( W ) Intel in. Ito.rard High
School (II), distrihuted according to ypars of 'training beyond elementary,
school or as to degrees earned.

Years of training beyond el;mentary
school.

Between 1 and 2 years I
Between 2 and 3 years
Between 3 aid 4 years
Between 4 and 5 years
Between 5 and 6 years.. aL
Between 6 and 7 years
Between 7. and years
Between 8 and 9 years
Between 9 and .10 years.
Between 10 and 11 y
Eleven or more

Total
Pereelitages

Teachers
holding no
degree or
diploma.

w. H.

2
1

4
5
2. 1

3 . 2
2
1

21
38.9

Holding
diploma

only.

WV.

2
2
3

3
27.3

-4
If

Holding Holding
b act elor 's master's

degree. degree.

011
NV.

3
14
2
2

71 2 ;1
13 18.1 38.9

lint less than 2 years. 4

I Art teacher.
:Smith-Hughes cooperative Leacher; has both B. S. and C. S.

44

Ifs W. If.

1

2
3

kis

411'

r

).2 04...

Total
teachers.

W.

MIP
H.

2
1

4 . .

5 .
4 2
5 9

8 1

16 .5
1

5 .

1

r) 4

10:)

4



' TABLE 9.

APPENDIX. 191

Salaries and experience of the teache;ss irt the two Wilmington high
schools.

Teachers without college degrees.

Teachers having the lit
various acounts of I Years of experi-
salary and experi- ence.
ence.

Total Women. Ex-Men. Median.Cremes.

1 I I
I

2 32
15 . I # 1

1

3 1 1 2-1
42.

)

.......
28 22

2
2
1

1

6

lag

44-15

16-10

4-2

7P

Wilming-
ton High
School.

Amount.
paid as
salaries.

la, 000
2, 500
2, 40()

31+ 2,300
17 2, 100
31 2, 000
31 I, S50

7 1,750
11 1,650
2 1, 550
3 1,450
1 1,400

1,350
31+ 1,250

Teachers without college degrees.

i Teachers
Years of experi- various

ence. salary
ence.

Ex-ian. Men.Med tremes .

22
11 2'2-4
7
11

10 12-8

8.5
4
4.5 I

2
1

having the
amounts of

and experi-

1

Women.' Total.

t I
3

21

4

lfy1-5 1

5-1
6-3

11

3
3
2
1

'15

1

4
1

1

1

4

4
5
2
1.

2

26

HOWARD 1110H SCHOOL.

5 I 3 I 23-13 IS
2 27-15 21

6

..10mWM.O

5 2 3

2, 430
2, 0(W)
1,854)
19350
1000

I Heads of departments.
2 Scienco and athletic coach.
-3 Rtnith-linghes cooperative
4 Principal.

Domestic science teacher.
+ Acting principal and head

9.5 12-5

1

and manual. training-teacher.

of history department.
5.

TABLE 10.N uniber of melt(' I loll sections enrolling the various
pupils indicated, distributed by departments.

WILMINGTON HIGH SCHOOL.

Departments.
/

Number of sections in--
English
Mathematics
Latin
N14xlern language .
'History and civics
Sciei ice
Commerce

art!s
Manual training, drawing,

gymnasium

Total, all departments.
Per cent of all classes...

arra.

.1011

Number of pupils in sections.

t-5 6-10 11-15

I

16-20 21-25

5 10
1 6

3 3
5 4
2 2

1 3 5
3 10 3
4 4 11

1 4 8

0. 1. I 3.4 14.4
. 52
17.8

5

4

4111.11Normw

-4.11111....

6

'lumbers o

2640 I 31-35 36-40

10 17
12 12
13 7
10 2
5 9
9 5
6 9
8

5

78
28.7

HOWARD HIGH SCHOOL.

IF)

9
2
1

.4
5
1

11 5

72. 32
21.6 10.9

10-

. .

41 or
More.

1

3

3
1.0

Total,
=11

47
46.
28
22
23
28
33
27

38

292
100.0.

fa&

Total, all departments.. 18 15 17 4 5
1 1Per cent of all classes.... 30.5 25.4 28.8 8.8 8.5 00

0




